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I dedicate this book to the Almighty God. He brought me back 

to Earth and anointed me for thirty-two months, enabling me to 

receive the revelation expounded in this book: His earthly kingdom 

is at hand. He dispatched two of His spirit angels, saints Michael 

and Gabriel, to support me throughout the revelation period. He is 

the author of this book—I am a mere scribe.

May all glory and honour be to Him, now and forevermore. Amen.
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PREFACE

This book is based on the Almighty God’s revelation, which He 

brought to light between May 2016 and December 2018. Towards 

the end of this period, He would seemingly link me up with His 

active mind and His Truth would £ood my soul. His spirit angels 

intervened when certain aspects of the revelation needed clari¤ca-

tion. The angels’ names, Michael and Gabriel, sound di¥erent in 

angelic language, but I have used these anglicised versions through-

out the book.

Reading from the revelation, humankind is about to come to the 

end of a lengthy spiritual dark age, marked by the rise of Satanism 

(humanism) and misdirected carnal-based growth. Symptomatic of 

this darkness is the near-complete disconnect from the knowledge 

of God among many societies around the world; where as a result, 

righteousness is frowned upon and the Creator’s name is men-

tioned with a hint of embarrassment.

Let us imagine a scenario where the Almighty God decrees 

a dress code upon humanity—His prophet approaches a young 

woman on a New York street, “I’m God’s prophet; He’d like you to 

cover your hair and to rethink your hot-pant-style jean shorts.” She 

would rebuke the prophet, “Dude! What have you been smoking?”

If you asked the USA to show leadership by abandoning her 

nuclear weapons programme, President Donald Trump would 

arrogantly remind you why his kingdom is the sole superpower: 

unmatched nuclear capability. In 2016, over twenty million people 
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faced starvation in Yemen, Somalia, South Sudan, and Nigeria; if you 

had asked one of that year’s nine super rich men—they collectively 

owned the same as the bottom half of the global population1—to 

donate half of his fortune to save those hapless souls, there would 

have been stunned silence.

Synthetic recreational drugs have arisen, for example Fentanyl, 

which pose grave danger even to ¤rst responders. Canada has reacted 

by establishing ‘safe injection sites’, where nurses administer illic-

itly acquired drugs, hoping to check the widespread overdosing 

crisis—it claimed almost 1,500 lives in one province alone in 2018. 

Drug-fuelled criminal activity, characterised by stabbings and shoot-

ings, is on the rise; the situation is worse in the USA.

Despite these woes, recreational use and personal cultivation of 

cannabis was legalised across Canada in October 2018—so far, can-

nabis enjoys legal status in ten USA states. And because cannabis 

has made its way into food recipes, concerns about unintentional 

consumption in edibles such as pastries, including by children, can 

no longer be ignored. Mind you, this is a mere snapshot of the crisis 

in North America, where data is readily available.

On its part, the global defence budget continues to rise; it stood 

at US$1.7 trillion in 2017, with the USA spending about US$610 

billion, almost 40 percent of the global total. Unlike human 

beings, the Almighty God is not delusional: All defence spending 

is intended for the spillage of human blood. If US$100 can spill a 

litre of blood, the USA’s capability stands at over six billion litres 

annually.

As spiritual darkness deepens, the Almighty God’s anger keeps 

multiplying. Increasingly ferocious disasters are overtaking the 

earth. By His revelation, the frequency and intensity of catastro-

phes and the growth of the pharmaceutical industry, taken together, 

correspond to humanity’s level of unrighteousness. The global 
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pharmaceutical industry has sustained a steady growth over the 

years: It surpassed the US$1 trillion mark in 2014.

Suppose you had the power to take over a planet in one corner of 

the cosmos and to establish intelligent life there. What would be your 

measure of success regarding your project? Would it be that parts of 

your planet were experiencing some growth even as people starved 

elsewhere? Or would it be that nine of the nations in your planet 

possessed nuclear weapons and were ready to annihilate your project 

at the press of a button? No: Your measure of success would be your 

creation’s level of righteousness—the expression of love among its 

members and towards you. The Almighty God is no di¥erent.

Understandably therefore, the Creator of the universe, includ-

ing its spiritual and cosmic life, has started the great reset, whereby 

He will right what has gone wrong, cleanse the race of spiritual 

mis¤ts, and reorient growth away from self-directed to righteous-

ness-based. This reset will facilitate a far-reaching renewal of the 

race, stopping its approaching death and enabling it to £ourish.

During the revelation period, the Almighty God clari¤ed that 

He has annihilated countless de¤ant civilisations across the cosmos. 

Sometimes, the extermination has been through alien attacks from 

nearby inhabited celestial bodies. In our present spiritual and tech-

nological backwardness, we could see neither the alien attackers 

nor their weapons. As humanity dies o¥, we would heap the blame 

on our usual scapegoat: Satan. Yet we do not understand who or 

what Satan is.

According to the Almighty God, the signs of His ending of the 

Second Epoch around this time ought to have been clear. But our 

present spiritual foolishness would not allow such discernment. 

And as a result, only He can inform humanity of the imminent 

Third Epoch, The Kingdom of the Almighty God, which He is putting 

into e¥ect.
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This book is the ¤rst of His upcoming divine actions, geared 

towards moving humanity from faith to knowledge. This will enable 

Him to reign in the heart of every kingdom citizen, even as He culls 

the herd of those who defy Him. Years into the great reset, state bor-

ders will be used for administrative purposes, but not to delineate 

political exclusion zones.

Finally, over the past forty years, the Almighty God has been 

giving back bodily life to those human beings who lived righteously 

on Earth in the past: His saints. They will assist Him to set up and 

govern the upcoming kingdom, guided by Jesus Christ, who is also 

back on Earth. In the revelation, the Almighty God identi¤ed St. 

John’s beast as prophesied 2,000 years ago. This beast is also the 

little horn whom Prophet Daniel had dreamt of 600 years earlier.

39 But be sure of this: if the homeowner had known at what time the 

thief were coming, he would have watched and would not have let his 

house be broken into. 40 So be ready, because the Son of Man is coming 

at a time when you don’t expect him.

—Luke 12 ISV
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INTRODUCTION

“Owing to the novel nature of this work, I have used some unfamiliar 

terms: Spirit angels, unlike cosmic angels, are without physical 

bodies. The revelation led me to use the term cosmozens to refer to 

the numberless spirit-driven bodily beings inhabiting the cosmos. 

Think of the Spirit Universe as the ordered existence of ‘spirit matter’ 

and energy; obviously, these two are part and parcel of the popularly 

imagined universe, beyond which nothing can exist.”

As I noted in the Preface, the Almighty God took thirty-two months to 

conclude this revelation. Initially, He would stir my soul and lead me 

to ask Him questions pertaining to humankind’s many contemporary 

challenges. He would then answer me in a dream, a vision, or via spir-

itual communication—sometimes strong enough to immobilise me 

for minutes. After about two months, He became more affable and 

responded to my questions through immediate revelation, instead 

of having to wait for a dream or a vision. It felt as if He was peeling 

off layers of spiritual illiteracy from my soul to reveal His knowledge.

By the end of the thirty-second month, I had received a clear 

and coherent revelation about the history and future of humankind; 

also, the Almighty God and His two spirit angels had dictated most 

of the paragraphs in this book.

At first, I did not realise the significance of what I was getting 

into.
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Let me use the �rst message for illustration.

To start o¥, Angel Michael made me appreciate that he had to 

apply a mighty hand to keep me outside religion: A person steeped 

in religious dogma and bias cannot accommodate an outside-in per-

spective regarding the true knowledge of God. The angel therefore 

maintained upon me a spirit of philosophical questioning of reli-

gious beliefs, though I would pray and meditate in solitude. Hence 

I was unaware of Christianity’s recent subtle trends.

After I began attending church services in February 2016, I 

grew curious about the mainstream Christian view that Jesus Christ 

is God—coequal, co-essential, and co-eternal with ‘God the Father’ 

and ‘God the Holy Spirit’. One preacher stated categorically, “If one 

of the three divine persons in the Holy Trinity were to be removed, 

God would cease to exist.” I also noticed that many Christian min-

istries, including online ones, used the name of Christ in prayer, 

praise, and worship, paying no regards to the Almighty God.

I cried out to God. I reminded Him of some spiritual support 

work I was involved in at the time, among some homeless people, 

yet I was not sure if humanity should worship the Almighty God, 

Jesus Christ, or the former through the latter. He answered me 

during a deep meditation session, through a strong spiritual vibra-

tion which left the right side of my head in spasm for about ten 

minutes: “It doesn’t matter.”

It is in order therefore to praise, worship, and pray to Jesus 

Christ, just as one would to the Almighty God. Later, however, 

Father clari¤ed that this position will change at the end of the Second 

Epoch. After He sets up His earthly kingdom, all its citizens will 

exclusively worship Him.

This message encouraged me to keep asking the Almighty God 

questions on any profound matters that came to my mind, and He 
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always answered me, directly or through His angels. But I later 

discerned that He was stirring my mind to ponder speci¤c spiritual 

issues, which I would then address to Him in prayer. My pleadings 

were not originating from my mind: He had planned our interaction 

in such a way that in the end, I would have received a comprehen-

sive revelation.

“Joseph, I chose you for this kingdom project thousands of years ago 

during your �rst life on Earth. The time has come to ful�l my promise 

to humanity. Accurately record what I’ll reveal to you,” the Almighty 

God cautioned me in a dream in late May 2016.

In the days following that dream, I got apprehensive about being 

involved in a project where I always had to await His instructions. 

I feared what would happen if I made a signi¤cant mistake. The 

realisation that I did not have control of my mind also concerned 

me, but His friendly approach strengthened me.

As a highlight, the revelation paints a picture of the Almighty 

God, and His spirit and cosmic angels, being in much ¤rmer control 

of our lives than many of us are aware of. A loving but strict Father, 

He treasures righteousness while severely punishing disobedience.

I have used the term meditation to refer to that peaceful state one 

attains while at a quiet place, at the point when the noisy conscious 

mind virtually shuts o¥. Meditative prayer can be contrasted with the 

‘shopping list prayers’ most of us engage in, whereby we allocate two 

quick minutes to tell the Almighty God what we want, followed by a 

hurried amen. We ought to dialogue with God, as opposed to issuing 

Him a monologue. Being in a meditative mood can create the perfect 

opportunity for listening out to cosmic intelligence—the Almighty 

God, His angels, and other benevolent spirits. Their messages carry 

much more signi¤cance than what you feel you must tell them.
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Versions of English Bible translations abound, bearing many 

subtle disagreements and some direct contradictions. The two 

spirit angels—they were instrumental in the development of all 

holy writings in the ¤rst place—led me to the correct translation 

for each quoted scripture.

Owing to the novel nature of this work, I have used some unfa-

miliar terms: Spirit angels, unlike cosmic angels, are without physical 

bodies. The revelation led me to use the term cosmozens to refer to 

the numberless spirit-driven bodily beings inhabiting the cosmos. 

Think of the Spirit Universe as the ordered existence of ‘spirit matter’ 

and energy; obviously, these two are part and parcel of the popularly 

imagined universe, beyond which nothing can exist.



CHAPTER 1

Creation Revealed

“The Bible tells us that within four ‘days’, the Almighty God 

positioned the then formless and empty Earth to receive optimal 

energy from the sun, set it spinning on its axis to partition day 

from night, spurred it into a tilting motion around the sun 

to create seasons, and caused its waters to gather into depressions 

to reveal dry land, sprouting with all kinds of vegetation. Were 

these calendar days? One of the notable aspects of my revelation is 

that these were not calendar days, and they were not even equal. 

For instance, regarding terrestrial creation work, God is still on 

Day 7, resting from His earthly travail.”
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THE SIX ‘DAYS’ OF TERRESTRIAL CREATION: 
FROM LIGHT TO ADAM

Before the discovery of radioactivity in the late 1800s, the age of the 

earth was always considered in terms of the six biblical ‘days’ of cre-

ation and the genealogy from Adam to Jesus Christ. Taken together, 

they returned a young age running into several thousand years.

As geologists and physicists gained increasing knowledge in the 

early twentieth century, estimated dates of the age of the earth in 

the region of two billion years surfaced. Currently, Science guess-

timates the age of the earth at about four and a half billion years, 

while that of the observable universe is thought to stand at thirteen 

billion years.

Medicine, chemistry, astronomy—the subjects our science stud-

ies are approached just like our research into the age of the universe. 

It is a slow, grinding process. Yet lying beyond our immediate con-

sciousness is complete knowledge, as possessed by the Almighty 

God and His angels. Our only connection to them is spiritual: God 

and His spirit angels are spirit beings; cosmic angels live many 

light-years away in paradise. They bequeathed our ancestors some 

writings millennia ago, in the only style our forebears could under-

stand given their ignorance. We have dismissed those writings for 

their ‘simplicity’, after eying them through literal lenses; hence we 

have failed to grasp the term ‘day’ in the following scripture, for 

example. As for the cosmic angels, “Well, they’re just aliens,” many 

of us would say.

1 In the beginning God created the heavens [sky, i.e., the rest of the 

cosmos] and the earth. 2 The earth was formless and empty, and 

darkness covered the deep waters. And the Spirit of God was hovering 

over the surface of the waters. 3  Then God said, “Let there be light,” 
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and there was light. 4  And God saw that the light was good. Then 

He separated the light from the darkness. 5  God called the light “day” 

and the darkness “night”. And evening passed and morning came, 

marking the �rst day.

—Genesis 1 NLT

Due to the prevailing spiritual darkness, many readers have 

given up ever ‘hearing’ the interpretive voice of the Almighty God 

as they perused their holy books, resigning to literal understanding. 

Based on this storybook-style reading, others have become ¤erce but 

irrational apologists for their religions’ holy writings—some to the 

extent of physical violence.

One of the signi¤cant results of this literal reading of holy writ-

ings is the Creation vs Evolution Debate, which paints a reality where 

spirituality and science run on parallel rails. It is as if evolution, as 

a phenomenon, can exist and a¥ect the Almighty God’s creation for 

billions of years, while the Creator looks on wondering what was 

happening. But there cannot be multiple ultimate truths.

No scientist can discover what we call evolution without the 

Almighty God facilitating such discernment. And He does not 

spur us to discoveries in a series of happenstances: We ‘discover’ 

crude oil because He needs to warm the environment and to make 

human life easier. Our Heavenly Father is not a stumbling block 

to human advancement. He desires to bless us with knowledge, 

wishing we could know more and quicker, but within the matrix of 

His righteousness.

In the revelation, St. Michael identi¤ed soul programming as the 

cause of what Science calls evolution. The Almighty God encodes 

every soul He creates so it reacts to stimuli by its divine programme. 

He brings about conditions which cause certain species to go extinct 

while His chosen ones thrive. He isolates a section of a species 
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causing it to develop into a new species, for His own divine pur-

poses. Without having the ability to manage His creation using 

approaches like these, He would not have arrived at His ultimate 

terrestrial handicraft: humanity.

“Science without religion is lame; religion without science is blind.”

—Albert Einstein

The Bible tells us that within four ‘days’, the Almighty God posi-

tioned the then formless and empty Earth to receive optimal energy 

from the sun, set it spinning on its axis to partition day from night, 

spurred it into a tilting motion around the sun to create seasons, 

and caused its waters to gather into depressions to reveal dry land, 

sprouting with all kinds of vegetation. Were these calendar days? 

One of the notable aspects of my revelation is that these were not 

calendar days, and they were not even equal. For instance, regarding 

terrestrial creation work, God is still on Day 7, resting from His 

earthly travail.

Building upon the achievements of those four ‘days’, the 

Almighty God created aquatic animals and birds of the air on Day 

5. He blessed them saying, “Be fruitful and multiply: Let the ¤sh 

¤ll the seas, while the birds multiply on the earth.” Later, as Day 6 

broke over the earth, He created land animals.

Is it possible that the land was populated through an ‘evolution 

invasion’ from the seas? Yes, it is. Does that mean, for example, 

that the Almighty God did not create the land animals? If He had 

programmed the souls of some of the sea creatures so that their ¤ns 

would adapt into legs as they took to the land, does that make Him 

less of a Creator? Am I the only one who ¤nds this to be even more 

ingenious than having to mould every one of His creatures from 

clay, and then breathing life into each clay form?
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ADAM & EVE ARE BORN

Before delving deeper into this section, it is important to understand 

that the Almighty God does not electrify the bodies of sub-human 

creatures using spiritual souls. And because such lower-life souls 

are matter-based, they die along with the animal. On the other hand, 

He electri¤es a human body in the ¤eld of a spiritual soul. This is 

what sets us apart from animals. Human souls rejoin the Spirit 

Universe upon the loss of bodily life.

Ever since He created Adam and Eve, He has been moving us 

away from our animal heritage, towards a more spiritually aware 

existence. As Second Epoch humans, however, we still possess both 

animal and spiritual aspects. By the Fourth Epoch, He will have done 

away with most of our animal attributes.

26 Then God said, “Let us make human beings in our image, to be 

like us. They will reign over the �sh in the sea, the birds in the sky, 

the livestock, all the wild animals on the earth, and the small animals 

that scurry along the ground.”

—Genesis 1 NLT

By the Almighty God’s revelation, Adam and Eve were fathered 

by His spirit about 10,000 years ago, soon after the Last Glacial 

Period—sometimes referred to as the Last Ice Age. In those days, 

there were sub-human species whose members closely resembled 

humans. From one of my visions, they even had basic weaponry 

skills and an interest in the sky. They could also conjecture the 

weather. But they did not have intelligent communication and 

could not organise into civilisations of any complexity. And 

most importantly, they were not human. Nevertheless, it is from 

one of these species that He identi¤ed His ‘Mary’ for the virgin 

conceptions.
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These are the ‘people’ Cain feared in the scripture below, 

when God spelt out his punishment after he murdered his brother 

Abel.

13 Cain replied to the Lord, “My punishment is too great for me to bear! 
14 You have banished me from the land and from your presence; you 

have made me a homeless wanderer. Anyone who �nds me will kill me!”

—Genesis 4 NLT

The part of the revelation about the creation of Adam and Eve 

took the form of a series of visions in mid-February 2017.

I recall the Almighty God asking me to pay close attention as 

He took over the mind of the leader of the First Paradise, which is 

a great number of stars away from Earth. God had kept referring 

to him as ‘the First Paradise Jesus Christ’. I then witnessed Him, 

accompanied by six cosmic angels, arriving in two spaceships and 

establishing the Garden of Eden. They marked o¥ the farm’s bound-

aries with rotating gadgets that gave o¥ awesome light. According 

to Angel Gabriel, this was the ¤rst time spiriticity, a form of angelic 

electricity, lit up the earth.

While still wearing the body of ‘the First Paradise Jesus Christ’, 

the Almighty God isolated Adam and welcomed him to the farm—

he seemed to be in his mid-twenties. Father set about imparting 

to Adam the skills he needed as the progenitor of the human race, 

such as the elementary language alluded to in the scripture below. 

Adam’s sub-human relatives did not possess the mental and spiri-

tual capability to improve their limited language skills to complex 

levels, based on social interaction; as I recall from the revelation, 

they referred to animals in vague terms that depended on each 

animal’s predominant sound.
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19 The Lord God formed out of the ground every living animal of 

the �eld and every bird of the air. He brought them to the man to see 

what he would name them, and whatever the man called each living 

creature, that was its name. 20 So the man named all the animals, the 

birds of the air, and the living creatures of the �eld.

—Genesis 2 NET

Later, the Almighty God brought Eve, a beautiful young 

woman, into the garden. Before her arrival, Adam had been inter-

acting only with God and the cosmic angels. He could tell that 

the heavenly hosts were not his kind, hence his relief when Eve 

entered the farm.

23 “At last!” the man exclaimed. “This one is bone from my bone, and 

esh from my esh! She will be called ‘woman’, because she was taken 

from ‘man’.”

—Genesis 2 NLT

From what I witnessed, there was so much to learn that by 

the time Adam and Eve disobeyed God, they were yet to cover the 

important subject of the shame of nakedness. The Almighty God 

instilled this notion into humanity from the beginning, for social 

order and as a check on immorality.

Outside the Garden of Eden, the sub-humans would not have 

covered their bodies out of the shame of nakedness: Such an idea 

would have been as foreign to them as it is to sub-human spe-

cies today. The few who occasionally covered their bodies did so 

di¥erently from humans, and for reasons other than the shame 

of nakedness—minimising skin injuries, keeping warm, looking 

distinct.
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1 Now the serpent was more crafty than any other beast of the �eld that 

the Lord God had made. He said to the woman, “Did God actually 

say, ‘You shall not eat of any tree in the garden?’” 2 And the woman 

said to the serpent, “We may eat of the fruit of the trees in the garden, 
3 but God said, ‘You shall not eat of the fruit of the tree that is in the 

midst of the garden, neither shall you touch it, lest you die.’”
4 But the serpent said to the woman, “You will not surely die. 5 For 

God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you 

will be like God, knowing good and evil.” 6 So when the woman saw 

that the tree was good for food, and that it was a delight to the eyes, 

and that the tree was to be desired to make one wise, she took of its 

fruit and ate, and she also gave some to her husband who was with 

her, and he ate. 7 Then the eyes of both were opened, and they knew 

that they were naked.

—Genesis 3 ESV

This scripture is one of the most misunderstood in holy writings. 

It is misconstrued on two levels: the nature of the mentioned-ser-

pent, and the workings of the Almighty God. In several situations, 

God has used the symbolism of the serpent, as humankind’s worst 

enemy, to point out human de¤ance, or Satan. Every de¤ant human 

can be said to have a little serpent in their minds, spurring them 

towards disobedience. This was therefore not a real snake.

The Almighty God was testing Adam and Eve. He warns them 

not to eat the fruit of a certain tree in the garden, decreeing that if 

they disobeyed Him, they would realise they were naked. Yet He 

had not edi¤ed them on that subject. In my vision, this fruit was the 

most popular among the angels in the garden; they had carried its 

seeds along as they left paradise. I often witnessed them process-

ing the fruit into angelic food inside their spacecraft. Adam and 
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Eve must have wondered if the angels’ wisdom resulted from their 

partaking of that fruit.

From what I saw, Adam and Eve appeared not to apprehend 

their unique status: They were di¥erent from their sub-human rel-

atives. The in£ection point came when the Almighty God opened 

their eyes to their nakedness after their disobedience.

Had he not de¤ed God, Adam would have been the young race’s 

spiritual guide and ruler for the almost 1,000 years he lived on 

Earth. But unlike Jesus Christ, eight millennia after him, Adam 

fell to God’s testing. This has resulted in humankind enduring a 

di¾cult 10,000-year period, as God identi¤es the saints who will 

populate the ultimate and unchanging Fourth Epoch—humanity’s 

cosmic paradise. The revelation shows that He has enough saints 

from the ¤rst two epochs to justify the establishment of His earthly 

kingdom.

God had intended that humanity would live in the Kingdom of the 

Almighty God from the word go. For illustration, He pointed out 

to me four of the six paradises where the beings obeyed Him from 

the beginning; their ‘Adams’ became their ‘Jesus Christs’, and their 

‘earths’ turned into paradises.

Given this revelation, do I consider the holy writings’ account of 

the creation of Adam and Eve to be true? Though the account does 

not portray the events literally, it is truer than the truth because it is 

part of the Almighty God’s Truth. It is regrettable that our present 

spiritual illiteracy does not leave room for the narration of an event in 

abstract terms, without the reporter being declared logically wrong.

From a spiritual standpoint, it su¾ces to say that the Almighty 

God moulded Adam from the dust of the ground and breathed life 

into his nostrils. For one, this clari¤es that the body is composed of 
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matter that will decompose into the earth, while the breath of life 

(the soul) is external to such corporeal matter. The people of faith are 

not unscienti¤c. They spiritually understand that natural science is 

inbuilt into divine discourses, because God is the arch-scientist—the 

Omniscient One.

Regarding the biblical account of the Almighty God creating 

Eve from Adam’s rib, or side, the spiritual implication here is that ‘a 

wife is a part of her husband’s body’. While she ought to cooperate 

with her husband for the sustainability of the family unit, he should 

treat her with love and care as only an insane person would hurt a 

part of his own body.

Before their signi¤cant westernisation, many societies around 

the world prized abstract narration and storytelling. In my commu-

nity in Central Kenya, just a few decades ago, village elders would 

summon a young man after he would have made an unmarried 

woman pregnant, and the elders would never ‘stoop’ to the level 

of using words such as pregnancy, intimacy, marriage, money, or 

young woman. This elevated the deliberation to a level of decency 

and mystery that cannot be achieved with plain speech, though such 

discussions were di¾cult to follow for the socially unskilled.

THE FIRST EPOCH: FROM ADAM TO NOAH

1 Then the people began to multiply on the earth, and daughters were 

born to them. 2 The sons of God saw the beautiful women and took 

any they wanted as their wives. 3 Then the Lord said, “My Spirit 

will not put up with humans for such a long time, for they are only 

mortal esh. In the future, their normal lifespan will be no more 

than 120 years.”
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4 In those days, and for some time after, giant Nephilites lived 

on the earth, for whenever the sons of God had intercourse with 

women, they gave birth to children who became the heroes and famous 

warriors of ancient times.
5 The Lord observed the extent of human wickedness on the earth, 

and He saw that everything they thought or imagined was consistently 

and totally evil. 6 So the Lord was sorry He had ever made them and 

put them on the earth. It broke His heart. 7 And the Lord said, “I 

will wipe this human race I have created from the face of the earth. 

Yes, and I will destroy every living thing—all the people, the large 

animals, the small animals that scurry along the ground, and even 

the birds of the sky. I am sorry I ever made them.” 8 But Noah found 

favor with the Lord.

—Genesis 6 NLT

After the Almighty God chased Adam and Eve out of the Garden of 

Eden, they were no longer separated from the sub-human relatives 

living around them. This caused many challenges, the most conse-

quential being interbreeding between the daughters of the humans 

and the sons of the sub-humans.

And why are the sons of these sub-humans referred to in the 

Bible as ‘sons of God’? I prayed and meditated for several weeks while 

I sought the Almighty God’s clari¤cation on this scripture. He made 

me understand that the individuals of that sub-human species were 

often of a stronger build than the humans. God was e¥ecting a transi-

tion in His earthly creation, from beings who depended on brute force 

to spirit-driven beings whose power derived from ‘software’ capability.

In one vision, I saw Him struggling to settle humankind into 

agriculture and close-knit civilisations, away from the hunter-gath-

erer lifestyle of the coexisting sub-human species. But during 
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the transition period, bodily strength and might were still prized 

attributes among males. And the sub-human males mated quite 

successfully among the daughters of early humans, bringing forth 

strong sons—some were ¤erce Goliath-type warriors.

Why did the Almighty God get so angry about this interbreed-

ing? Why did He feel compelled to wipe out humanity save for 

Noah’s family of eight? Because the occasioned pollution sti£ed 

humanity’s correspondence with Him, and the spirit and cosmic 

angels. They could no longer guide humankind towards rapid 

spiritual and socioeconomic development. Though we think of the 

120-year-lifespan-curse as a supernatural punishment for the sins 

of early humans, it can also be viewed as resulting from species 

pollution and degradation.

On the other hand, Noah and his family were righteous and 

God-fearing. They had maintained an unpolluted and unbroken 

lineage from Adam, and therefore presented the Almighty God with 

a near-perfect opportunity to restart His project from scratch, this 

time with a population of eight as opposed to two.

17 For forty days the oodwaters grew deeper, covering the ground 

and lifting the boat high above the earth. 18 As the waters rose higher 

and higher above the ground, the boat oated safely on the surface. 19 

Finally, the water covered even the highest mountains on the earth, 20 

rising more than twenty-two feet above the highest peaks.
22 Everything that breathed and lived on dry land died. 23 God 

wiped out every living thing on the earth—people, livestock, small 

animals that scurry along the ground, and the birds of the sky. All were 

destroyed. The only people who survived were Noah and those with 

him in the boat. 24 And the ood waters covered the earth for 150 days.

—Genesis 7 NLT
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Was the Great Flood truly global? Did the waters cover the entire 

Earth? This aspect of the revelation has important implications for 

human history and spirituality. The Almighty God is surprised that 

humanity has not sought His knowledge regarding such matters. 

In a vision, He showed me that the £ood waters covered only the 

region where humans, as delineated earlier in this chapter, had 

populated. This area encompassed present-day Northern Iraq, Syria, 

and Eastern Turkey.

The account of the £ood was then passed down through the 

generations, and later recorded under God’s inspiration. To the eight 

eyewitnesses, and considering His reason for the £ood, the ‘entire 

world’ was engulfed in £ood waters.

THE SECOND EPOCH: FROM NOAH TO  
THE KINGDOM OF THE ALMIGHTY GOD

Among other reasons, the Almighty God brought about the Great 

Flood to annihilate the sub-human species that had been interbreed-

ing and competing with the early humans. Despite His anger at 

humanity’s sins, He was determined that the blessing spelt out in 

the scripture below would come to pass.

28 God blessed them and said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply! Fill 

the earth and subdue it! Rule over the �sh of the sea and the birds of 

the air and every creature that moves on the ground.”

—Genesis 1 NET

Unfortunately, pollution to the human race persisted from mul-

tiple fronts during the Second Epoch. After the dispersion at Babel, 

humankind came across di¥erent sub-human species beyond the 
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area obliterated by the Great Flood. But those incidences of con-

tamination were not serious enough to warrant the Almighty God’s 

drastic action. Notwithstanding, there are two main undesirable 

e¥ects of this pollution:

 ✦ The average human’s di¾culties with spiritual correspon-

dence. This has the e¥ect of setting humankind apart from 

the Almighty God, His spirit and cosmic angels, and the force 

behind all transformations—abstraction.

 ✦ Our widespread physical and mental abnormalities and danger-

ous diseases, for our degraded bodies cannot ¤ght o¥ infections.

Beyond species pollution, cultural-religious segregations have 

frustrated the return of human bodies to the pre-Babel Adamic state. 

Today, only an insigni¤cant fraction of the population is 100 percent 

human, in keeping with the Almighty God’s design.

Racial and sub-racial exclusions have played the starring role in 

making our thousands of cultures and languages a de¤ning feature 

of the Second Epoch. And as the pot of spiritual corruption boiled, all 

these human divisions have caused the billowing of thousands of 

religions, denominations, and sects. The Almighty God will break 

the curse of human divisions and misunderstandings as we enter 

the Third Epoch. His people will be one uni¤ed human race once 

again with a common language and ken. Every barrier will fall, 

starting with nation-state boundaries.

The Rise & Fall of Israel

Yet another notable of the Second Epoch is the failure of Israel to 

live up to God’s intention as an example of a God-governed king-

dom, from where He would have radiated His governorship to other 

nations around the world.
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By the revelation, God’s ¤nal disappointment with Israel was 

her failure to recognise Jesus Christ, causing Him to abandon 

her as His special possession. He therefore kept o¥ during her 

A.D. 66 to A.D. 135 failed revolts against the Roman Empire. They 

resulted in many Jews being dispersed around the world or being 

sold into slavery. This is what He had promised would happen if 

she disobeyed Him. Remarkably, the A.D. 135 revolt was led by one 

Shimon Bar-Kokhba, who many Jews of the time regarded as the 

Messiah. The Almighty God and His angels had fought alongside 

Israel in most of her earlier wars, leading to many miraculous 

successes.

The current state of Israel, established in 1948, is not the model, 

spirit-led dominion the Almighty God had intended. It is smeared in 

shame and iniquity like all other world jurisdictions, and it is Jacob’s 

only by name. From the revelation, if God were human, He would 

have been deeply traumatised. The Lord has been in punishment 

mode towards Jacob’s children ever since they instigated Christ’s 

cruci¤xion. He is prepared to meet them on the battle¤eld if they 

will not accept Jesus Christ 2.0.

THE SECOND ADAM: JESUS CHRIST 1.0

Jesus’s world was startlingly di¯erent from ours. For one thing, it was 

a lot less crowded. At the time of his birth, the earth’s entire population 

was just 300 million—smaller than that of the USA by itself today. 

About 45 million of those people, including Jesus himself, lived in 

the Roman Empire, whose borders stretched, in Jesus’s time, from 

modern-day Portugal in the west to Turkey in the east.2
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About 2,000 years ago, amidst human violence, the Almighty God 

presented the world with His second direct son: Jesus Christ. At the 

time, most people were committed to some form of idol worship 

or to one of the many pagan religions.

The Almighty God sent the good news of His upcoming kingdom 

through Christ. But by the fourth century, Christ’s true followers had 

been subjugated. From that point onwards, dogmatic, doctrine-based 

religions, denominations, and sects have continued to spring up, 

from the Roman Catholic Church to the latest village sect somewhere 

in the African jungle. Though they purport to preach what Christ 

stood for, they are heavily married to the world. Only through the 

death of either the world or religion can a clean separation occur.

Out of disappointment, the Almighty God then set up Islam, 

after A.D. 600, among the descendants of Ishmael—Abraham’s 

eldest son. He set up Islam to be a true spiritual expression. 

According to Angel Gabriel, it is the most successful of the three 

so-called Abrahamic religions, noting its lifestyle approach and 

insistence on individual worship. Some of its sections have never-

theless endured spiritual uncertainty, where cultural practices have 

been confused with God’s expectations, and violent coercion has 

been considered a viable tool. It has therefore become yet another 

religion, following in the footsteps of Judaism and Christianity.

FAVOURABLE CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

The Almighty God has maintained the earth’s climatic conditions 

within a comfortable zone for human habitation for 10,000 years, 

humankind’s present age. We have His promise of eternal climatic 

order, unless He must use global climate chaos as a tool for our 
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punishment. He has been disciplining us through isolated climate 

disarray; in the revelation, He showed me how He can escalate the 

situation.

Terrestrial temperatures have been on a steady climb from 

around 10,500 years ago, but with notable swings as captured in 

the following text.3 These swings have been anything but wild, and 

can in a sense be understood as adding £avour to human existence:

 ✦ CLIMATIC OPTIMUM [circa 5000 B.C. to 3000 B.C.]:

Reconstructions show temperatures warming from around 10,500 

years ago and peaking during this period, settling at perhaps up to 

two degrees Celsius warmer than today. Under these conditions, 

the ¤rst great ancient civilisations began and £ourished.

 ✦ COOLING TREND [circa 150 B.C. to A.D. 900]: During this 

cooling period, the Nile River froze over in A.D. 829 and the 

Black Sea between A.D. 800 and 801.

 ✦ THE LITTLE ICE AGE [circa A.D. 1550 to 1850]: This period 

saw probably the coldest temperatures since the Almighty God 

established the human race. It was marked by wars, in£ation, 

crop failure and famines, and declining populations in Europe.

 ✦ CONTEMPORARY CLIMATE [circa A.D. 1850 to present]: Since 

the end of the Little Ice Age, we have been on a warming trend, 

which was given impetus by the discovery of crude oil in A.D. 

1859 and the still-continuing, unprecedented population growth.

In the revelation, Angel Michael illustrated that a warmer global 

climate is more conducive to human existence than a colder one. A 

warming climate is both the cause and the result of a thriving pop-

ulation. As we will see in Chapter 6, the buzz about global warming 

is political noise from those who believe the current borders and the 

associated world order will last forever.
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Humans and the Almighty God cannot both control the climate. 

Our covenant with Him is that He grants us the climatic condi-

tions we need (or deserve). Ours is to obey Him, and to enjoy His 

benevolence without hindering one another. When I asked Angel 

Michael how a human being can enjoy the climatic conditions in 

Northern Canada, where wintery conditions persist year-round; or 

in the Sahara Desert, where you could fry an egg on the bonnet of 

a car in the afternoon sun, his revelation was that our primitive 

human boundaries will fall soon. Kingdom citizens will read about 

them in history books.



CHAPTER 2

Free-Will Equals Satan

“Neither the Almighty God nor the angel suggested a suitable 

human name for that wonderful spiritual software; I decided to 

call it the Spirit of God, or SoG. While the soul gives the human 

body life, SoG powers the soul and connects us to God, the angels, 

and the great spiritual consciousness pervading the cosmos, 

imparting to us intellectual ability, and giving us the opportunity 

to access transformational extraterrestrial knowledge.”
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THE SPIRITUAL SOUL

It is worth recalling what we learnt in Chapter 1, about the di¥er-

ence between the souls of humans and those of animals, including 

apes, our presumed close relatives. From the smallest insect to the 

intelligent monkey you will occasionally see on TV, all sub-human 

creatures have matter-based souls. Besides humans, God has cre-

ated no other being on this planet with a spiritual soul; were He to 

do this, the extinction of the human race would be a likely result.

To aid our further understanding, let us contemplate the work-

ings of a computer. If you bought a laptop with no software installed, 

you could bring it on, but you could not use it to access the internet, 

type a letter, or calculate a sum. If this laptop were a human being, 

he would su¥er a sub-human existence. To function as you do, you 

must have a will, a spiritual indwelling driving force. Consider will 

in terms of having a hunger to act and in a rationalised manner, or 

being driven, or being spirited really.

Still on the computer analogy, we need many types of software 

to live intelligently; we programme these as we learn new ways of 

doing things. But for us to be spirited and therefore facilitated to 

learn in the ¤rst place, the primary software known as the operat-

ing system (OS) must be installed in our spiritual computers (our 

souls). Just like in a working computer, your spirit-based OS runs 

in the background, as it aids your soul’s countless functions.

All human bodily and intellectual processes are facilitated and 

managed by the soul. During the revelation, the Almighty God showed 

me an image of the soul and the spiritual ¤eld it creates in and around 

the body to electrify it. He asked me, at some point, “Joseph, how can 

such a powerful super-computer be invisible to the human eye? How 

do you think I operate it so that the trillions of activities and processes 

in the human body and mind run £awlessly?” I could not answer.
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Thereafter, St. Michael opened my spiritual eyes, enabling me to 

witness God linking up the soul of a man, su¥ering mental incapac-

ity, with the soul operating system He has decreed for humans; He 

had withdrawn it from that man’s soul to punish him for his sins. 

As I watched, the spiritual software downloaded into the sick man’s 

soul, and his mental faculties were restored. A psychiatrist then 

arrived at the man’s hospital bed and evaluated him; he declared 

him healed and handed him a bill, which the patient was eager to 

pay, appreciating the doctor’s care. I wanted to shout at the man, 

“Thank the Almighty God instead,” but my lips could not move.

Neither the Almighty God nor the angel suggested a suitable 

human name for that wonderful spiritual software; I decided to call 

it the Spirit of God, or SoG. While the soul gives the human body 

life, SoG powers the soul and connects us to God, the angels, and 

the great spiritual consciousness pervading the cosmos, imparting 

to us intellectual ability, and giving us the opportunity to access 

transformational extraterrestrial knowledge.

Because SoG incorporates the (complete) essence of God, it 

carries all the drives necessary for a blessed and righteous life. These 

drives can be grouped into two categories: Love and Free-will. Before 

its corruption, the software integrates its drives into the soul in the 

divinely decreed proportions and relative strengths.

The SoG Love drives I am referring to relate to love-for-others, 

including the Almighty God, as opposed to the self-love prevalent 

among humanity. Though the subject of love is too expansive to 

be fully addressed here, I challenge you to analyse the love situa-

tions you come across daily. Nearly all, when sanded down to their 

essence, will reveal self-love, as the deceptive veneer of love-for-

others collects in an ugly heap. Conscious love-for-others sets apart 

spirit-driven beings from sub-human creatures. It will be the evi-

dence of personal spiritual growth during the Third Epoch.
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Some people give to the less fortunate expecting a blessing in return. 

They attempt to bribe God, hoping to force a blessing out of His hand. 

Equally, when we give to experience the feel-good-factor, we give out 

of self-love, and not love-for-others.

Love, compassion, judgement, sovereignty—the attributes 

SoG transfers into the human soul are the same as those of the 

Almighty God. But unlike Him, we are neither self-existent nor 

omniscient. It is important therefore that SoG imparts these attri-

butes in the right proportions and relative strengths. For example, 

as we carry on with the business of life, the attribute of judgement 

must be modulated by that of compassion, if appropriate outputs 

are to be expected.

The same way the Windows 10 operating system software in 

your laptop needs regular updates over your Wi-Fi network to func-

tion properly, SoG becomes corrupted over time if it does not receive 

regular updates from its server—the Almighty God, including His 

cosmic and spirit angels and other benevolent cosmic intelligence. 

Compare this with a large Microsoft server communicating with 

billions of computers, updating their OS, and troubleshooting and 

repairing their software defects.

When SoG is disconnected from the server for a prolonged 

period, it degrades predictably, losing its Love drives in the long run. 

What remains, powering the souls of de¤ant humans, is a corrupted 

fragment of SoG; I will call that shard Free-will throughout this book, 

but we should not confuse it with the Free-will drives that are health-

ily incorporated into SoG. To illustrate, if your soul is operating on 

relatively uncorrupted SoG and a guiding angel has prepared you 

for a task, he will let you ¤nish it using Free-will.

That corrupted fragment of SoG, in which only the Free-will 

drives are still functional, is what the Almighty God has identi¤ed as 
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Satan. The persistent expression of negative traits such as judging, 

criticising, complaining, and committing cruel acts, is the evidence 

of a soul running on Free-will.

Since one of the Almighty God’s key attributes is Free-will, as 

expressed through His sovereignty, those of us who insist on oper-

ating their souls on this corrupted OS act like little gods, who are 

opposed to God’s will and purpose. They possess their own mis-

guided corporeal wills, which they attempt to ful¤l at any cost.

Can a living saint gravitate towards the SoG Free-will drives? To 

put it di¥erently, can a righteous person misuse the SoG Free-will 

drives in a manner that resembles de¤ance to God? It is possible, 

because humans are subject to error. SoG, however, is enriched 

with judgement drives as well. And as soon as a saint senses divine 

conviction about a certain matter, they will take it more seriously 

than a worldly court’s ten-year sentence; they will repent with 

remorse.

Since SoG integrates all the drives necessary for a virtuous existence, 

righteousness can be expected from those who maintain this soul OS 

well-updated, via connectedness with the Almighty God. Religions 

spur their adherents to degrade their SoG Love drives by encouraging 

intolerance, hate, exclusion, and even murder, against those not 

practising their religion. Ironically therefore, absolute righteousness 

can be achieved only by those who approach the Almighty God directly.

Does God keep contact with those operating their souls on Free-

will? Yes, with the aim of punishing and ministering to the o¥ending 

little gods. He looks forward to them re-establishing contact and 

updating their soul OS. Were He to give up with you and yank away 

your soul, your bodily death would happen simultaneously.
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DEFINING SATAN

I prayed for a prolonged period in the middle of 2016 after the 

Almighty God gave me the message: “Free-will equals Satan.” “How 

could what we consider God’s most endearing gift to humanity 

be equated to Satan?” I had wondered. But He kept pushing that 

notion into my soul, trying to make me appreciate the true nature 

of Satan. I grasped His message only in mid-January 2018: Satan 

is not a single spirit being. As we saw earlier in this chapter, Satan, 

or Free-will, is a corrupted soul operating system. He is a corrupting 

spirit.

Satan refers to the totality of the Free-wills powering the souls of 

those who have disconnected from the Almighty God, the angels, 

and other benevolent spirit life across the universe. Regarding 

humankind, these spirits, which are SoG fragments, can be grouped 

into two categories:

 ✦ The Free-wills powering the souls of those living on Earth in 

de¤ance towards God. These individuals’ lives will always be 

punctuated with the mark of unrighteousness.

 ✦ The Free-wills powering the spirit beings who persist in their 

de¤ance to the Almighty God. These spirit beings, domiciled in 

Hell, are the souls of the de¤ant dead from around the cosmos.

Considering the three spirit realms that are pertinent to 

humanity—Heaven, Hell, and the world—the Free-wills of the living 

are domiciled in the world spirit realm. They feed on each other, 

coalescing to form a compounded spirit entity, featuring a di¥erent 

identity from the individual contributing spirits. This compounded 

spirit entity cannot act in its own capacity; nonetheless, it facil-

itates the activities of the individual spirits and multiplies their 

malevolence.
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Given that the spirit is the real person, this interaction among 

the spirits of the living can be used to explain mob psychology. It is 

common in some cities and towns in the poorer countries to wit-

ness a mob lynching a suspected street thief. You might notice the 

crowd has a strange spiritual presence and energy, which cannot 

be accounted for when the spiritual contributors are looked at sep-

arately. Under di¥erent circumstances, the noisy middle-aged man, 

who is about to drop a large stone onto the victim’s head, would 

probably not hurt a £y.

Similarly, each person running on uncorrupted SoG has a spirit 

node about them, which attracts and interacts with like nodes. Some 

Christians refer to the resulting spirit agglomeration as the Body 

of Christ. A single Free-will-driven person can pollute the so-called 

Body of Christ. Likewise, a lone uncorrupted SoG node can interrupt 

a network of Free-wills. As a result, one righteous person can inter-

cede and persuade Heaven to stop a calamity it would have decreed 

towards the general locale of some Free-wills.

Although some souls of the dead-in-Hell are benign and inno-

cently lost and do not persist in opposing God, others turn out to be 

His worst opponents. In one vision, He showed me how the souls 

of the de¤ant dead achieve growth over time while they collaborate 

in Hell. During the current spiritual epoch, He ¤ghts them as they 

break out of their prison and superimpose onto the souls of the 

living. While they band together and endure their ¤ght against God, 

even initially benign souls can transform into mildly evil spirits, 

later to malevolent spirits, and eventually to full-blown demons.

It is noteworthy that none of the various types of the Free-will-

driven souls of the dead can superimpose itself onto the soul of a 

living person running on uncorrupted SoG: They seek a like host. 

When they overlay themselves onto the souls of the living, they bring 

about negative changes in personality. Symptoms in the a¥ected 
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persons can range from mild traits, such as mental confusion, to 

schizophrenia; indeed, the complete gamut of mental instability. 

Such superimposed individuals—they are by far the majority—

cannot ‘hear spiritually’ since they lack the requisite peace of mind.

Clearly then, Satan has no power to cause an earthquake, a 

£ood, or a hurricane: He has no capacity to bring about natural 

calamities. The evil that can be properly attributed to Satan falls 

into three broad classi¤cations:

 ✦ The evil that persons running on Free-will get into.

 ✦ The bad deeds that a person with a superimposed soul can 

do; for example, an individual whose soul is overlaid with the 

demon of a past drug addict, who then takes up the vice and 

resorts to drug-fuelled crime.

 ✦ The danger a person whose soul is superimposed with that of 

a misguiding malevolent spirit experiences. Such an evil spirit 

can simply impart a tendency of carelessness to the su¥erer’s 

behaviour pattern, but this can still see the victim ending up in 

jail, for instance. On the extreme end of the scale, the attacking 

spirit can lead the victim to choices that result in their death. 

The demon might be a de¤ant bodily dead person who knew 

the victim well; it could attack the remaining family members 

upon the victim’s death.

This does not mean satanic demons are weak. Ever since 

worldly kingdoms have existed, each has been ruled over by a spe-

ci¤c demon, superimposing onto the soul of the most in£uential 

person in each political setup. As a modus operandi, demons ¤ght 

among themselves for the control of the key minds in a kingdom. 

The winner treats the kingdom as their own evil spiritual enterprise, 

where they keep the humans domiciled there from righteousness.
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When the Almighty God assigns His angels benevolent tasks 

around the cosmos, such as the release of Israeli deportees from 

the Kingdom of Persia in the following scripture, these demons—

referred to in the scripture as spirit prince—resist such deliverance. 

They sometimes engage in lengthy confrontations with God’s 

angels.

12 Then [the angel] said, “Don’t be afraid, Daniel. Since the �rst day 

you began to pray for understanding and to humble yourself before 

your God, your request has been heard in Heaven. I have come in 

answer to your prayer. 13 But for twenty-one days the spirit prince of 

the kingdom of Persia blocked my way [withstood me in a �ght]. Then 

Michael, one of the archangels, came to help me, and I left him there 

with the spirit prince of the kingdom of Persia.”

—Daniel 10 NLT

Who oversees the prison from where these evil spirits break 

out? The Almighty God and His spirit and cosmic angels. In fact, 

none of the prison breakers can land on your soul unless Heaven 

abets such an attack. What is more, God skilfully uses demons to 

punish errant humans.

From the foregoing, Satan is allied to cosmozens and not to God; 

he is synonymous with the de¤ant section of God’s creation. He is 

not an exceedingly strong spirit being punishing evildoers in Hell, 

neither is he a formerly beautiful but now fallen angel. According 

to my long-running revelation, not a single of the Almighty God’s 

angels has ever abandoned Him: His will has always been done in 

Heaven. Both St. Peter and St. Jude were wrong to insinuate other-

wise—notably, they were reading from one of the several apocryphal 

writings attributed to Enoch, the great-grandfather of Noah. Before 

God created cosmozens, Satan could not have existed.
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I do not need biblical support for the Almighty God’s revelation, 

but it is glaring how the scripture below corroborates the message 

that to be a Free-will-powered human, acting in the £esh, is equiv-

alent to being satanic. Only when you signi¤cantly update your 

soul OS towards uncorrupted SoG, do you cease to be signi¤cantly 

satanic.

23 Jesus turned and said to Peter, “Get behind me, Satan! You are a 

stumbling block to me; you do not have in mind the concerns of God, 

but merely human concerns.”

—Matthew 16 NIV

The following scripture is often cited by those looking for some 

comfort in their understanding that Satan was once domiciled in 

Heaven, and was only ‘thrown down’ to Earth after he unsuccess-

fully took war to Angel Michael. But the spiritual war referred to 

in the scripture is yet to take place; according to the angel, it will 

happen soon after the Third Epoch begins.

7 And there was war in Heaven, Michael and his angels waging war 

with the dragon. The dragon and his angels waged war, 8 and they 

were not strong enough, and there was no longer a place found for 

them in Heaven. 9 And the great dragon was thrown down, the serpent 

of old who is called the devil and Satan, who deceives the whole world; 

he was thrown down to the earth, and his angels were thrown down 

with him.

—Revelation 12 NASB

Once the Almighty God’s end-of-epoch agenda becomes clearer, 

the full cast of demons will arise. With their faces twisted to their 

meanest, many will bear rusty and broken spiritual swords from past 

encounters with God. They will be supported by Free-will-powered 
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humans, led by the rulers of the kingdoms of this world. The 

humans will be opposed to the bringing down of national borders 

and the handing over of their kingdoms to God’s control.

That St. John saw the war taking place in Heaven means the 

army of demons and the Free-will-powered humans supporting them 

will confront God directly. But notice that He will not get involved 

personally and will need to deploy only minimal spiritual resources: 

one archangel and his host. Nevertheless, this will be the gravest 

episode of human de¤ance since the creation of Adam and Eve.

Humankind should be concerned that a spiritual war of such a 

magnitude could impact the earth and the proximate cosmos, since 

they are held together and ordered using mighty spiritual forces 

and bonds. In a worst-case scenario, it could cause catastrophic 

earthquakes or the cataclysmic re-conversion of matter back into 

the Almighty God’s creative energy.

What can we do to escape such end-of-epoch calamities? 

Concisely, ensure the spiritual war does not materialise in the ¤rst 

place, by turning to the Almighty God and supporting His kingdom 

agenda.

While spiritual darkness raged, we have tended to apportion all 

benevolent activities to God and all evil to Satan. But the Almighty 

God wants humanity to understand that He creates peace to bless 

His creation but also decrees evil upon His people when they err—

He does not mind the bad press. As we enter the Third Epoch, He 

wants the whole Truth about Him to spread. For instance, He tests 

humans from time to time, including His most faithful servants. 

He urged me to clarify that He tested Adam (not a serpent), Job (not 

Satan), and Jesus Christ (not the Devil).
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SATAN WORSHIP

Before Jesus Christ revealed the Almighty God, leading to His knowl-

edge spreading beyond Israel, idol worship and Satan worship were 

the predominant modes of spiritual expression. Both are still alive and 

well as the Second Epoch ends. In fact, Satan worship is on the upswing.

By the Almighty God’s revelation, we have understood who 

Satan is. What then is Satan worship? Satan worship is anchored on 

the spiritual manipulation of mildly evil spirits, malevolent spirits, 

and demons. The key to Satan worship is the ability for supernatural 

communication with these dark forces.

A Satan worship adherent believes in and looks forward to 

undeserved harm befalling their rivals. The worship extends to the 

belief and expectation of unearned benevolence to the adherent, 

often at the evil disadvantage of their opponents. Then there is the 

protection industry, where you could for example patronise a witch 

doctor to protect you from possible malevolence from fellow witch 

doctors, acting on their clients’ instructions.

Given that worship is a spiritual event, and can include thoughts, 

mere talk, as well as conscious prayer, are we taking to Satan wor-

ship unknowingly? Yes. For illustration, a one-sentence curse in 

a spiritually susceptible situation can invoke the most malevolent 

demons, with its e¥ects lasting generations within a family. Speak 

life to fellow humans.

Who are the Satan worship dark priests who can provide adher-

ents with better linkages to evil spirits? They are countless, and 

their spread is global. But the Almighty God will soon overturn 

their tables and burn their paraphernalia, to stop their despicable 

practices. As He brings the Second Epoch to its decreed end, He will 

imprison the evil spirits now enjoying worship around the world. 

Your gods are going to jail.
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Shaman, isangoma, medicine man, witch doctor, genie, 

mundunugu, faith healer, alternative practitioner, sorcerer, obeah 

doctor, wizard, voodoo priest, wangateur, charmer, conjurer, diab-

olist, diviner, juju practitioner, enchanter, fortune teller, seer, 

soothsayer, spellbinder, thaumaturge, non-medicinal therapist—

dark priests come in innumerable names. In certain cases, they 

blend their practice with orthodox religion, and what appear to 

be benevolent spiritual activities, to such an extent that lines are 

fully blurred.

Case in point, some Pentecostal pastors in Nigeria incorporate 

African witchcraft beliefs into their brand of Christianity, sometimes 

occasioning violence upon children. The preachers make money 

out of fear, as they provide costly exorcism services, with some of 

the children and babies they identify as demon-possessed being 

abused, abandoned, and even murdered.4 Apart from Nigeria, sim-

ilar child abuse is prevalent in Angola and Congo, where thousands 

of children have been abandoned after being accused of possessing 

demonic powers.

Further, I know of an independent church in Nairobi, Kenya, 

where the ‘spiritual proprietor’ used to sell a pinch of what looked 

like petroleum jelly for about US$200, on the understanding that 

an adherent would receive a promotion once they applied the ‘holy 

oil’ to the door frame at their boss’s o¾ce.

Though Satan worship is a global phenomenon, I have looked 

at Western Europe and Sub-Saharan Africa as two relevant case 

studies.

Western Europe

The current materialistic societies developed out of a solid relation-

ship with the Almighty God, as bastions of Christianity. But they 
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no longer recognise God’s authority and power, since Second Epoch 

humans seek God only when they need His blessings. And there-

fore the Western Empire heartlands, more so Western Europe, are 

marching towards a neo-pagan resurgence. The neo-pagan commu-

nity encompasses shamans, sacred ecologists, Odinists, heathens, 

Wiccans, and their adherents.

In the United Kingdom, for illustration, you are likely to hear of 

ghost hunters and whisperers, mediums, spiritists, black and white 

magicians, rocks and crystals, secret names, protective charms, 

talismans, guiding spirits, past lives, ancestral presences, and cross-

ings over; as well as Tarot, crystal, and palmistry shops. Druidry, 

a highlight of the worldwide pagan community with over 50,000 

adherents, prides itself in practices such as shamanism and magic. 

It was o¾cially recognised as a religion in 2010.

During this transition period to the Third Epoch, the revela-

tion shows the Almighty God ramping up punishment against 

de¤ant Satan-worshipping societies. He is serving up His wrath 

using numerous approaches: breaking up nations to result in 

weaker entities; heightening racial, political, ethnic, and religious 

tensions; imposing previously unimaginable inept leadership; 

abetting war, terrorism, and calamities; weakening economies; 

and a¥ecting demographics through reduced fertility and short-

ened lifespans.

Even at a personal level, the Almighty God does strike down 

Satan worship adherents, more so where su¥ering and loss of life 

result. This is especially true when it comes to the deadliest dark 

priests: the jealousy-consumed, demon-directed psychics who pos-

sess telepathic capability. Preying on a civilisation that lacks herd 

telepathy, they sometimes instigate societal con£icts and wars as a 

way of celebrating their powers and assuaging their jealousy.
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Sub-Saharan Africa

This region is the worst a¥ected by Satan worship. Its population 

endures the greatest su¥ering from the e¥ects of this phenomenon. 

Instead of being at the forefront tackling this crisis, religious insti-

tutions have turned a blind eye. Some of them have gone as far as 

accommodating witchcraft practices.

Development agencies, including local and national govern-

ments, do not analyse or report on the negative e¥ects of witchcraft 

on socioeconomic and political development. Yet many people, 

including the better-educated, often abandon the rural areas where 

they grew up, hoping to remain one step ahead of the feared 

e¥ects of witchcraft. This has resulted in large swathes of other-

wise high-potential areas stagnating into societal wastelands in the 

worst-a¥ected countries.

The unspoken crisis then follows the witchcraft refugees right 

into their perceived safe havens: the urban areas. In many Sub-

Saharan African cities and towns, one is greeted by posters on trees 

and streetlights advertising witch doctor services such as black 

magic and the casting, removal, or protection against evil spells and 

curses. Many such banners also o¥er ‘help’ with job promotions, 

troubled marriages, and success in business and electoral races.

Typical is the case of a wife in a failing marriage—she contracts 

a witch doctor to invoke a suitable demon onto her husband’s spirit, 

leading to him falling under her virtual control. While God a¥ects 

our thought patterns to direct our actions benevolently, these dark 

priests spiritually manipulate demons to jumble the thought pat-

terns of the witchcraft victim.

Fake witch doctors abound. But once a witch doctor separates 

a victim from his hard-earned cash, there is no recourse for one 

is unlikely to involve the authorities, due to the stigma associated 
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with witchcraft. Because of the fear generated by this practice and 

its ever-spinning rumour mill, many seek protection services from 

the same witch doctors, including the fake ones, fearing they may 

become future targets of witchcraft.

In traditional South African healing, the physical, psychological, 

spiritual, and ancestral worlds are interconnected. Sangomas and 

nyangas are the Southern African version of the shaman, traditional 

doctors who communicate with the spirit world and treat ailments 

with traditional medicines. In South Africa, over 80 percent of the 

population regularly consult a traditional healing practitioner, either 

a sangoma (traditional healer) or nyanga (traditional diviner). 5

Regardless of whether the witchcraft narrative is mainly 

informed by its many fake dark priests, or the real ones with access 

to millions of ready demons, or the rumour mill all witch doctors 

willingly feed, its e¥ects are real and tragic.

One of witchcraft’s most despicable tragedies is the hunting 

down of albinos in the African Great Lakes region, more so in 

Tanzania and Malawi. In Tanzania alone, more than eighty albinos 

have been killed, and many others maimed for their body parts. 

Witch doctors who believe albino body parts have magical powers 

reportedly o¥er up to US$75,000 for a complete set. Thousands 

remain at risk of losing their lives or su¥ering serious injury.

Separately, the ¤ght against the HIV/AIDS epidemic continues 

to be impacted by witchcraft. Despite e¥orts at civic education, 

some people, particularly among the more than 700 million rural 

Sub-Saharan Africans, remain convinced that the condition is 

caused by witchcraft, like many other of their diseases. And dark 

priests are happy to entrench such disinformation for their evil 

sel¤sh gain.
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As the Western Empire heartlands, the source of early Christian 

missions to Africa, stand on the cusp of a neo-pagan resurgence, 

their prevalent mode of Satan worship, Sub-Saharan Africa is 

regressing deeper into spiritual darkness. This statement might be 

surprising given the many public shows of religiosity in this part of 

Africa. But the region’s manifest material poverty is symptomatic 

of the unseen spiritual indigence.

What Does God Have to Say?

The spiritually literate understand that malevolent spirits are busy 

at work in the spirit realms. And because we are ¤rst and foremost 

spirit beings, we are in constant contact with them. Positive reli-

giosity during this now-ending Second Epoch has been all about a 

believer’s never-ending ¤ght against these dark forces. Jesus Christ 

taught that evil spiritual powers are real: Exorcising demons was an 

important part of his work.

When the Almighty God anointed me in early 2016, I strug-

gled for almost a year while He cut me loose from the power of 

a malevolent spirit, which had taken a stranglehold in my life 

and staged a string of nasty happenings. He described how this 

spirit had become lodged into my soul and promised to free me 

from its grip. He had abetted this attack so I could gain ¤rst-

hand experience with the workings of evil spirits. Now I can say 

con¤dently—success in life depends on Heaven rectifying your 

spiritual situation.

Those living scared of evil spirits around the world need only 

the Almighty God’s spiritual armour, which no evil spirit can breach. 

Just how serious is this spiritual crisis? In many situations in rural 

Sub-Saharan Africa, it is a matter of life and death. Even in the 

less serious circumstances, it sti£es socioeconomic and political 
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development, trapping its victims in a vicious circle of poverty and 

disease. Does this spiritual syndrome respect worldly authority? 

No: In March 2005, the former President of Malawi, Mr Bingu wa 

Mutharika, was forced to abandon a 300-room state mansion after 

episodes of ‘ghost attacks’.

IDOL WORSHIP

3 You shall have no other gods before me. 4 You shall not make for 

yourself a carved image, or any likeness of anything that is in the [sky] 

above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under 

the earth. 5 You shall not bow down to them or serve them, for I the 

Lord your God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers 

on their children to the third and the fourth generations of those who 

hate me, 6 but showing steadfast love to thousands of those who love 

me and keep my commandments.

—Exodus 20 ESV

Though most of us think of themselves in purely physical terms, 

we are primarily spirit beings. Those intent on living without God 

in their lives simply turn to idol worship and Satan worship, since 

our spiritual souls will not countenance a spiritless life.

It is di¾cult to develop an exhaustive list of the idols humans 

have worshipped over the last ten millennia. In a nutshell how-

ever, idolatry is all about worshipping, idolising, or believing in the 

Almighty God’s created things. Sometimes, we are ¤xated on some 

cosmic or worldly attribute of His creation such as majesty, size, 

power, wealth, beauty, or sexuality. That which consumes your time 

and energy is your god.
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We think of idol worship as reverence to creations of our own 

hands; for example sculptured or manufactured artefacts. This is 

true even when we consider such objects worthy religious artefacts. 

But the de¤nition of idol worship must extend to believing in God’s 

cosmic handicraft—stars, planets, galaxies—the cornerstone of the 

practice of astrology. On their part, Earth’s physical features and 

vegetation cover have received worship around the world as far back 

as human history goes.

15 The idols of the nations are silver and gold, the work of human 

hands. 16 They have mouths, but do not speak; they have eyes, but do 

not see; 17 they have ears, but do not hear, nor is there any breath in 

their mouths. 18 Those who make them become like them, so do all 

who trust in them.

—Psalms 135 ESV

Before Christianity was introduced to Africa, members of my tribe 

had a ¤rm belief that God (or Ngai) lived at the top of the 5,200-metre-

high, snow-capped Mt. Kenya. The tribesmen always prayed while 

facing the mountain, believing that God would otherwise not hear 

and answer their prayers. And there wasn’t a clear distinction between 

Ngai and the mountain. Obviously, no tribesman would have climbed 

the mountain for fear of meeting Ngai face to face.

I can only imagine the tribesmen’s bewilderment, in 1899, 

when Halford Mackinder scaled the mountain right to the top and 

returned safely, and Ngai was not even there. I suppose the tribes-

men had to agree with the missionaries that Ngai is omni-active 

across His entire creation: He was not domiciled at the snow-capped 

mountain peak.

The most damaging form of idol worship is Satan worship. It 

encompasses consorting with malevolent spirits and demons. This 
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practice is not benign: It produces results—harmful results. In this 

case, the object of idolatry is spiritual rather than material. Physical 

idols are so di¥erent from the True God that it is easy to convince 

someone that the tree, river, or mountain they are worshipping 

cannot be God. Spiritual idols, on the other hand, are a di¾cult 

subject, for the same reason that it has not been easy to relate to the 

True God: They belong to the unseen part of the universe.

For instance, when considered casually, Voodoo can be summed 

up as a blend of African animism and indigenous religion. But in 

some circumstances, its spiritual expressions encompass elements 

of shamanism, black magic, and witchcraft; therefore it is a form 

of Satan worship, as re£ected earlier in this chapter, but try putting 

that fact through to a Voodoo adherent.

Separately, among some rural societies, Christianity is prac-

tised alongside traditional religiosity, and it is possible for a ‘devout’ 

Christian to be involved in spiritism or black magic on the side, 

without having a conscious sense of the irony.

THE RIGHTEOUS PRAYER

Earlier in this chapter, we saw that one can get involved in Satan 

worship unintentionally. How then can I tell with certainty that my 

worship is directed to God? Just keep in mind Jesus Christ’s two 

most important commandments: If your prayer is not in tune with 

the thinking of someone who loves the Almighty God with all their 

heart, soul, and mind; and loves their neighbour as they love them-

selves, then God is not listening. He is not even in your presence. 

A demon, however, might catch a spiritual whi¥ of your prayer and 

identify you as a suitable host.
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Engaging in ‘shopping list prayers’, where an adherent’s main 

aim is personal material possessions and physical well-being, leans 

to Satan worship and can become a perfect entry point. In the scrip-

ture below, Christ teaches us how we should approach our Heavenly 

Father.

33 But seek ye �rst the Kingdom of God and His righteousness; and all 

these [material] things shall be added unto you.

—Matthew 6 KJV

Many remain unaware that our prayers cannot change God’s 

will and plan. In your prayers, you should instead beseech Him 

to reveal His will and purpose for you. That way, we would avoid 

the widespread disillusionment with our Creator. We also need to 

comprehend that our prayers, however lengthy and impassioned, 

reveal nothing to Him that He did not already know.

After decreeing a blessing upon you, He will prompt you to 

prayer as He guides you towards its realisation. And why is belief in 

God’s promises crucial to the actualisation of His blessings? Because 

without belief, you will not cooperate as He stirs your soul towards 

His promises. Where He can bring a blessing to fruition without 

the need for your prayer, He will proceed and await your gratitude; 

He ends up waiting forever most times. Normally, He will ignore 

unsolicited and unrighteous prayers, particularly from those not 

working towards the entrenchment of His kingdom.

Prayer does not change the Almighty God: It changes you, as 

He points you towards the realisation of His decreed blessing.

Certain forms of prayer must be considered ‘¤ghting God’. 

Sometimes we decide what we want; in other words, we answer 

our own prayers. Then, armed with baseless faith, we try to force 
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the Almighty God to see our point and join our cause. We become 

so insistent, to the point of ‘righteous violence’. Yet it would su¾ce 

to pray for the successful establishment of His kingdom, and to 

thank Him for what He has already done in our lives.

Finally, we should not purport to engage in prayer or o¥ering 

to the Almighty God in our mosques, churches, synagogues, com-

munity centres, at the park, or at home, while we have unresolved 

di¥erences with fellow humans. In the scripture below, Christ 

edi¤es us to ¤rst seek reconciliation, before God could accept our 

o¥erings or answer our prayers.

23 Therefore if you are presenting your o¯ering at the altar, and there 

remember that your brother has something against you, 24 leave your 

o¯ering there before the altar and go; �rst be reconciled to your brother, 

and then come and present your o¯ering.

—Matthew 5 NASB



CHAPTER 3

The Kingdom Citizen

“The Second Epoch is ending when the world is in a Western 

civilisation chokehold. People from societies that are not yet fully 

under her intoxicating in uence are considered losers, and many 

will risk life and limb to be under her umbrella. In cahoots with 

her husband, the Western Empire, she is the god of this world. 

Together, they have devoured at birth any child they suspected 

would grow up to challenge them, ever since their childhood in 

Ancient Greece. Under these circumstances, only the Almighty 

God can bring up an alternative civilisation.”
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WHO IS A BELIEVER?

I was by a river on 4 September 2016, absorbed in prayer, when the 

Almighty God revealed His views on religions. He is happy with all 

believers, regardless of their religions and denominations. Those 

who have found righteousness outside religion are His spiritual role 

models. He nevertheless cherishes the religions which have kept 

their adherents from idolatry and Satan worship during the Second 

Epoch—the age of faith and religions.

Just to be clear, God does not punish or reward humans in reli-

gious or denominational groupings, despite the prevalent thinking 

in most religions. I am aware the faithful attach great signi¤cance 

to their religions and denominations, and therefore this message 

will be shocking, perhaps even heartbreaking.

As I persisted in prayer, He added that He maintains a 

common yardstick for human judgement, irrespective of cultural 

backgrounds. Later, Angel Gabriel directed me, in a dream, to the 

following verse in the Holy Qur’an. Though subsequently inter-

preted di¥erently by Muslim scholars, it shows that Islam was 

established as an open-minded religion.

Surely those who believe, and those who are Jews, and the Christians, 

and the Sabians, whoever believes in Allah [the Almighty God] and 

the Last Day and does good, they shall have their reward from their

Lord, and there is no fear for them, nor shall they grieve.

—Qur’an 2:62

The Almighty God sees His servants everywhere in the world; 

He smiles as they worship Him, verbally or in the Spirit. Above all, 

He appreciates the exemplary humans who avoid violence, eschew 

idolatry, and assist His orphans and widows (the less fortunate 

in society). Many of those we view as living saints—for example 
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the most senior clergy—might miss out while a peasant who was 

socially or racially excluded from religious buildings inherits His 

everlasting kingdom.

Had God been the Lord of dogmas and doctrines, He would 

have allowed only one religion to evolve, carrying with it a global 

dogma and a universal set of doctrines. But He stands for the 

absolute knowledge: His Truth. Moreover, there would have been 

no religions without Satan. When He cages Satan, religious and 

denominational divisions will no longer exist.

Haven’t we seen how religions cause wars and give impetus to 

terrorist activities? Religious teachers and leaders around the world 

need to learn one lesson:

Love is the mightiest weapon; it disarms indiscriminately.

As I wrote this book, I happened to watch a USA-based televan-

gelist deliver a worldly political rant against Islam, state welfare 

recipients, and immigrants in general, in the name of preaching the 

Word of God. He claimed to be ministering to a worldwide audience 

in over 100 countries. I thought he gave Christian extremism a new 

meaning.

The televangelist was using his 2,000-year-old religious book as 

a weapon against hapless children of God: Some had no place to call 

home; others could not feed their children without state welfare. As 

I pondered his rant, the Almighty God asked me in a vision, “Joseph, 

do you think I have had nothing to say for 2,000 years? Can my 

Truth ¤t in one trillion books similar to the one the televangelist 

was reading?”

I remember the televangelist repeatedly saying, “Immigration 

without integration is an invasion,” as he digressed into the 2016 

USA presidential campaigns. He was touting candidate Donald 

Trump. In the vision, the Almighty God clari¤ed that the ‘invasion’ 
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was His idea, and what the televangelist had observed was a mere 

rehearsal.

Abraham is celebrated by Jews, Muslims, and Christians as the 

‘Father of Faith’. Many consider him to have been God’s intimate 

friend. Yet he did not practise Judaism, Islam, Christianity, or any 

religion; he corresponded with God directly. The Almighty God is 

calling on aspiring kingdom citizens to emulate Abraham.

Contemplate the following scripture.

Isn’t it amazing that Abraham would not allow a quarrel 

between him and his nephew Lot, over how to partition the land 

the Almighty God had given him, to damage their relationship? 

In Abraham’s position, many of us would have dealt with every-

one else with a sense of entitlement. Perhaps we would have 

lorded it over Lot saying, “God has chosen to deal with me and 

not you: I must receive the larger and better-placed part of the 

land.”

1 So [Abraham] went up from Egypt to the Negev, he and his wife and 

all that belonged to him, and Lot with him. 2 Now [Abraham] was 

very rich in livestock, in silver and in gold. 3 He went on his journeys 

from the Negev as far as Bethel, to the place where his tent had been 

at the beginning, between Bethel and Ai, 4 to the place of the altar 

which he had made there formerly; and there [Abraham] called on 

the name of the Lord.
5 Now Lot, who went with [Abraham], also had ocks and herds 

and tents. 6 And the land could not sustain them while dwelling 

together, for their possessions were so great that they were not able 

to remain together. 7 And there was strife between the herdsmen of 

[Abraham’s] livestock and the herdsmen of Lot’s livestock. Now the 

Canaanite and the Perizzite were dwelling then in the land.
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8 So [Abraham] said to Lot, “Please let there be no strife between 

you and me, nor between my herdsmen and your herdsmen, for we 

are brothers. 9 Is not the whole land before you? Please separate from 

me; if to the left, then I will go to the right; or if to the right, then I 

will go to the left.”
10 Lot lifted up his eyes and saw all the valley of the Jordan, that 

it was well watered everywhere—this was before the Lord destroyed 

Sodom and Gomorrah—like the garden of the Lord, like the land of 

Egypt as you go to Zoar. 11 So Lot chose for himself all the valley of the 

Jordan, and Lot journeyed eastward. Thus they separated from each 

other. 12 [Abraham] settled in the land of Canaan, while Lot settled in 

the cities of the valley, and moved his tents as far as Sodom.

—Genesis 13 NASB

One righteous person can save an entire civilisation. I recall the 

Almighty God telling me in a dream, “Joseph, my friendship with 

your father Abraham is the reason I laid the foundation for this 

kingdom. I had to wear a body so we could meet and enjoy a meal. 

Otherwise, I’ve annihilated countless races around the cosmos for 

their iniquity.”

And He added, “Just recently, in a faraway world, I noticed that a 

sizable number of their males had turned to homosexuality. I moved 

with might and made it a fashion among the remaining upright men. 

With few newborns, the civilization’s population declined sharply. 

Thereafter, I decreed a serious sexually transmitted disease on the 

diminished population, leading to the destruction of that race. As 

I witnessed the last of them ¤ghting o¥ vultures in vain, I felt fully 

repaid. I’m also easily disgusted by lack of love-for-others. When I see 

it getting entrenched, I just strike, like I did with the Great Flood. I 

don’t even bother to establish religions on many occasions.”
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Regarding judgement, I have heard Christians lament the 

fate of those born before Jesus Christ. Also, Muslims believe a 

sorry fate awaits those who remained non-Muslim until death, yet 

they were born after Prophet Mohammed, PBUH. Pity has also 

been expressed over those who live in societies where the gospel 

of Christ remains unheard. But the Almighty God is accessible 

everywhere, from the deepest sea to the furthest corner of the 

cosmos, via His universal language. His amazing works man-

ifest and reveal Him in a dialect that is available to everyone, 

regardless of race, cultural background, colour, creed, age, or 

literacy level.

It should be clear to independent-minded persons, even if 

spiritually illiterate, that religions, denominations, and sects; and 

their associated dogmas, doctrines, and processes, are largely cul-

turally informed. Those identifying with the culture in question 

would nonetheless want to paint their religion or denomination 

as being uniquely spiritual and forming the only route to the 

Almighty God.

For instance, the case of Israel is unique only because the 

Almighty God chose to reveal Himself through her, via the events 

recorded in the Holy Tanakh and the phenomenon of Jesus Christ. 

But that revelation of the Living God through Israel must not be 

treated as a cultural possession by the Israeli.

As the Almighty God revealed Himself through Israel, He 

still watched over the rest of His creation, adopting a merciful or 

judgmental stance as His justice demanded. The scripture below 

clari¤es that while He handed over the ‘promised land’ to Israel, 

He was punishing the earlier inhabitants for their idolatry. Later, 

He would judge the Israelites harshly when they themselves de¤ed 

Him and took to idol worshipping.
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1 These are the statutes and the judgments which you shall carefully 

observe in the land which the Lord, the God of your fathers, has 

given you to possess as long as you live on the earth. 2 You shall utterly 

destroy all the places where the nations whom you shall dispossess 

serve their gods, on the high mountains and on the hills and under 

every green tree. 3 You shall tear down their altars and smash their 

sacred pillars and burn their Asherim with �re, and you shall cut 

down the engraved images of their gods and obliterate their name 

from that place.

—Deuteronomy 12 NASB

According to the revelation, a righteous person can be una¾li-

ated with religion and may never verbalise their prayers. When we 

pray, we send out spiritual bytes. Words are necessary only if they 

help you establish a ¤rmer spiritual connection.

Nikola Tesla, Albert Einstein, Isaac Newton—our top scientists 

and innovators are some of the most spiritually wired humans, 

enabling them to receive life-altering extraterrestrial knowledge 

from the Almighty God, the spirit angels, the cosmic angels and 

the countless other benevolent cosmozens. But many such greats 

cannot ¤t into the narrowness of religion, and therefore keep 

away from religious habits, for example voiced prayers. But they 

spend many lonely days engrossed in spiritual prayer, perhaps 

unknowingly.

The Almighty God recognises His attributes, should there be 

any, even in a self-professed atheist. He longs for the day when His 

descendants will know Him better, but He is not angered by inno-

cent spiritual illiteracy. Though we should not judge each other as 

we lack adequate knowledge, we can expect the righteous to radiate 

good works about them.
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16 You will know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes from 

thornbushes or �gs from thistles? 17 Even so, every good tree bears good 

fruit, but a bad tree bears bad fruit. 18 A good tree cannot bear bad 

fruit, nor can a bad tree bear good fruit. 19 Every tree that does not 

bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the �re. 20 Therefore by 

their fruits you will know them.

—Matthew 7 NKJV

Every religion de¤nes a believer di¥erently, depending on 

its doctrines and dogma. Some regard the believers who express 

resentment and execute cruel acts against those outside their reli-

gion as their ¤rmest believers. But in the kingdom paradigm, to be 

a believer is simply to be righteous, keeping away from violence, 

loving and helping fellow humans without discrimination, obeying 

kingdom laws. The intimate connection between a kingdom citizen 

and the Almighty God will be a private a¥air.

For the crossover generation, The Kingdom of the Almighty God will 

be accessible only to those who integrate their religious beliefs into 

the kingdom’s higher individual spirituality. Before completing this 

process, the citizen will not thrive. There will no longer be religions, 

denominations, and sects; their hatred and vile ¤ghts for supremacy 

will belong to the past. In the revelation, the Almighty God gave a spe-

ci¤c warning, “Do not defy this message and approach the gate to my 

kingdom with your religious £ag raised, £attering: It will catch ¤re.”

THE HUMAN SOUL

To understand how the Almighty God communicates with cosmoz-

ens, we need to comprehend the nature of our spiritual souls. We 
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learnt earlier that a human being possesses a physical body and a 

transcendental soul, which is not destroyed during the bodily death.

In the second vision about the unseen aspects of a human 

being, St. Michael showed me an image illustrating the intricate 

processes of the soul. The image looked like a super-active spiritual 

circuitry around the body. Each zone in the circuitry corresponded 

to a part of the body or to an intellectual process.

The soul comes loaded with its OS software. We saw in Chapter 

2 that this spiritual software must be updated regularly for the soul to 

maintain its functions and overall health. According to the angel, the 

soul’s key function is to electrify the body. All bodily processes, including 

the ones we consider automated such as breathing, heartbeat, sweating, 

gland secretion, and digestion, depend on the soul’s spiritual ¤eld vibrat-

ing the body to generate and utilise electricity. The soul’s separation 

from the body manifests as bodily death—the ultimate power outage.

This unseen spirit person, or the soul, is who you really are regardless 

of whether there is a physical body trapped in its spiritual �eld, at a 

given period in cosmic time. Human beings do not just have another 

dimension referred to as spirituality; rather, our bodily consciousness 

is the other dimension to a spirit-by-default existence. We are spirit 

beings experiencing bodily consciousness. This is what it means to be 

created in God’s own image.

The health of the soul depends on the Almighty God’s input. 

Though it is impossible for our doctors to calibrate the soul’s elec-

trifying e¥ect on our bodies, an unhealthy soul electri¤es the body 

in out-of-kilter formats, causing disease and abnormal deviations 

from the human body’s design state.

As Angel Michael proceeded with the demonstration on the 

functions of the soul, I witnessed him hyper-vibrating a zone in 
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the soul to cause a headache, and then removing his e¥ect to cure 

the headache. This made me grasp that the Almighty God and His 

angels do not just heal us, they are the direct cause of many of our 

diseases. They meter how much pain and distress an incident of 

disease will cause a person. They can rid us of pain because they 

are its ultimate or direct cause in the ¤rst place.

Besides the Almighty God’s direct connection, our souls can be 

accessed through a second entrance, a much slower gateway incor-

porating our ¤ve common senses and what is sometimes called the 

conscious mind. The Almighty God and His angels can nevertheless 

plug into our souls to a¥ect our sensory perception. You can ¤nd 

an example of this in the biblical Book of Luke, as quoted on page 

114. Moreover, in our everyday activities, He can distract our senses 

away from the crucial aspect of a situation, resulting in missteps, 

serious accidents, or surprisingly happy endings. You truly belong 

to someone else. Trying to defy a being who can a¥ect how you 

interpret what you see and hear is plain foolish.

While the sensory-conscious mind gateway can store data as 

active memory for as little as a minute, depending on its perceived 

importance to our lives, the soul’s database is perpetual and lan-

guageless. But only the Almighty God can decide what data to bring 

up from your soul into your conscious mind, and what data to sup-

press so that you cannot access it consciously. His never-ending 

disappointment has to do with the trash He frequently sees our 

souls accepting through the sensory-conscious mind gateway.

If the sensory-conscious mind gateway is a supercomputer, the soul 

is a million-times-faster supercomputer. A healthy soul listens to both 

God’s soft voice and to the visual, audio, and tactile noise landing at 

its sensory-conscious mind gateway.
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Meanwhile, the Second Epoch is ending when the world is in a 

Western civilisation chokehold. People from societies that are not 

yet fully under her intoxicating in£uence are considered losers, and 

many will risk life and limb to be under her umbrella. In cahoots 

with her husband, the Western Empire, she is the god of this world. 

Together, they have devoured at birth any child they suspected 

would grow up to challenge them, ever since their childhood in 

Ancient Greece. Under these circumstances, only the Almighty God 

can bring up an alternative civilisation.

One of her profound teachings is that the Almighty God and 

the other things her instruments cannot measure do not exist. 

According to this logic, infrared rays and £owing electricity did not 

exist before A.D. 1800; equally, the earth was once £at. Ever worldly 

clever and crafty, she does not shout out her teachings at the local 

market, but somehow, her servants will know, love, and appreciate 

her carnal truth. Her adorable saints are the entertainment and 

political celebrities: They are worshipped by all her subjects. Her 

past religious saints have been voted for as such by fellow humans.

By her reckoning, the reality of spirit life is a laughable rumour; 

all we have, to aid us in our existence, is the sensory-conscious mind 

gateway. That which this gateway cannot comprehend and process 

must be ignored.

During the revelation period, the Almighty God and St. Michael 

introduced me to spiriticity, the ultimate form of electricity; it powers 

interstellar spacecraft and the bodies of cosmic angels. They also 

showed me the numberless celestial bodies beyond our observable 

universe—we cannot see stars that are so far from Earth that their 

brightness is yet to reach us. But because the Western civilisation 

has no instruments to con¤rm the Almighty God’s revelation, He 

would have to provide alternative means of veri¤cation if she were 

to believe Him.
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The Western civilisation attempts to solve some of the chal-

lenges arising out of her ignorance of the Almighty God by trying to 

install legal and societal-norm drives into citizens’ conscious minds. 

Unfortunately, righteousness-related drives integrate better into the 

soul. We will therefore litter her cities and murder our enemies if 

we think the authorities will not catch up with us. And nations will 

annihilate their real and perceived opponents with nuclear weapons 

if they feel assured of impunity.

THE FELLOWSHIP OF BELIEVERS

32 If you love those who love you, what bene�t is that to you? For even 

sinners love those who love them. 33 And if you do good to those who 

do good to you, what bene�t is that to you? For even sinners do the 

same. 34 And if you lend to those from whom you expect to receive, 

what credit is that to you? Even sinners lend to sinners, to get back 

the same amount. 35 But love your enemies, and do good, and lend, 

expecting nothing in return, and your reward will be great, and you 

will be sons of the Most High, for He is kind to the ungrateful and 

the evil. 36 Be merciful, even as your Father is merciful.

—Luke 6 ESV

Towards the end of the revelation period, the Almighty God and 

angels Michael and Gabriel appeared in a dream, the only time I 

interacted with all three at the same time.

It was St. Michael who spoke, “Joseph, do you appreciate this 

special occasion?” Like in some of the earlier dreams, I could not 

answer. I just stood there listening. So he carried on, “Tell every-

one who desires citizenship in Father’s kingdom that all religious 
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laws, dogmas, doctrines, and processes have been supplanted, 

including the famous ten commandments. Today we repeat to 

humanity the same simplicity Christ pro¥ered 2,000 years ago, 

but which you ignored. For the sake of your brothers and sis-

ters, communicate clearly the kingdom’s Zeroth Principle: Love 

Unlimited. Before a citizen raises an arm or a leg, or interacts 

with a fellow citizen, they’ll ask themselves, ‘If my love-for-oth-

ers were unlimited, would I take this action, would I utter these 

words?’”

After that dream, I spent several days debrie¤ng my soul. In the 

end, the dream’s import registered: Loving those who love us is easy, 

but it amounts to self-love. The real test of our kingdom citizenship 

will be indiscriminate love, more so to our enemies, critics, and 

miscellaneous opponents. This is the deepest of all love. Through 

it, we re£ect God’s grace and mercy. He loves us even though in our 

sinful ways, we do not merit His love—some of us are unyielding 

opponents to His will, plans, and ways.

36 “Rabbi, which of the mitzvot in the Torah is the most important?” 
37 [Yeshua] told him, “‘You are to love Adonai your God with all your 

heart and with all your soul and with all your strength.’ 38 This is the 

greatest and the most important mitzvah. 39 And a second is similar 

to it, ‘You are to love your neighbor as yourself.’ 40 All of the Torah and 

the prophets are dependent on these two mitzvot.”

—Matthew 22 CJB

Earlier in this chapter, we learnt that there will be no religions, 

denominations, or sects in the upcoming Kingdom of the Almighty 

God. I call on the nonreligious to use this book as a guide towards 

knowing God and becoming kingdom ready. The religious, on their 

part, must supersede their religiosity, towards becoming worthy 
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members of a universal Fellowship of Believers, where the Almighty 

God will lead each citizen’s spiritual transformation.

During the transition period, members of the Fellowship of 

Believers must make a conscious decision not to judge, criticise, or 

designate fellow believers as non-believers, because of their former 

religious beliefs, nationality, cultural background, race, age, or sex.

As the Second Epoch nears its decreed end, religions and denom-

inations remain considerably dogmatic; their adherents believe their 

way is the only way to the Almighty God’s blessings, and everyone 

outside their grouping is defying the Living God. This thinking is 

wrong. Were you to set aside this book and pray to God about this, 

He would minister to you the same Truth.

Despite the fear of many, the Almighty God will not turn away 

direct believers who could not entertain religious dogmas and doc-

trines, or those who openly questioned them. All who try their best 

to be righteous are justi¤ed. They will be worthy citizens in the 

upcoming kingdom and in the everlasting one.

What has brought about the endless divisions, resulting in thou-

sands of religions, denominations, and sects? Satan. You will recall 

from Chapter 2 the Almighty God revealing that the Free-wills of 

the living make up one component of Satan. Thoughts, and their 

caused-actions, that do not spring from the knowledge of God are 

products of Free-will; therefore, they are Satan inspired. How many 

religious institutions can claim to operate purely under the inspira-

tion of the Spirit of God, without the corrupting in£uence of Free-will? 

Is there a church in the USA that can welcome a Muslim family, in 

their full religious attire, and not judge, rebuke, or ridicule them?

Many independent Christian establishments are allied to Satan 

in such obvious ways that their adherents ought to discern this 

fact. Some are set up as worldly businesses, with their religious 

proprietors mocking God while they accumulate wealth. To keep 
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their congregations hooked on, they preach what is called prosperity 

gospel: They mislead their followers that Jesus Christ would make 

them equally rich if only they increased their ‘seed o¥ering’ to the 

proprietor’s church.

Unbeknown to many, the Almighty God has abandoned no sec-

tion of His creation, not even the self-declared atheists, agnostics, 

animists, and pagans. He ministers to them daily, and some among 

them are intensely spiritual, though they remain unaware of this. 

They will soon acknowledge God consciously. If this were not to be 

the case, we would not have made the required numbers to populate 

His kingdom. He would have wiped us o¥ His cosmos: He needs only 

to report us to one of the highly intelligent cosmic-angel civilisations.

Consider this—the most ¤ercely atheist individual in Sweden 

is likely to be the politest person you will ever meet. He gives to the 

less fortunate regularly, and he would probably fund the relocation 

of a refugee family from Syria if he got an opportunity. Were he to 

¤nd himself in a quarrel, he would rather ‘turn the other cheek’ 

than allow it to escalate. And even if materially poor, he would still 

hand over your wallet untouched if you dropped it in your rush to 

board a bus. All these are Godly traits; they are the products of His 

insistent ministering.

If you are a righteous atheist, agnostic, or pagan, do not be 

discouraged by those who prophesy your doom for not subscribing 

to a religion. You know that statement does not make sense, and 

it is fuelled by religious dogma. You have already been praying to 

the Almighty God, perhaps not verbally or knowingly but in the 

Spirit. Recall that evening when you wished your friend’s wife quick 

recovery at her hospital bed, from the depth of your heart, with tears 

streaming down your face? You prayed for her; that is how she got 

healed. You have been praying subconsciously. To reap the full ben-

e¤ts of extraterrestrial benevolence, try conscious prayer.
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For instance, if you are wondering about the great changes the 

Almighty God is putting in place for humanity in the upcoming 

Third Epoch, sit down on your bed or at a quiet corner in your local 

park and ask Him about it. He will answer you in His soft voice. 

He, or one of His angels, might even bless you by returning your 

call via a vivid dream.

The Fellowship of Believers is not a worldly member-only club. 

Are you trying your level best to be righteous? Will you acknowl-

edge the Messiah as the King of Kings when He is revealed? Will 

you cooperate with him as he sets up The Kingdom of the Almighty 

God? If your responses are a¾rmative, then you already belong to 

the fellowship.

OUR CURRENT HOLY BOOKS

How will kingdom citizens interact with the current holy books? 

The Almighty God spurred my soul to contemplate this question 

in June 2016. I sought Him through prayer and supplication, and 

He illuminated into my darkness to reveal His Truth.

He shed His light into this question by leading me to various 

confounding scriptures in the Bible, relating to life after death. I was 

distressed. The following are four illustrative quotes, accompanied 

by brief independent-minded-reader notes.

27 For the Son of Man will come with his angels in the glory of his 

Father and will judge all people according to their deeds. 28 And I tell 

you the truth, some standing here right now will not die before they 

see the Son of Man coming in his Kingdom.

—Matthew 16 NLT
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In this scripture, Jesus Christ is quoted by the writer of the Book 

of Matthew. What understanding would an independent-minded 

reader attach to this biblical quote? That some of those in the con-

gregation Christ was addressing would be alive at the time of his 

second coming.

32 From the �g tree, learn its lesson: as soon as its branch becomes 

tender and puts out its leaves, you know that summer is near. 33 So 

also, when you see all these things, you know that [Christ] is near, at 

the very gates. 34 Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass away 

until all these things take place.

—Matthew 24 ESV

Here, Christ is once again quoted by the writer of the Book of 

Matthew. The implied meaning of these verses is that some people 

of the generation living during his ¤rst life on Earth would not have 

died by the time of his second coming.

15 For this we declare to you by a word from the Lord, that we who 

are alive, who are left until the coming of the Lord, will not precede 

those who have fallen asleep. 16 For the Lord Himself will descend 

from Heaven with a cry of command, with the voice of an archangel, 

and with the sound of the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ 

will rise �rst. 17 Then we who are alive, who are left, will be caught up 

together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air, and so 

we will always be with the Lord.

—1 Thessalonians 4 ESV

This scripture, presumably penned by the Apostle Paul, states 

that upon Christ’s return, those who would have died believing in 

him would be resurrected ¤rst and then ‘raptured’ into his presence 
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in the clouds, simultaneously with those believers in Christ who 

would be found alive. St. Paul believed that Christ would have 

returned before the apostle’s death.

4 Then I saw thrones, and seated on them were those to whom the 

authority to judge was committed. Also I saw the souls of those who had 

been beheaded for the testimony of Jesus and for the word of God, and 

those who had not worshipped the beast or its image and had not received 

its mark on their foreheads or their hands. They came to life and reigned 

with Christ for a thousand years. 5 The rest of the dead did not come to 

life until the thousand years were ended. This is the �rst resurrection. 
6 Blessed and holy is the one who shares in the �rst resurrection! Over 

such the second death has no power, but they will be priests of God and 

of Christ, and they will reign with Him for a thousand years.

—Revelation 20 ESV

According to Angel Michael, St. John received his revelation 

directly from the Almighty God, when He appeared to him in the 

likeness of Jesus Christ.

This scripture, upon its full interpretation by the angel, matches 

my revelation about life after death. ‘Those who had been beheaded for 

the testimony of Jesus and for the word of God’ embodies all righteous 

persons since Adam and Eve, regardless of the religion they practised, if 

any. Accompanying them are ‘those who had not worshipped the beast 

or its image and had not received its mark on their foreheads or their 

hands’—this verse refers to the righteous people who had not allowed 

themselves to be completely corrupted by the USA-led Western civilisa-

tion. The term ‘beheaded’ is hyperbole for great su¥ering and sacri¤ce.

Later, the Almighty God took me through a series of visions 

and two vivid dreams between late August and early September 

2016. He reminded me that everyone’s soul OS oscillates between 
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the spirit of Satan, or Free-will, and uncorrupted SoG, the Spirit of 

God. Even the most righteous among us endure a lifelong struggle 

trying to operate their souls on uncorrupted SoG for the greatest 

aggregate time; hence no human being can be entirely blameless. 

As a result, He has been judging, rewarding, and condemning us 

based merely on how strong-willed our attempts at ridding our souls 

of Free-will have been. This has important implications.

St. Michael reiterated that the Almighty God inspired the holy 

writings for all well-meaning religions. But once human hands and 

minds got involved in any form, Satan could no longer be kept out 

of such works. And no human is exempt from this kind of spiritual 

pollution, not even Christ’s apostles.

Across millennia, human beings have handled God-inspired 

holy writing as they transcribed His messages and revelations, and 

during translation from one language to another. As we will see on 

page 112, sometimes translators experience genuine di¾culties. On 

other occasions, there has been deliberate mistranslation, intended 

to support religious dogmas and doctrines.

Then there is the all-important interpretation of holy writings 

by various players, whom adherents within a religion or culture 

trust out of the worldly positions they occupy. Additionally, cer-

tain persons in several instances have adjudicated on holy writings, 

accepting some as holy over others, apparently while acting within 

a free-choice matrix.

Regarding three of the four scriptures quoted earlier, the writ-

ers applied an ‘apocalyptic bend’ to their works. Perhaps this can 

be attributed to the socio-political and persecution pressures of the 

time. Having seen the wonders the Almighty God had performed 

through Jesus Christ, the writers might have hoped that Christ 

would have returned sooner than later, to deal with those persecut-

ing his early followers.
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Notably, the apostles did not take daily notes of Christ’s teachings. 

Moreover, many New Testament books were written decades after his 

death, in many cases by people who barely knew him.

Did the apostles grasp who Jesus Christ was before the resur-

rection? They did not appreciate the signi¤cance of his visitation 

until he reappeared to them. This can be deduced, for example, from 

Simon Peter’s denial of Christ on three occasions within hours, 

Thomas’s initial doubts regarding the resurrection, and Judas 

Iscariot’s betrayal. But we should not judge the apostles; rather, we 

should acknowledge the contributions they made towards human-

ity’s appreciation of the Almighty God.

And despite the tenacity of Bible apologists, both the Old and 

New Testament books can be looked at as works of literature, com-

plete with literary styling. For illustration, the Book of Judges says in 

Chapter 20, “Among these soldiers, there were seven hundred select 

troops who were left-handed, each of whom could sling a stone at a 

hair and not miss.” This does not mean these soldiers would sling 

a stone at a hair and hit it anytime they tried; it signi¤es that they 

were accurate and well-trained. This sort of writing or speaking style 

is referred to as hyperbole.

During the revelation period, I saw things in paradise I cannot 

attach a name to. This made me understand that the rendering of 

holy writings depends on the ken of the individual the Almighty 

God has chosen as His medium. Had He revealed a laptop com-

puter to one of His prophets in 2000 B.C., that prophet would have 

described it in terms constrained within his range of knowledge.

The revelation further shows that the Almighty God is opposed 

to Bible apologists. His Truth does not need apologetic human legs 

to stand on. Regarding their signi¤cance, holy writings should not 

be equated to the Sovereign Lord they are trying to describe, often 
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without success. The righteous must speak the Truth without fear, 

as God cherishes the Truth. That which is not part of His Truth will 

never ¤t into the Truth’s perfect neatness.

Our Heavenly Father in addition revealed that what is holy about 

His writing is not the black typeface on white paper: It is the stream 

of spiritual interpretation He favours a reader with as they peruse 

a piece of holy works. Unless the reader is engaged in this manner, 

they will experience no enlightenment. Their e¥ort will feel like the 

reading of a novel.

Furthermore, our current holy books were primarily meant to 

help us grope around the spiritual darkness of the Second Epoch. 

Unlike this book, which is based on knowledge, our holy books are 

fundamentally based on faith. The garden of faith is watered with a 

lack of knowledge—ignorance. Kingdom citizens will not grit their 

teeth as they seek to cultivate the deepest of faiths; instead, they will 

exhibit a triumph of knowledge over faith.

Contrary to the prevalent misconception among the faith-

ful that God blesses only those who show great faith even in the 

most hopeless situations, He communicates most meaningfully 

through actions, as opposed to mere spiritual correspondence. Had 

He wanted you to go on that trip you have been fasting over, He 

would have provided the funds to purchase a ticket. And He does 

not mind a doubting servant; to Him, uncertainty is the beginning 

of wisdom. He expects intelligent beings to doubt in the face of a 

scarcity of information. He is perfectly logical. The religious types 

who will not change over from faith to His knowledge and logic will 

not £ourish in His kingdom.

Do I have to mention that whole sections and chapters of our holy 

books will fall obsolete as soon as the Almighty God blows the trumpet 

at the start of the Third Epoch?
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Who will want to read what Jesus Christ said 2,000 years ago, 

while he expounds on topical kingdom matters live on CNN? Other 

than for con¤rming its accuracy, who will want to read the biblical 

Book of Revelation after its prophecies would have come to pass? 

These books will have run their full course. Just like the religions 

they represent, they will beg to be retired. Also, their several inac-

curate assertions will have come to light, causing certain of their 

sections to sound like comedy.

As you would expect, kingdom citizens will view themselves as 

modern; we will take the place of their backward ancestors. They 

will take a dim view of the fact that we used our holy books and their 

corresponding religions to create fear, divisions, hatred and terror, 

and to murder each other en masse. For those reasons alone, many 

of them will not wish to be associated with our books.

To answer the original question in this section, kingdom citi-

zens who come across our holy books and wish to read them will do 

so meditatively, so that the Spirit of God can have ample opportunity 

to clarify, convict, and edify the reader. And they will believe the 

Spirit’s interpretation over the text’s literal meaning.

MY JOURNEY BACK TO EARTH

As I persisted in prayer, hoping the Almighty God could reveal 

more about life after death, I heard a ‘faraway voice’ as I slept on 21 

September 2016, “To some I give two earthly lives. When they lose 

one, they live out the other.” I was astounded.

I fervently sought the Lord for a clari¤cation of this message. 

Later, He carried me in the Spirit to a time in 1977 when as a young 

boy, I had sustained an injury to the upper end of my spine, causing 
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my head to rest stiÑy on my right shoulder. I recall the bone special-

ist at Murang’a District Hospital, a diligent Italian man, inspecting 

my X-ray and shaking his head. He was concerned that corrective 

procedure could snap my spinal cord, leading to death.

Despite his concerns, the procedure was scheduled for the fol-

lowing morning at eight o’clock. When I regained consciousness at 

around four o’clock in the afternoon, I had a plaster cast around my 

neck and a dozen medical attendants surrounded my bed; I thought 

their clapping had interrupted my sleep. This scene has remained 

etched in my mind.

When I returned to school, I was top of my class in every assign-

ment and examination paper I wrote, aided by a powerful memory. I 

had been the worst performer in my class before the operation, the 

ever-available laughing stock when it came to answering teachers’ 

questions during lessons.

Outside the classroom, I was getting curious about everything. 

At one point, I cut o¥ the top of a sapling and replaced it back 

onto the stem, then bound them together hoping they could reunite 

and grow into a large tree. Yet I had completed only three years of 

elementary school: I had not heard of grafting. Among other curiosi-

ties, I recollect repeatedly fetching water from a basin with a jug and 

quickly emptying it back into the basin from a height, wondering if 

it would eventually feel warmer.

I also developed some spirituality, though it was more of the 

questioning than the compliant type. I felt that I could do anything 

for the truth to £oat to the surface, even regarding the simplest 

contention with another boy in the village. Nothing could withstand 

my analytical eye without any untruth in it being exposed, not even 

the Bible. I often felt ashamed since in Africa those days, a child was 

not expected to doubt the accepted way of life, more so the cultural 

and religious truths.
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It was only on 31 December 2017 when Angel Gabriel appeared 

in a dream and revealed that he managed the entire 1977 theatre 

operation. He watched over my bodily death and then resurrected 

me, albeit with the soul of a saint who had lived over 3,000 years 

earlier. I felt weak and confused when I woke up. He had called me 

by my ¤rst-life name and told me, “Father informed you last year 

about your ¤rst life on Earth, but you didn’t understand Him. He 

brought you back to ¤ght a di¥erent kind of war and to help set up 

a di¥erent kind of kingdom.”

The angel then showed me what I looked like in my ¤rst life. 

Thereafter, He took me through three visions of bush wars, “You 

led only the ¤rst war, but not the other two.” I did not understand 

him, and I was terri¤ed, I suppose because I was not fully asleep. 

He then appreciated how hard I was working on this book, “I see 

the same dogged determination and organisation as you displayed 

during your ¤rst life. Father is delighted with you.”

Before this lengthy dream, right at the end of 2017, I had not 

feared asking the Almighty God the hardest questions. I knew 

He appreciates those who seek after His light. This was di¥erent, 

however. I hesitated to engage the angel, but he saw the burning 

question on my soul, “Why didn’t you tell me who I’m all these 

years?” “Besides Jesus Christ,” he started o¥, “Father has brought 

back many saints in the last forty years to serve in His kingdom. 

But He decreed that those saints, including Christ, wouldn’t con-

sciously understand who they’re until they read this book; yet each 

one of them would carry out the preparatory kingdom tasks He’s 

assigned them.”

Hitherto, I had su¥ered persistent confusion throughout my 

life. I knew something was odd about me, but I could not put my 

¤nger on it. I silently wondered how the other saints were faring. “It 

is di¥erent for every saint,” the angel clari¤ed, “And it depends on 
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the duties Father will assign them. Many are happily waiting to serve 

Him. In your case, you had to su¥er: Father turned His face away 

from you so you wouldn’t become religious.” He then informed me 

that even after the Almighty God and His angels actively commu-

nicate with each saint, their identities will remain secretive. Apart 

from Jesus Christ and King David, no saint will reveal his or her 

identity.

At this point, the Almighty God intervened and enabled me 

to ask questions verbally, but I feared exasperating Him with my 

numerous burning issues, “Why couldn’t I recall my ¤rst life before 

St. Gabriel revealed it to me?” He did not get angry at all, “It is 

because your sensory-conscious mind gateway died along with your 

¤rst body, thousands of years ago. Notwithstanding, your ¤rst-life 

experiences are securely archived in your soul—its memory is never 

full. When I behold you with my all-seeing spiritual eyes, I see the 

same person I’ve always known. I can read anything from your 

soul and bring it up for conscious recall. But because your current 

sensory-conscious mind gateway is emotion-driven, you can’t handle 

your ¤rst-life experiences. In the Fourth Epoch, I’ll equip you with 

an emotionless, knowledge-driven gateway. You’ll clearly recall your 

two earlier lives.”

Questions still brightened my soul, so He carried on, “The good 

thing is, soul recall is much more consequential than conscious 

remembering: It informs personality accurately. For illustration, I 

adore Mary, Christ’s ¤rst mother; I’m happy she’s back on Earth. 

When I behold her in the Spirit, I see the same lovable and righteous 

Mary, though her clean-blue soul is vibrating and electrifying a di¥er-

ent body. She is in the Somali Region in Eastern Ethiopia. Likewise, 

Christ cannot return to Earth and not facilitate free global commu-

nication, defeat all diseases, and revolutionise governance, as I’ve 

ingrained those transformative traits into his soul for millennia.”





CHAPTER 4

The End of Wilful Sin

“And the same is true with our worldly truths and lies. 

Telling a truth intending to hurt someone is sinful: 

Uttering an untruth for the greater good, as opposed to evil 

sel� sh gain, is righteous. Unlike the Truth, which is not relative 

but an absolute spiritual good, some of our worldly truths can 

sting like bees and injure like a thousand swords.”
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WHAT CAUSES EVIL?

In both Hebrew and Koine Greek, and in some contemporary lan-

guages such as my vernacular, the words rendered into English as 

sin could be more literally translated as ‘to miss the mark’, or the 

set goal in a sport.

If you are familiar with the game of darts—when you step back 

and hurl a dart at the board, you aim at the centre of the wheel, the 

bull’s eye. If a player were to form a habit of throwing darts aim-

lessly, without trying to hit the bull’s eye, the other players would 

consider him a nuisance; you would not characterise his actions as 

‘missing the mark’ since he was not aiming for it to begin with. This 

has serious implications for the wilfully unrighteous: It implies that 

they are not sinning yet.

To sin, you must be doing your best to be righteous, but 

as expected, you occasionally ‘miss the mark’. This is what sets 

apart a believer from the world of evil around them. Because 

the Almighty God can see how hard they are trying to be righ-

teous, He will keep forgiving them, anytime they acknowledge 

and repent their sins.

As the Second Epoch hurtles towards its terminal station, most of 

us are ‘throwing darts’ purposelessly, without aiming for the bull’s 

eye. To put it di¥erently, they are experiencing a Free-will existence, 

the cause and perpetuator of the evil we see around us.

Super wars, terrorist activities, extreme poverty, ecological pol-

lution, the tragedies of the Second Epoch have resulted from humans 

operating their souls on Free-will. In some cases, God tempts those 

running on Free-will to cause man-made calamities, as punish-

ment to humankind. Then there are the natural calamities such 

as earthquakes, climate chaos, and wild¤res—some of which He 

precipitates or abets as further punishment for our sins.
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Poor governance and inept leadership are the other important 

contributors to evil among humankind. The only form of govern-

ment that will please the Almighty God is the Third Epoch one, 

where He will appoint leaders through Jesus Christ and the other 

twenty-four emperors.

World governments in the latter part of the Second Epoch have 

been based on the electorates’ collective Free-will, expressed through 

democracy. Be it same-sex marriages, euthanasia, or marijuana they 

want legalised, it is the people’s call. A politician opposing them 

would be deemed to have smoked the same marijuana before its 

legalisation. The Almighty God and the angels view democracy as 

active lack of leadership.

2 “Will the one who contends with the Almighty correct Him? Let him 

who accuses God answer Him!”

—Job 40 NIV

The free in Free-will alludes to freedom from the Almighty God’s 

in£uence. Those living out a Free-will-powered existence range from 

the mildly evil prosperity preacher in the USA to the vilest war crim-

inal slaughtering people by the dozens in the Eastern Democratic 

Republic of Congo. Though the e¥ects of their Free-will wanderings 

are dissimilar, both are £ying along di¥erent orbits from those the 

Almighty God has charted for them. They will not be rewarded with 

everlasting life in the Fourth Epoch.

Free-will existence, therefore, does not always mean you are 

steeped in wilful sin. But to imagine that one of His creations is 

living out their life in a paradigm where they can chuck o¥ a ‘dart’ 

anyhow agonises the Almighty God. This is more so because those 

running their souls on Free-will face an ever-present risk of malev-

olent spirits, or full-blown demons, latching onto their souls and 
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polluting their personalities. Depending on the nature of such an 

attack, a mildly righteous person can turn into a child molester, 

a drug addict, a knife-wielding street killer. He could also end up 

taking his own life in depression-fuelled mental instability.

WHAT IS SIN?

All unrighteous actions and thoughts are sinful. God will convict 

you as soon as you act unrighteously, even where you might be 

ignorant of His expectations. As opposed to a one-o¥ sinful action, 

we sometimes veer o¥ His will, adopting a course of action that can 

be considered a ‘project of sin’.

Many people would be ¤lled with regret were they to break 

national or local authority laws unknowingly. But the repercus-

sions for contravening the Almighty God’s laws are much direr 

than with worldly statutes. The spiritually ignorant will not spare 

a mere ten minutes to pray to God and repent of their sins, yet 

they will happily pay a monetary ¤ne to atone for their worldly 

transgressions.

4 Everyone who practices sin also practices lawlessness; indeed, sin is 

lawlessness.

—1 John 3 NET

We think of sin as something you do to the Almighty God, to 

someone else, or to the society at large. Such are sins of commis-

sion. But we also commit sins of omission when we fail to do that 

which a righteous person would have done naturally. Though we 

often commit them indirectly, sins of omission can have grievous 

consequences for others.
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For illustration—in many Sub-Saharan African countries, up 

to a third of state revenues cannot be accounted for, year after year, 

owing to o¾cial corruption. Besides poor governance in general, 

this is the most important cause of extreme poverty, child mortality, 

and the widespread lack of access to social services.

Even among the accounted-for funds, colossal sums are wasted 

for example through entrenched tender-related corruption, to the 

extent that many hospitals in the region cannot undertake basic 

activities, like the washing of bed sheets in their patient wards. The 

day I typed out the ¤rst sentence of this paragraph, Angel Michael 

appeared in a vision, where I witnessed him boiling some ¤lthy bed 

sheets and serving out the soup to a multitude of entrepreneurs, 

restrained with thick iron chains.

Consequently, not only is o¾cial corruption a weighty sin, but 

if you are aware of its occurrence and you do nothing about it, for 

whatever reason, you are committing a sin of omission.

29 The man wanted to justify his actions, so he asked Jesus, “And who 

is my neighbor?”
30 Jesus replied with a story, “A Jewish man was traveling from 

Jerusalem down to Jericho, and he was attacked by bandits. They 

stripped him of his clothes, beat him up, and left him half dead beside 

the road. 31 By chance a priest came along. But when he saw the man 

lying there, he crossed to the other side of the road and passed him by. 
32 A Temple assistant walked over and looked at him lying there, but 

he also passed by on the other side. 33 Then the despised Samaritan 

came along, and when he saw the man, he felt compassion for him. 
34 Going over to him, the Samaritan soothed his wounds with olive 

oil and wine and bandaged them. Then he put the man on his own 

donkey and took him to an inn, where he took care of him. 35 The next 

day he handed the innkeeper two silver coins, telling him, ‘Take care 
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of this man. If his bill runs higher than this, I’ll pay you the next time 

I’m here.’ 36 Now, which of these three would you say was a neighbor 

to the man who was attacked by bandits?”
37 The man replied, “The one who showed him mercy.” Then Jesus 

said, “Yes, now go and do the same.”

—Luke 10 NLT

For decades, the question of what causes extreme poverty and 

underdevelopment has been an uncomfortable one. If you are con-

fused about it, I am not. Poverty and under-development are the 

fruits of speci¤c and easily recognisable sins within the a¥ected 

society. This does not mean citizens in developed countries are not 

also living in sin. They are committing di¥erent types of sins, which 

their societies allow or facilitate, but which do not result in present 

or near-future material poverty.

And as we make casual observations about each other’s level of 

righteousness, we need to be cautioned that no human can judge 

another. The Almighty God and His angels judge us fairly because 

they spiritually see right into our souls. What is clear is that our 

world would become a semi-paradise were we to eliminate most 

sins of omission. Consider this—neglecting to help a starving or 

sick person, anywhere around the world, is a sin of omission, for 

which you may already be su¥ering punishment.

In the following scripture, Jesus Christ further illuminates on 

sins of omission.

33 [Jesus] will place the sheep at his right hand and the goats at his 

left. 34 Then the king will say to those on his right, “Come, you who 

are blessed by my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from 

the creation of the world. 35 For I was hungry, and you fed me. I was 

thirsty, and you gave me a drink. I was a stranger, and you invited 
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me into your home. 36 I was naked, and you gave me clothing. I was 

sick, and you cared for me. I was in prison, and you visited me.”
37 Then these righteous ones will reply, “Lord, when did we ever 

see you hungry and feed you? Or thirsty and give you something to 

drink? 38 Or a stranger and show you hospitality? Or naked and give 

you clothing? 39 When did we ever see you sick or in prison and visit 

you?” 40 And the king will say, “I tell you the truth, when you did it 

to one of the least of these my brothers and sisters, you were doing it 

to me!”
41 Then the king will turn to those on the left and say, “Away with 

you, you cursed ones, into the eternal �re prepared for the devil and his 

demons. 42 For I was hungry, and you didn’t feed me. I was thirsty, and 

you didn’t give me a drink. 43 I was a stranger, and you didn’t invite 

me into your home. I was naked, and you didn’t give me clothing. I 

was sick and in prison, and you didn’t visit me.”
44 Then they will reply, “Lord, when did we ever see you hungry or 

thirsty or a stranger or naked or sick or in prison, and not help you?” 
45 And he will answer, “I tell you the truth, when you refused to help 

the least of these my brothers and sisters, you were refusing to help me.”

—Matthew 25 NLT

Is Complete Righteousness Possible?

The same way no player can hit the bull’s eye on a dartboard every 

time they try, no human can achieve complete righteousness. In 

the present spiritual paradigm, wilful sins are committed by multi-

tudes, as they run their souls on Free-will—the corrupted spirit the 

Almighty God has identi¤ed as Satan.

Since His concise message as contained in this revelation had not 

reached the people, He is committed to forgiving everyone who turns 
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to Him, repents of their sins, and does their best to be righteous; for 

example by choosing love over hate in their daily encounters.

But even when running your soul on the uncorrupted Spirit of 

God, or SoG, you cannot entirely avoid missteps. For this reason, 

what will set apart the upcoming epoch from the ¤rst two will be the 

absence of wilful sinning, as opposed to the unrealistic expectation 

of total righteousness.

HOW DOES GOD JUDGE SIN?

The Almighty God judges and punishes sin within the matrix of His 

sovereignty and omniscience. Think of it like this—He and His angels 

are aware of every thought your mind has ever processed, since they 

have access to your soul, where your past thoughts are archived in spir-

itual bytes as part of your ken. And unlike humans, He never forgets. 

When the foregoing is considered, it becomes clear that we cannot 

predict how He would weigh and judge a given incident of sin. But as 

you might expect, He considers some sins more severe than others, 

contrasting the gravest transgressions with minor unintended slips.

According to Angel Michael, the Almighty God regards sins of 

a sexual nature, Satan and idol worship, murder, and cruelty (this 

being a manifestation of lack of love), to be severe and deserving 

of an equitably heavy punishment. In the biblical Book of Genesis, 

the Lord laments, “The outcry against Sodom and Gomorrah is 

overwhelming; their sin is exceptionally grave.”

Notwithstanding, we must avoid all sin like the plague, and not 

fall into the trap of feeling good about our less severe sins. The aim 

of this section is to give aspiring kingdom citizens a greater under-

standing of sin, but not to excuse any transgression.
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8 But as for the cowards, unbelievers, detestable persons, murderers, 

the sexually immoral, and those who practise magic spells, idol 

worshipers, and all those who lie, their place will be in the lake that 

burns with �re and sulfur. That is the second death.

—Revelation 21 NET

The following two questions can help us estimate the severity 

of the judgment we can expect for our various sins.

Were You Ignorant of the Almighty God’s Law?

In jurisdictions worldwide, ignorance of the law is no defence. You 

cannot cite ignorance in a worldly court of law, and on that basis 

alone seek to be relieved of the responsibility for your crime.

But the Almighty God and His angels approach matters di¥er-

ently, because they know your level of appreciation of God’s laws. 

They read your soul directly, as its conscience zone blinks red with 

guilt, distinguishing sins that involve wilfully breaking His laws 

from those that are committed out of ignorance.

I have heard people wonder if God will keep forgiving them 

the sins they commit repeatedly. No, He will not: Sinning know-

ingly is the brightest marker of human de¤ance. But because 

He is both merciful and sovereign, He contemplates all the 

circumstances surrounding a single instance of sin, including 

the sinner’s level of temptation, before decreeing a course of 

punishment.

What Was Your Intention?

God judges our sins according to what was in our minds at the 

point of commission or omission. Our intention is key to His 
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determination of our punishment. Many of the actions we deem 

all right are sinful, and the converse is true.

8 Then Judah said to Onan, “Go in to your brother’s wife, and perform 

your duty as a brother-in-law to her, and raise up o¯spring for your 

brother.” 9 Onan knew that the o¯spring would not be his; so when he 

went into his brother’s wife, he wasted his seed on the ground in order 

not to give o¯spring to his brother. 10 But what he did was displeasing 

in the sight of the Lord; so He took his life also.

—Genesis 38 NASB

Had Onan avoided making his sister-in-law pregnant because 

he knew, or even suspected, that the pregnancy would pose a threat 

to her life, the Almighty God would have appreciated his concern 

for her well-being.

In Heaven, no act is obviously sinful or righteous before your 

intention is clari¤ed. If you killed someone who was about to bomb 

a school parade, where some 300 children sang innocently, God 

would with all factors considered view your action as righteous. He 

would be especially pleased if you had placed your own life at risk 

for the sake of those faultless souls.

And the same is true with our worldly truths and lies. Telling 

a truth intending to hurt someone is sinful: Uttering an untruth 

for the greater good, as opposed to evil sel¤sh gain, is righteous. 

Unlike the Truth, which is not relative but an absolute spiritual 

good, some of our worldly truths can sting like bees and injure like 

a thousand swords.

The motives behind our actions is another reason why we 

should not judge fellow humans, for we cannot tell what was going 

on in their minds when they committed what appears like an obvi-

ous crime or a deliberate sin.
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THE PRACTICE OF HOMOSEXUALITY

When the Almighty God stirred my soul to seek His view on homo-

sexuality, as part of the broader revelation, I could not have guessed 

what His message was going to be. As I write this book, world 

leaders have had to come to terms with the political power of the 

LGBTQ community—some of them regularly march in the so-called 

pride parades and other festivals celebrating the achievements of 

the non-heterosexual sections of society.

Additionally, many Christian denominations may now perform 

same-sex marriages, and the Roman Catholic Church has gays 

among its ordained priesthood, despite the denomination’s famed 

vows of celibacy. As a politically incorrect preacher, imagine being 

invited to o¥er a sermon at one of the thus-reformed churches. 

How would you navigate around the several sections of the Bible 

you could not refer to without risking a mass walkout?

Democratic and worldly governments must sound a welcoming 

tone and cater to all sections of the society. Religious organisations, 

on the other hand, have confused their roles with those of worldly 

leadership, just like the Roman Catholic Church back in the Roman 

Empire days.

As I tried to place this matter into a spiritual perspective, Angel 

Gabriel showed me a vivid vision where a cartoon christened religion

bent over backwards for 2,000 years, trying to touch and merge with 

Satan, or Free-willed society. But its body arched right over Satan, and 

when its hands eventually landed on something, it was the waters 

of an expansive bottomless lake.

The cartoon drowned as I watched. And then a large £ag £oating 

in the middle of the lake caught my attention. It bore the inscription: 

“the lake of irrelevance”. Before appreciating the hopelessness of 

the situation, Free-willed society did her best to save the drowning 
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colleague. At this point, the Almighty God remembered that the 

cartoon had formed a doubles team with the then-young Western 

Empire and murdered Jesus.

In this vision, the Almighty God did not render His view on 

homosexuality. Given its widespread acceptance within mainstream 

religion, I wondered if He had changed some of His precepts to 

accommodate changing circumstances among humans. Having read 

about His catastrophic punishment upon Sodom and Gomorrah, I 

felt it was imperative He indicates His opinion on homosexuality, 

to clear the prevailing confusion.

This time round, St. Gabriel returned via a short dream towards 

the end of October 2016. I had been in meditation for several days. 

After making it known that the message was about homosexuality, 

he simply said, “All sins can be forgiven.” He then pushed some 

‘visible and tangible words’ into my mouth, and I replied saying, 

“God is over£owing with grace and mercy.”

That message, however, marked only the beginning of my inter-

action with the Almighty God on this subject, and I kept praying 

and meditating, hoping to receive its full interpretation. During the 

¤rst of the follow up visions, the angel reminded me that homo-

sexuality is a sin like any other and can be forgiven if the o¥ender 

repents. To be clear, it is sinful to stigmatise someone for practising 

homosexuality.

Moreover, the divine rules on judgement and love apply to the 

full extent regarding homosexuality: Do not judge or fail to love a 

fellow human because of suspected sin. There are countries around 

the world where homosexuality is a crime. Yet in several such pol-

ities—Uganda is notable—ordinary citizens sometimes lynch 

suspects instead of handing them over to the authorities.

Further, during these ¤nal years of the Second Epoch, persons 

practising homosexuality should not be discouraged from accessing 
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religious institutions. But God’s message must not be diluted 

because of the composition of a congregation.

The heat being generated around homosexuality is not merely 

because the practice is sinful: There are cultural dynamics at play. 

The Almighty God is prepared to forgive those who repent of any 

sin, including homosexuality, and to move on as if no sin had been 

committed. But this is not the case with many people around the 

world.

1 The two angels came to Sodom in the evening. Lot was sitting in the 

gate of Sodom. When Lot saw them, he got up to meet them. He put 

his face to the ground 2 and said, “My lords, come into the house of 

your servant. Stay the night, and wash your feet. Then you may rise 

early and go on your way.” But they said, “No, we will stay the night 

in the street.” 3 But he begged them, so they turned aside with him 

and went into his house. And he made a supper for them. He made 

bread without yeast, and they ate.
4 Before they went to bed, all the men of the city of Sodom both 

young and old gathered around the house. 5 They called to Lot, saying, 

“Where are the men who came to you tonight? Bring them out to us 

so we may lie with them.” 6 Lot went out of the door to the men, and 

shut the door behind him. 7 He said, “My brothers, please do not be 

so sinful. 8 See, I have two daughters who have never had a man. Let 

me bring them out to you. And do to them whatever you want. But 

do nothing to these men, for they have come to be safe under my roof.”
9 But they said, “Get out of our way. This man came to live here 

from another land. And already he acts like a judge. Now we will do 

worse things to you than to them.” So they pushed hard against Lot 

and almost broke down the door. 10 But the two [angels] put out their 

hands and brought Lot into the house with them, and shut the door. 
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11 Then they blinded the men who were at the door of the house, both 

small and big. So the men became tired trying to �nd the door.
15 When morning came, the angels told Lot to hurry. They said, 

“Get up. Take your wife and your two daughters who are here. Or 

else you will be destroyed when the city is punished.” 23 The sun had 

moved over the earth when Lot came to Zoar. 24 Then the Lord poured 

�re from the [sky] upon Sodom and Gomorrah. 25 He destroyed those 

cities, and all the valley, and all the people of the cities, and what grew 

on the ground. 26 But Lot’s wife behind him turned and looked toward 

the cities. And she was changed into [a pillar of ] salt.

—Genesis 19 NLV

I persisted in prayer, as I sought a full understanding of Heaven’s 

view on homosexuality. My remaining uncertainty centred on the 

ordination of the openly homosexual. St. Gabriel returned in yet 

another vision and started by reiterating that homosexuality is like 

all other sins. Furthermore, sinners abound among the rest of the 

clergy; some of them might even be undeclared homosexuals, rival-

ling or perhaps surpassing the openly homosexual in their sinful 

ways. The key di¥erence therefore being that the openly homosex-

ual have announced their status.

While their open de¤ance and refusal to acknowledge homosex-

uality as sinful can be unsettling, the angel’s message was that the 

openly homosexual may be ordained as clergy, for the short period 

their religions will persist, on condition that they do not distort God’s 

message to His sheep. And they must ask their congregations to 

remember them in their prayers, along with the other members of 

the clergy, so they can all turn away from sin.

Re£ect on this—there are members of the clergy who are sus-

pected of such sins as child molestation, rape, abortion, and even 

murder. At one point, the angel pro¥ered, “Maybe everyone should 
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announce the sins they repeatedly commit. That way, the stigma 

associated with sinning can be evenly distributed, and we can then 

agree who should throw the ¤rst stone.”

The Almighty God is not excusing homosexuality. It appals 

Him. He is calling out a human attribute that also o¥ends Him: 

hypocrisy. His mercy and grace can be beyond human comprehen-

sion. He is determined that no living human will be found unworthy 

of citizenship in His kingdom. The revelation shows Him breaking 

all sexual orientation curses—homosexuality, gender identity con-

fusion, transgender births—as humankind enters the Third Epoch. 

By the time His kingdom is ¤rmly established, every adult woman 

will be married to a worthy and righteous man, perhaps one of His 

returning saints.





CHAPTER 5

A Peep into 
the Spirit Universe

“We are blind to well over 99 percent of the electromagnetic 

spectrum—gamma rays, radio waves, X-rays, infrared rays, 

ultraviolet rays, microwaves. Yet X-rays will peer through your 

 esh to reveal an image of your fractured bone; microwaves will 

warm your frozen dinner; and radio waves will deliver a message 

of the unspeakable violence approaching your village, deep in the 

African countryside, following a military coup in the city. Often, 

what we cannot see is more real than what we can. And nowhere 

is this truer than regarding the reality of the Spirit Universe.”
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THE SPIRIT REALMS

The Spirit Universe comprises many realms: Heaven, the six par-

adises, Hell, the world, and the millions of other worlds like ours. 

Most life-supporting celestial bodies had only the equivalent of 

sub-human life. A small proportion of the worlds occupied more 

than one celestial body—a planet and its moon(s), two or three close 

by planets. Further, as I recall from the revelation, some celestial 

bodies had permanent daylight: All darkness was arti¤cial, and it 

was treasured as much as our daylight.

Like us, the spirit beings populating the other worlds are of a 

dual nature: They have physical bodies which are powered by spir-

itual souls. Because the spirit is the real person, it would be more 

accurate to say that the spirit beings inhabiting the worlds have 

physical bodies besides their essential spirit nature. It is through our 

spirits, or souls, that we interact with the beings in the other spirit 

realms and to some extent among ourselves. The beings inhabiting 

the other worlds come in assorted sizes, forms, and complexions.

Hell is the spirit realm inhabited by the souls of the cosmozens 

who died while persisting in their de¤ance to God. He therefore 

could not receive them into Heaven. We saw in Chapter 2 that some 

of the souls of the de¤ant dead break out of their prison, seeking to 

superimpose themselves onto the souls of the living.

On the other hand, Heaven is the glorious realm where the 

Almighty God and His numberless hosts of spirit angels live. It is 

the second most populous realm, after Hell.

Contrary to popular understanding, Heaven is not a place of 

uninterrupted rest, where the only activity is the endless praise of 

spirit angels towards the Almighty God. Real work takes place there, 

including strategic planning, as God oversees His creation—com-

prising spirit angels, cosmic angels, the spirit beings and lower-life 
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creatures experiencing bodily consciousness around the cosmos, 

the condemned souls in Hell, and the entire cosmos.

According to Angel Michael, spirit angels are spiritually resurrected 

souls of former cosmozens: They are not a separate line of creation. 

No angel has always been in Heaven; each has had to evidence their 

cosmic righteousness. The Almighty God also referred to them as His 

heavenly-saints. The beings described as angels in holy writings are 

either spirit angels, cosmic angels, or God’s human messengers.

On their part, cosmic angels inhabit the six paradises. They 

have glori¤ed bodies, and their journey back to the cosmos does not 

represent a step down in status. They still minister to the spiritually 

backward around the cosmos, without having to leave paradise; they 

‘see’ the entire universe with spiritual eyes.

Cosmic angels are so spiritually and technologically advanced 

that they can make their bodies and transportation artefacts impos-

sible for the human eye to perceive. When the Almighty God sent 

them to Earth in the past, they were rightly celebrated as His angels. 

Today, the Western Empire would aim its archaic weapons at them, 

hoping to convince its subjects of its omnipotence, and to mislead 

humanity of her pre-eminence and independence. As a result, they 

cannot save the earth from its impending doom. In one vision, one 

of them gave me a direct warning: “Your race will not continue to 

be one of the ugly scars on our Lord’s cosmos, with your lack of love 

and never-ending wars.”

Were there to be a war among the more advanced civilisations 

which could not be won with love, it would not be fought with 

physical weapons—stones, machetes, arrows, bullets, bombs. For 

illustration, cosmic angels can send down to Earth an apocalyptic 

spiritual wave, which can yank out human souls from £esh or 
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convert terrestrial surface matter back into energy in an instant.

The Almighty God is focussed on elevating humankind to 

the Seventh Paradise, where those chosen will be part of a highly 

advanced civilisation of cosmic angels. He made seven the human 

number from the outset. Our race was selected from among the 

millions of civilisations in the cosmos that are populated by similar 

spirit-driven beings. As I will detail in Chapter 8, those blessed as 

the ultimate saints will enjoy everlasting bodily life.

Contrasting our Second Epoch lives with everlasting life, we can 

hardly commission long-term transformative projects owing to the 

threat posed by our imminent mortality. If a group of present-day 

adults were to embark on an eighty-year space journey, most would 

die on the way. Those blessed enough to make it to the destination 

would likely be too frail to alight from the spacecraft.

Though humankind is at the peak of her spiritual ignorance and 

de¤ance, she remains one of the Almighty God’s favourite children. 

He is determined that she will make it to her decreed Fourth Epoch 

maturity; the option is her annihilation. Yet He is full of mercy for 

her. By announcing His earthly kingdom via this revelation, He has 

indicated that we have made the threshold numbers for a viable 

Seventh Paradise. But He is yearning for more. The greater the 

number of angels, the easier it will be to spread His ministering 

and prosperity around the cosmos.

For the sake of clarity, St. Michael was categorical that the 

heavenly-saints, or spirit angels, can reappear in bodily form only 

through conception. While in Heaven, the Almighty God equips the 

soul of each saint with a spiritual sensory-conscious mind gateway, 

to facilitate their intelligent interaction with the expansive heavenly 

and cosmic reality. He also assigns the spirit and cosmic angels 

protection and guardianship duties at speci¤c civilisations around 

the cosmos.
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Angels Michael and Gabriel, for example, have been humankind’s 

guardians from the beginning. Our socio-political development, 

technology, and cultures have been imparted by their stewardship; 

the same is true of many aspects of our languages, number systems, 

and time-related denotations—week, month, year, century, millen-

nia. The upcoming kingdom culture will be a coming together and 

re¤nement of their 10,000-year project, under the Almighty God’s 

oversight.

We are not alone in the universe. There exists other highly intelligent 

life in non-physical form, the direct cause of our earthly existence. 

Additionally, the cosmos is teeming with bodily life at various stages 

of spiritual, evolutional, and technological advancement.

THE NATURE OF SPIRIT

A cosmic angel can transmit your encoded soul across the cosmos, in 

the form of a spiritual wave.

Because of the inability the Almighty God has placed upon humans, 

we cannot perceive things of the spirit using our ¤ve common 

senses. But spirit is not immaterial: It is the (re¤ned) essence of 

what would have been humanly perceivable matter, with nothing 

of importance missing. It is the ‘weightless’ vitamin C in your oral 

supplement, were you to do away with its carrier, the excipient. To 

put it di¥erently, spirit materials are without excess baggage.

Other than the spirit materials making up the souls of cosmoz-

ens, spirit angels, and those imprisoned in Hell, all spirit materials 

in the universe are part and parcel of the Almighty God. Because 

He has decreed to honour spirit-driven beings with meaningful 
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detachment and personal responsibility, our souls remain at His 

fringes. But before He spiritually birthed each one of us, the 

materials now forming our souls were within Him. This spiritual 

universality is what enables Him to be omnipotent, omniscient, and 

omni-active across His entire creation.

According to Angel Michael, one of the Almighty God’s spirit 

materials can best be described as the Universal Creative Energy. 

The one and only true source of energy in the universe, this spirit 

material’s energy is inexhaustible—the Almighty God converts it 

into primary solid matter, which eventually turns into stars and 

planets, for instance. Conversely, when He kills celestial bodies, He 

converts them back into the divine energy they once were.

And He is always creating and killing matter; for example 

through the phenomenon our astronomers call black holes. The 

mighty pulling force in a black hole is not gravitational: It is spir-

itual. It cannot be gravitational because destroyed matter has no 

mass in the Newtonian sense. He uses these incredibly strong spiri-

tual forces to clean up, contract, expand, and re-arrange the cosmos.

Beyond our excited talk about atoms and molecules, terrestrial science 

will never understand what matter really is, and how it is related to 

spirit materials.

The Universal Creative Energy conveys a di¥erent form of 

energy, which converts into magni¤cent lighting on hitting the sur-

faces of many angelic materials. Somewhat like our solar energy, 

this omnipresent energy can also be harnessed and converted into 

the most advanced form of £owing electricity in the cosmos. The 

Almighty God referred to this super-electricity as spiriticity.

During my visit to paradise, He showed me miniature gadgets 

on an interstellar spacecraft which utilised the Universal Creative 
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Energy to generate spiriticity, “Joseph, do you understand how the 

spacecraft undertakes its erratic manoeuvres? It is because the body 

of the cosmic angel at its controls also runs on spiriticity. And unlike 

with your electricity, he can manoeuvre the craft via thought. Also, 

angels can generate spiriticity from anywhere around the cosmos, 

even at its darkest corners.”

In our current bodies, the Almighty God has created us to have 

limited experience. To illustrate, we can hear sounds ranging in 

frequency from 20 to 20,000 Hertz, while elephants can perceive 

sounds below 16 Hertz. If both an average human and an elephant 

were to get a life-and-death, get-out-of-here audio warning at 15 

Hertz, the elephant would take o¥ leaving the human wondering if 

the animal just got crazy.

On their part, human eyes can see only a tiny fraction of the 

electromagnetic spectrum, our visible light. We are blind to well 

over 99 percent of the electromagnetic spectrum—gamma rays, 

radio waves, X-rays, infrared rays, ultraviolet rays, microwaves. Yet 

X-rays will peer through your £esh to reveal an image of your frac-

tured bone; microwaves will warm your frozen dinner; and radio 

waves will deliver a message of the unspeakable violence approach-

ing your village, deep in the African countryside, following a military 

coup in the city. Often, what we cannot see is more real than what 

we can. And nowhere is this truer than regarding the reality of the 

Spirit Universe.

The Spirit Universe is pervaded by such realities as power and 

strict hierarchy, war, imprisonment, peace, joy, sadness, disappoint-

ment, regret, and territoriality, in similar ways to our physical life 

here on Earth. Some places are out of bounds to certain spirit beings. 

The same way you would expect trouble if you jogged into the USA’s 

White House uninvited, an angel cannot saunter past the Almighty 

God’s domain and throne without all courtesies being observed.
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Finally, you cannot tell how far Hell is from Heaven using our 

earthly kilometres: The Spirit Universe is not de¤nable via physi-

cal coordinates. But every domain in the Spirit Universe is clearly 

demarcated in spiritual coordinates. And the spirit beings in Heaven 

and Hell know their stations and restrictions.

Spirit life is the fuller experience, devoid of the limitations placed on 

us by our ever-present bodies.

THE ALMIGHTY GOD

The Almighty God is the all-powerful Creator of the universe, 

including the spirit and bodily life within it; He is responsible for all 

its happenings, as all power rests and derives from Him. He holds 

the cosmos together using mighty spiritual forces and bonds, simple 

cosmic rules such as gravity, and other decrees that are too complex 

to be fathomed by the human mind. His awesome creation and its 

ways—regular seasons, day and night, the intricately balanced order 

of the cosmos and the chaos He occasionally decrees upon it—reveal 

Him to those He has blessed with spiritual wisdom.

He knows everything, and He knows nothing. In other words, He 

appreciates what could have existed but does not. To Him, everything 

is knowledge. Car, human body, galaxy—all tangible things are 

materialised knowledge.

Although the Almighty God’s exact nature will remain a mys-

tery to humans, we know of many communicable attributes of His 

essence. His mystery stems from the incommunicable attributes. 

We frequently cannot discern His presence, even as He works in 
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what would otherwise have been plain sight. Expecting Second Epoch

humans to know God beyond the communicable aspects is the 

equivalent of asking a blind person to describe a thing that can be 

revealed only through visible light, or asking someone to describe 

a scene where the ambient ‘light’ falls outside the visible spectrum.

Our Heavenly Father is synonymous with His universe, whose 

extent is the reach of His spirit materials; these materials carry life, 

high intelligence, and creative energy. To Him, matter and energy 

are one and the same: He converts one to the other at will. Were 

there to be a space that could lie beyond the reach of His spirit 

materials, it would be non-space. The presence of His spirit mate-

rials is the very de¤nition of space. To put it another way, no space 

can exist beyond the universe, outside His reach and control. The 

universe therefore takes the form, shape, and size He gives it. It is 

not a constant to be fathomed by the human mind. Only He knows 

what to make of it.

As we saw earlier, all spirit materials in the universe are either 

within the Almighty God or at His fringes, and that includes the 

materials making up Satan, the corrupted spirit we discussed in 

Chapter 2. Who then is the Almighty God? How is He said to be 

domiciled in Heaven? Indeed, what and where is Heaven?

Heaven is not another place: It is another reality, a di¯erent kind of 

consciousness.

If our Heavenly Father invited you to Heaven, He would take 

you there in the Spirit during your sleep. He would be careful to 

show you only what you can process, because heavenly reality is too 

expansive for the human mind. Otherwise, your experience might 

resemble a series of di¾cult to understand out-of-this world horror 

movies. Understand this, if there are one-eyed giants inhabiting one 
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of the cosmic civilisations, or intelligent beings whose ‘hands’ are of 

such a shape that they £y to work, that too is part of heavenly reality. 

In fact, heavenly reality incorporates all cosmic reality, blending it 

with whatever Heaven was before the creation of the cosmos.

Upon waking up, you would consign this peep into Heaven into 

your dreams compartment. But Heaven and the Spirit Universe 

in general are not a dream. They are the arch-reality from which 

our corporeal reality £ows, and to which it is subservient. Angels 

Michael and Gabriel have guided humankind to relative prosperity 

because they can match our problems with solutions from else-

where in the cosmos. The challenge has been the e¾ciency of their 

downloads, as spiritual inadequacy has largely disconnected us from 

them and the rest of the cosmic citizenry.

As a human, you perceive and make sense of reality using your 

sensory-conscious mind gateway: the box looks big; it feels smooth; 

it smells fresh; it falls with a bang; and the mangoes inside taste 

delicious. Spirit beings, on the other hand, possess spiritual gate-

ways into their souls, which enable them to perceive both heavenly 

and cosmic reality in ways that integrate but far supersede our ¤ve 

common senses.

God is marginally alive in everything He has created; before its 

materialisation, it took the form of His spirit: It was a part of Him. 

Regarding signi¤cant manifestation, He can overtake the soul of 

any spirit-driven being and speak through their mouth, act via their 

limbs, perform miracles through their body, and serve out His benev-

olence to those in their proximity. But because He is a spirit being, 

He acts mostly by spiritually wiring up into the souls of cosmozens, 

where He controls thoughts, convicts the unrighteous, edi¤es those 

in need, and rewards the righteous with true happiness.

The following scripture describes His visit to Abraham, accom-

panied by two angels. In a similar manner to His appearance at 
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the Garden of Eden and during Jesus Christ’s resurrection, He had 

overtaken the soul of a cosmozen, and thus taken control of their 

body. In the case of Christ’s resurrection, He brought his body back 

to life before taking over his soul.

1 And the Lord appeared to [Abraham] by the oaks of Mamre, as he sat 

at the door of his tent in the heat of the day. 2 He lifted up his eyes and 

looked, and behold, three men were standing in front of him. When he 

saw them, he ran from the tent door to meet them and bowed himself 

to the earth 3 and said, “O Lord, if I have found favor in your sight, do 

not pass by your servant. 4 Let a little water be brought, and wash your 

feet, and rest yourselves under the tree, 5 while I bring a morsel of bread 

that you may refresh yourselves, and after that you may pass on—since 

you have come to your servant.” So they said, “Do as you have said.”
6 And Abraham went quickly into the tent to Sarah and said, 

“Quick! Three seahs of �ne our! Knead it, and make cakes.” 7 And 

Abraham ran to the herd and took a calf, tender and good, and gave 

it to a young man, who prepared it quickly. 8 Then he took curds and 

milk and the calf that he had prepared, and set it before them. And 

he stood by them under the tree while they ate.

—Genesis 18 ESV

From the revelation, the Almighty God maintains a permanent 

spiritual manifestation in Heaven. And just like Him, spirit angels 

can manifest instantly at any cosmic location: Time and space lim-

itations do not exist in their reality. They would take them into 

account only when considering the life of a bodily being. When He 

dispatches an angel on an errand, eighty billion light-years from 

Earth, the angel simply ceases to manifest in Heaven and immedi-

ately locks onto the chosen soul at the decreed cosmic destination, 

to start the assigned task.
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Because only the Almighty God is capable of omni-activity, angels 

cannot manifest at more than one location simultaneously.

If you think of the Spirit Universe as the universal internet, 

the Lord is the server: The souls of the spirit and cosmic angels are 

exceedingly powerful computers. The ordinary cosmozens’ souls 

are standard computers. And the souls of those imprisoned in Hell 

are computers running on irredeemably corrupted software; most 

times, they churn out viruses which a¥ect some of the standard 

computers over the Wi-Fi network, depending on how well-updated 

the software on a given standard computer is. Only that these are 

not mere thoughts, they broadly paint the reality.

During the revelation, the angels illustrated the Almighty God’s 

struggles as He stirred human soul after human soul towards dis-

covering our internet. He would not establish His kingdom before 

we implemented a reasonable replica of the universal spiritual 

internet, to ease communication during the upcoming globalised 

kingdom culture.

The universal spiritual internet is the backbone of the Lord’s 

governorship. Through it, He a¥ects and reads the minds and souls 

of the networked ‘computers’, giving Him wisdom and power that is 

incomprehensible to humans. Beyond the complacency of spiritual 

fools, no thought or action is uncaused. If you do not believe this, 

you are like a three-year-old boy, imagining the nursery school rhyme 

he is enjoying over YouTube is available only on his father’s smart-

phone. Moreover, the Almighty God sometimes deletes information 

from selected ‘computers’, to manage our cosmic experiences.

Also, He controls and manages our thought patterns and emo-

tions through this spiritual internet, as He seeks to ensure His will 

prevails. Using this approach, He decrees love or hatred among 

people and nations, breaking up marriages and causing wars and 
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other man-made calamities. In one vision, I saw Him tone down the 

emotion of disgust in a young woman so she could accept a career as a 

surgeon. He then turned to a young man and intensi¤ed his emotion 

of disgust to manage his emerging trend towards sexual immorality.

When He is not a¥ecting our thoughts, He is abetting them. 

If your evil neighbour is planning to kill you and He knows you 

deserve no less, He will not interrupt his train of thought. Given that 

our actions always spring from thoughts and thoughtlessness, this 

mode of operation is a robust tool, which the Almighty God uses 

to reward and punish cosmozens. He referred me to the following 

message, which He delivered through Prophet Ezekiel, telling me 

in a vision, “Joseph, I didn’t direct King Nebuchadnezzar, ‘Go and 

attack Israel.’ I a¥ected his mind to think it’d be a good idea. He did 

exactly what I had purposed.”

11 The Lord says, “I have told Nebuchadnezzar to shine his sword. It 

is in his hand. It has been sharpened and shined. It is ready for the 

killer’s hand. 12 Son of man, cry out and weep. The sword is against 

my people. It is against all the princes of Israel. It will kill them along 

with the rest of my people. So beat your chest in sorrow.”

—Ezekiel 21 NIrV

In late August 2017, as Angel Gabriel illustrated the intricate 

workings of the universal spiritual internet, I was shocked to see 

how the Lord tempts humans, and later severely punishes those who 

turn to evil under His temptation. The biggest dangers of our times, 

such as many acts of terrorism, result from the Almighty God luring 

unrighteous humans to evil. How can a loving God tempt humans 

to carry out such vile acts? Because in our spiritual illiteracy, many 

societies around the world have piles of unrepented sins, which 

must meet His equitable punishment.
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He disciplines those who fall to His temptation because they 

would still have carried out the evil acts were the spurring thoughts 

to have originated from their Free-will-powered minds; they cannot 

tell the di¥erence. One reason why there will be unparalleled peace 

once the Third Epoch gains a sure footing is that He will not be 

tempting humans to evil. There will be no reason to, and there will 

be no one to fall to such temptation.

1 If a prophet or a dreamer of dreams arises among you and gives you 

a sign or a wonder, 2 and the sign or wonder that he tells you comes 

to pass, and if he says, “Let us go after other gods,” which you have 

not known, “and let us serve them,” 3 you shall not listen to the words 

of that prophet or that dreamer of dreams. For the Lord your God 

is testing you, to know whether you love the Lord your God with all 

your heart and with all your soul.
4 You shall walk after the Lord your God and fear Him and keep 

His commandments and obey His voice, and you shall serve Him 

and hold fast to Him. 5 But that prophet or that dreamer of dreams 

shall be put to death, because he has taught rebellion against the 

Lord your God.

—Deuteronomy 13 ESV

As St. Gabriel further edi¤ed me about the ways of our Heavenly 

Father, I learnt that sovereignty is one of His least appreciated 

attributes.

To illustrate, those who avoid medicine seek to command Him 

on how to heal their diseases. They are telling God, “If you won’t 

cure me miraculously, let me keep my disease.” But He is sover-

eign: He decides how to heal an episode of disease autonomously. 

He can approach your illness miraculously, going as far as raising 

you from the dead. But He can also cure you by leading you to the 
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right medication, or by guiding you towards healthier living. All 

medicinal things, including the slow-poisoning concoctions He has 

spurred us to develop as punishment for our sins, belong to Him.

Does God Know the Future?

In mid-June 2016, the Spirit overwhelmed my soul and planted 

in my mind this question: “Does the Almighty God know exactly 

what will happen in the future?” While I sought His wisdom, I kept 

assuming He must know future happenings in detail, so I asked 

Him an additional question, “If the answer is yes, why do you occa-

sionally sound surprised?”

Angel Michael answered my supplication in a dream later that 

month, “It would not ¤t in with Father’s almighty nature to have 

merely the information about future occurrences, as if such hap-

penings are others-controlled, and He is watching from a distance. 

The thing is, ‘He is the one doing it.’”

This modus operandi takes the Almighty God beyond simply 

knowing to having the power to act towards the diligent manage-

ment of His creation. It is a demonstration of supreme authority 

beyond mere omniscience. Just before the dream ended, the angel 

asked me, “If all the knowledge of the universe rested upon your 

mind, of what use would it be if you couldn’t act to ensure your 

will is done.”

Whether acting directly or indirectly, the Almighty God is the cause 

of all happenings on Earth and across the cosmos.

He causes and abets events to suit His divine will for a given 

person or situation. For instance, a malevolent spirit cannot latch 

onto your soul and cause you problems unless He abets the attack. 

A thief cannot break into your residence, and pests cannot attack 
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your crops or livestock, unless He looks the other way. What He 

abets are the consequences of events He had set in motion earlier; 

these include many of our diseases.

Logically, the next question would be, “Does He always know 

when He will take a certain action or abet an occurrence?” If He 

answered yes to that question, the title almighty would no longer 

apply to Him: Such a prediction would entail limiting His actions 

to facilitate its coming to pass. But He has no limits.

What then are prophecies? A prophecy is a promise or warning 

by the Almighty God that He will take a certain action; it is not the 

result of a hard and long gaze at a spiritual crystal ball.

Regarding surprise, the Almighty God does not have passions. 

As we will see in Chapter 8, the inhabitants of the six paradises, 

the cosmic angels, also do not have emotions. Our kind of charged 

emotional existence is the preserve of the cosmozens inhabiting 

the less-spiritually advanced civilisations. But He will crash human 

emotions along with the ‘animal farm’ which has necessitated them, 

after 1,000 years: He will not instil emotions on the Fourth Epoch 

super-humans.

Though He is depicted in holy writings expressing surprise, 

grief, joy, pain, disgust, and anger, He communicates this way so we 

can relate to His language. When you are idol worshipping a golden 

wristband, your bodily beauty, or a celebrity, He does not punish 

you because He is green with envy. He rebukes you because that 

is the right thing to do, as He looks forward to you knowing Him 

better and giving Him all the glory. Had He been working through 

frequent bouts of anger because of our irrelevance, He would have 

punished us to extinction. If He hated those who deserve nothing 

less, in a manner akin to our human loathing, He would have been 

committing genocide around the cosmos regularly.
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THE HOLY TRINITY DOCTRINE

It has hitherto been impossible to understand the Spirit Universe. 

In part, this confusion has been caused by centuries-old Christian 

dogmas and doctrines, particularly regarding how the Almighty God 

and Jesus Christ are related.

The questions about this interrelationship were the ¤rst that the 

Almighty God raised in my soul in early 2016. Because of the com-

plexity of this subject and my incredulity as He began His revelation, 

I took up to the end of February 2017 to receive full comprehension.

My understanding of this topic was di¾cult because I had 

always considered myself a Christian. I had grown accustomed to 

the doctrine of the Holy Trinity, whereby ‘God the Father’, ‘God 

the Son’, and ‘God the Holy Spirit’ exist as coequal, co-eternal, and 

co-essential divine persons within a Triune God.

The revelation expounded in this book is contrary to the Holy 

Trinity doctrine. This realisation puzzled me in the beginning, but 

angels Michael and Gabriel were always at hand to support me.

As I probed this subject, St. Michael guided me through a study 

of the origins of the doctrine of the Holy Trinity. By the conclusion 

of this scrutiny, I had understood that not every Christian-branded 

thing originated with Christ or his early followers. Notably, the 

fourth century intellectual and theological debates which led to 

the formulation of the Holy Trinity were carried out after the true 

church had been driven underground, while its successor, the highly 

intellectual and politically connected pseudo-church, sought the 

hand of the Roman Empire in ‘marriage’.

Those who have studied the historical Jesus Christ ought to 

know that his true followers would not have organised themselves 

for adoption as a state religion. They would not have compromised 

with worldly authority, even at the height of persecution. He had 
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prepared his followers to expect and happily accept persecution for 

the sake of the Almighty God’s kingdom.

25 He who loves his life loses it, and he who hates his life in this world 

will keep it to life eternal.

—John 12 NASB

Sadly, the early church was in¤ltrated by many heretical ideas 

and teachings, as well as by worldly leaders. In particular, the 

so-called Triune God is heresy that Christ did not teach. He kept 

referring to the Heavenly Father who had sent him. And he would 

be astonished by the idea of a Triune God, in whom he has a third 

of the divine shares, with the so-called ‘God the Father’ and ‘God 

the Holy Spirit’ sharing out the remainder of the triune equally.

Unfortunately, divergence from Christ’s original teachings is 

not limited to the Triune God: It is a malignant cancer across the 

entire Christian fabric. For one, he advocated for deep individual 

prayer from the heart and directly to our Heavenly Father, so that 

a ¤rm spiritual bond could develop; manifestly, this is not how 

Christianity has been practised.

If Christ could not make do with group worship, but had to 

withdraw to lonely places to meditate and pray, we must emulate 

him. Contemporary Christianity lays too much emphasis on group 

worship through their large congregations, at the expense of the 

oneness with the Almighty God that Christ loved to practise. It is a 

triumph of quantity over quality.

15 Yet the news about him spread all the more, so that crowds of people 

came to hear him and to be healed of their sicknesses. 16 But Jesus often 

withdrew to lonely places and prayed [to the Almighty God].

—Luke 5 NIV
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Similarly, the structure of the Roman Catholic Church and 

most subsequent Christian denominations is at odds with Christ’s 

teachings and practices. While one can understand why our worldly 

focused religious organisations would love the huge crowds, we 

have practised religiosity as opposed to spirituality. Religiosity is 

allied to worldly culture, while spirituality’s singular concern is God 

and His righteousness.

As for the present-day church leadership, eminent personalities 

like the Pope and the Archbishop of Canterbury are more of political 

than spiritual leaders. We need to realise, for instance, that electing 

the Pope, despite the fanfare we are treated to, does not mean the 

Almighty God will place such a ponti¥ at the head of His elect. The 

winning candidate may not even be on the list of God’s elect. In 

demonstration that they are just worldly leaders as opposed to spir-

itual guides, they will compromise on any subject to avoid upsetting 

the political ship or upending the o¥ertory box—homosexuality, 

child molestation, human rights.

In Christ’s mind, every righteous person is a priest, and leader-

ship within a fellowship is not supposed to bestow exalted earthly 

or superstar status, as is the case now.

42 So Jesus called them together and said, “You know that the rulers in 

this world lord it over their people, and o¸cials aunt their authority 

over those under them. 43 But among you it will be di¯erent. Whoever 

wants to be a leader among you must be your servant, 44 and whoever 

wants to be �rst among you must be the slave of everyone else. 45 For 

even the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve others and to 

give His life as a ransom for many.”

—Mark 10 NLT
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The Development of the Trinity Dogma

The Trinity dogma was arrived at during the Council of Nicaea 

in A.D. 325. The Roman Emperor Constantine had convened this 

council to develop a statement of faith that could unify the pseu-

do-church. The result was the rati¤cation of the Nicene Creed, 

declaring that ‘the Father and the Son are of the same substance’. 

That Emperor Constantine, a high priest of the pagan religion of the 

Unconquered Sun, presided over this council is instructive.

According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, “Constantine him-

self presided, guided the discussions, and proposed the formula 

expressing Jesus Christ’s relationship to the Almighty God in the 

creed issued by the council.” Although this was not Constantine’s ¤rst 

attempt at reconciling factions in Christianity, the Academic American 

Encyclopedia notes that it was the ¤rst time he had used the imperial 

o¾ce to impose a settlement. Constantine sided with the pro-Trinity 

Athanasius over Arius; at the end of this council, he exiled the latter 

to Illyria. Arius favoured the comprehension of a unitary Almighty 

God, along the lines of the biblical Old and New Testaments.

As expounded elsewhere in this book, and according to Angel Gabriel, 

Jesus Christ was but a direct son of the Almighty God. But to be clear, the 

‘lost sheep’ in this matter are wilfully so: The three Abrahamic religions’ 

holy writings are candid on this subject. One would have expected Christ’s 

followers to honour the spirit of His teachings about the Almighty God. 

Christ did not seek much consideration himself. He always de£ected 

undue attention to the Heavenly Father who had sent him.

17 As he was starting on his way, a man ran up, kneeled down in front of him 

and asked, “Good Rabbi, what should I do to obtain eternal life?” 18 Yeshua 

said to him, “Why are you calling me good? No one is good except God!”

—Mark 10 CJB
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Since you would not expect those who respected Christ’s orig-

inal teachings to envision a dogma like this, just what was the 

impetus for the Trinity idea? The answer lies in the adulteration 

of his original teachings with pagan ideology and practices. This 

pollution came from in£uential people who were dedicated to idol 

worshipping God’s creations such as the sun, and from adherents 

who revered gods other than the one Christ had come to reveal.

The Roman Catholic Church adopted traditions derived from 

pagan theological setups such as ancient Babylon, as a fruit of this 

adulteration. According to Angel Gabriel, practices like the purported 

absolution of sin by fellow humans border on divine tragicomedy.

For illustration, in the quote below, the pope purports to 

grant Catholic priests authority to absolve the sin of abortion, yet 

no human can absolve another’s sin, not even the pope himself. 

The righteous must address their concerns to the Almighty God. 

Approach Him now and drop your load of sin at His feet—He will 

hit the delete key, and it will be as if you never committed those 

sins. You would need to meet only three conditions: repent, do your 

best to avoid future sin, and keep forgiving those who wrong you.

“In his letter, Pope Francis formally gave all priests permanent 

permission to grant absolution to those who confess to having procured 

an abortion. While many bishops around the world, and almost all 

bishops in the United States, routinely grant that faculty to all their 

priests, Pope Francis had made it universal during the Holy Year.” 6

Addressing the origins of the Trinity further, many ancient soci-

eties had philosophical or religious doctrines like the Trinity, where 

gods came in threes but were at times referred to in triune terms: 

three-in-one. And we are looking at pagan societies ranging in diver-

sity from Babylon to India. Greece had Zeus, Adonis, and Poseidon; 
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Egypt had Amun, Re, and Ptah; Phoenicians had Ulosuros, Eliun, 

and Ulomos; Rome had Pluto, Jupiter, and Neptune; and Sumeria 

had Ea, Enlil, and Anu.

Athanasius, the most important proponent of the Trinity, was 

from Egypt; he would have been inclined to think of God in triune 

terms.

“All things are three, and thrice is all, and let us use this number 

in the worship of the gods; for as the Pythagoreans say, everything 

and all things are bounded by threes, for the end, the middle and the 

beginning have this number in everything, and these compose the 

number of the Trinity.”

—Aristotle, Greek Philosopher (384–322 B.C.)

JESUS CHRIST

The subject of Jesus Christ’s exact nature has perturbed humanity 

for two millennia. Be it in the eager embrace of his purported coequal 

status with the Almighty God or the often-bitter assertion that he was 

merely a righteous man, Christ has arguably been the central �gure 

in humankind’s religiosity, ever since his cruci�xion by the Roman 

Empire authorities, at the behest of Jewish religious leaders.

Almost one year after the Almighty God stirred my soul towards 

this subject, He completed revealing how He is related to Christ in 

late February 2017.

Firstly, Christ had one human parent in Mary, but he was mirac-

ulously fathered by the Almighty God; he was His begotten son, a 

direct son. And yet if you refer to Chapter 1, he was not God’s ¤rst 
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direct son here on Earth: Adam was. In fact, all human beings are 

the Almighty God’s sons and daughters but via respectively longer 

lineages. We are all His descendants, as Christ himself implied 

when he met Mary Magdalene after the resurrection.

17 Jesus said to her, “Do not cling to me, for I have not yet ascended to 

the Father; but go to my brothers and say to them, ‘I am ascending 

to my Father and your Father, to my God and your God.’”

—John 20 ESV

The di¥erence between Adam and Christ is that the former did 

not pass the Almighty God’s test; he was therefore not anointed with 

supernatural power. Both, however, were perfect humans, noting 

that the human body degrades as a lineage extends further from 

God. That is the reason why Adam lived out an astounding 930 

years, probably in near-perfect health.

What is more, our long lineages when coupled with humani-

ty’s propensity for sexual sins can mean only a higher possibility 

of contamination from sub-human species. As if that were not 

bad enough, across the past two millennia, national borders and 

religions have carved up Adam’s perfect body into impenetrable 

racial-cultural segregations, bringing about dangerous diseases and 

abnormally developed human bodies and minds.

The Logos of the Almighty God

Chapter 1 verses 1 to 14 of the biblical Book of John ought to have 

been one of the best scriptures for those seeking to understand the 

true nature of God. Unfortunately, this scripture has been rendered 

virtually meaningless through misleading translation, no doubt 

under the inspiration of Trinitarians, aiming to project Jesus Christ 
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as a self-existent coequal with the Almighty God. The mistranslation 

regards the Greek word Logos, which most English Bible versions 

render as the Word; one version adds the title Christ in brackets. As 

many readers might be aware, the biblical New Testament books 

were written in Koine Greek, before being translated into English 

and other languages over the centuries.

Below is a near-literal translation of a portion of this scripture. 

I have rearranged some of the words; English speakers might oth-

erwise not have understood some of the verses. My analysis, in line 

with Angel Michael’s revelation about Christ’s relationship with the 

Almighty God, follows thereafter.

1 In beginning was the Logos, and the Logos was with God, and God 

was the Logos. 2 He was in beginning with God. 3 All things through 

Him came into being, and without Him came into being not even 

one thing that has come into being. 4 In Him was life, and the life was 

the light of men. 5 And the light shines in the darkness, but without 

overcoming the darkness. 14 And the Logos became esh and dwelt 

among us, and we beheld His glory, the glory as of an only begotten 

from Father, full of grace and truth.

This is the question I hope to answer: “What is the meaning of 

the Greek term Logos, as used by St. John in this prologue?”

In Greek philosophy and theology, logos would have been 

thought of as the ‘divine reason implicit in the cosmos, ordering 

it and giving it form and meaning’, according to Encyclopaedia 

Britannica. That concept was also found in Indian, Egyptian, and 

Persian philosophical and theological systems, but it is largely 

absent in Western world thinking. This might explain the genuine 

challenges translators encountered when rendering it into English 

and the other a¥ected languages.
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The English word logic is derived from the Greek term logos, and 

the translators could have gone for this rendering for example, as 

opposed to the Word. The Western world idea of a company logo is 

also abstracted from logos. But a company logo is not to be equated 

with the company name; rather, it encompasses the company name, 

style, philosophy and thinking—indeed, all that a company stands 

for.

A translator intent on arriving at an unbiased rendering of Logos

into English ought to have considered its ¤rst century usage in theo-

logical writing, and then translated it to the closest English term, 

or perhaps left it in place as Logos. From the preceding, the term 

Logos as used by St. John referred to ‘the active mind of the Almighty 

God’, through which the cosmos was made and continues to be held 

together in perfect order, despite its never-ending divine renewal.

Where did Jesus Christ’s power emanate from? Did it stem 

from his self-existent, coequal status with the Almighty God as 

most Christians believe? No, all power derives undiluted from our 

Heavenly Father, and He can recall it at will. Christ operated on ‘the 

active mind of the Almighty God’ only after his anointing, following 

the temptation in the desert. That is how Logos became £esh.

The Almighty God expressed only certain of His attributes 

through Christ during his ¤rst life on Earth, grace, mercy, heal-

ing. From the Spirit of God appearing in the form of a dove at his 

baptism to often being referred to as the Lamb of God, clearly our 

Heavenly Father did not intend to project His many other attri-

butes—judgment, governorship, creation—through Christ at that 

time.

Another fascinating aspect of my revelation regarding Christ is 

that his post-resurrection appearances were in fact theophany inci-

dents: They were glorious manifestations of the Almighty God in 

human form. That is the reason why followers of Christ are justi¤ed 
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in praying and o¥ering supplication to him; in truth, they are wor-

shipping the Almighty God. His glorious manifestation, in the 

likeness of Christ, would appear for example in a room even when 

the doors were locked, and then disappear supernaturally.

28 As they approached the village to which they were going, Jesus 

continued on as if he were going farther. 29 But they urged him strongly, 

“Stay with us, for it is nearly evening; the day is almost over.” So he 

went in to stay with them. 30 When he was at the table with them, he 

took bread, gave thanks, broke it and began to give it to them. 31 Then 

their eyes were opened and they recognized him, and he disappeared 

from their sight.

—Luke 24 NIV

The post-resurrection appearances are no di¥erent from the 

earlier theophany incidents; for example, the Almighty God’s visit 

to Abraham. He also manifested to the Apostle Paul on the road to 

Damascus and to St. John on the Island of Patmos, in the likeness 

of Christ. According to Angel Michael, the divine attributes our 

holy books delineate to Christ, and most of the future heavenly and 

earthly activities the faithful expect of him, are instead in the hands 

of the Almighty God. Yet if Lazarus set the standard for resurrection, 

after Christ raised him four days after his death, Christ’s case went 

beyond resurrection: Father appeared in his likeness to announce 

his glorious arrival in Heaven.

To cap it all, was Christ the Almighty God? Was he an uncreated 

angel with equal authority to God? Was everything created through 

him? The answer to these questions is no. Christ was merely a 

direct son of the Almighty God, but who, unlike Adam before him, 

was anointed with super-human power. Every spirit realm that has 

transformed into the Almighty God’s cosmic kingdom after defying 
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Him has had to go through a ‘Christ phenomenon’: Spiritually illit-

erate people will not believe in a being they cannot see and touch.

Christ operated on ‘the active mind of the Almighty God’ for 

about three years. Through him, God edi¤ed and updated human-

ity on His nature and ways. Further, through Christ’s mouth, our 

Heavenly Father launched a project by the name of The Kingdom of 

the Almighty God, but which was thereafter scuttled on two stages:

 ✦ Firstly, when the early church adopted an apocalyptic stance as 

persecution raged.

 ✦ And later, as the early church was forced underground, giving 

rise to the pseudo-church, with the resulting spiritual confusion 

and darkness reverberating to this day.

Jesus Christ 2.0

In numerous instances, the Bible quotes Jesus Christ stating that 

he would return to Earth when no one expects him, like a thief in 

the night. The scriptures, however, are not clear on what humanity 

should expect of him upon his return. The Almighty God has now 

spoken unequivocally through this revelation: Christ is already back 

on Earth to help Him set up the millennial kingdom.

So that humanity may not suspect that His kingdom is at hand, the 

Almighty God caused Christ to return via an earthly father. This time 

round, he was not born as a direct son of God. His body nonetheless 

is powered by the very same special soul. Anything he attempts will 

be marked by angel-like success.

Just before retiring to bed on 23 February 2017, I recall with-

standing a strong soul vibration. I knew immediately that it was 

Father visiting me. His angels had been a lot gentler. After the 
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vibration ended, I realised that I knew Christ was back on Earth 

via a human father. I could hardly believe the message. Like most 

people, I had thought He would drop down from Heaven as opposed 

to being born of a woman, once again.

Later that night, Angel Gabriel showed me several vivid but con-

fusing night visions regarding Christ’s age, nationality, and personal 

status. The following is a summary of those visions:

 ✦ Firstly, the angel took me on a tour in the Spirit around South 

Sudan, Somalia, Eritrea, Ethiopia, and Yemen; he made me 

believe that Christ was one of the children starving there. He 

clari¤ed that he could be born among any society in the world. 

The constant is his soul. I supplicated to God hoping He could 

lead me to young Christ so I could try to save him. The Almighty 

God was displeased. “Every child needs to be fed. I’ll not mark 

out Jesus for your special attention,” He rebuked me.

 ✦ The angel then showed me one of the USA-based billionaire tel-

evangelists in his converted jetliner; it had a gym, a conference 

hall, bedrooms, a dining hall, and a kitchen. He was headed to 

a mega-congregation event to preach about the end-times, more 

so about how he and his followers were going to be taken up by 

Christ in a phenomenon he called the rapture. While he held 

a teleconference, trying to con¤rm everyone was ready for his 

glorious arrival, he kept looking out into the sky in case Christ 

dropped down that day. After the teleconference, the angel made 

me understand that the extravagantly rich televangelist could 

feed all those starving in Yemen, saving young Jesus in the 

process. He then asked me, “Joseph, do you think the eye of 

the needle will expand to admit a camel this size into Father’s 

kingdom? Does he realise that the Jesus he is preaching about 

in all that lavishness was practically homeless?”
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 ✦ Lastly, the angel showed me a vision of young Christ and his 

mother running away from the USA towards Mexico, across a 

desert-like landscape, with armed American border guards in 

hot pursuit. He informed me that they were £eeing from a pres-

ent-day King Herod. Towards the end of this vision, as Christ 

and his mother disappeared into Mexico, I heard a faint angelic 

voice, “He did not fall victim to your one billion abortions.”

About two weeks later, on 8 March 2017, the Almighty God 

revealed in a nightlong dream that the earlier angelic visions about 

Christ’s status were meant to illustrate the evil hypocrisy of this 

world. He then con¤rmed that Christ was safe, and ready to set up 

His earthly kingdom. This was the longest dream in the revelation. I 

woke up several times, but Father immobilised me and sent me back 

into a uniquely deep spiritual slumber, so He could fully address 

the subject of Christ’s return.

Among the early messages in the dream, the Almighty God 

prophesied that religious leaders will reject this revelation, and 

Christ himself for ‘failing to come’ in the manner prescribed in their 

2,000-year-old books. Their stance will mirror that of High Priest 

Caiaphas, and his group of scribes and elders, during Christ’s ¤rst 

life on Earth. As it happened then, when his questioning of religion 

led to a painful death, the present-day cultural-religious divisions 

will trouble him—his doubting of religion will be misconstrued by 

some as a lack of appreciation of God.

And Father carried on, enlightening me about the returned-

Christ, “His current family is not overly religious, in the same way 

Joseph and Mary were not central players in the religiosity of their 

time. Christ himself is not religious, though he appreciates the 

role religions have played during the now-ending spiritual dark 

age. He is righteous, coherent, and logical, but not dogmatic or 
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indoctrinating. Many Christians around the world will be enor-

mously disappointed.”

Akin to his ¤rst life on Earth—the dream showed him dirtying his 

hands as a builder-in-timber for ¤fteen years—Christ is living out his 

life as an everyday man. Our Heavenly Father sovereignly decides what 

attributes to anoint His servants with, depending on the missions He 

has decreed for them. This time round, Christ has returned anointed 

with wisdom and courage as a ruler, but not as a tout for the Truth. In 

the dream, I saw him govern the kingdom for forty years as a mighty 

Emperor; though ironically, he was full of grace and humility.

Christ’s work as a healer was one of the great wonders of this 

dream. He has returned as a healer of a di¥erent kind. Because he did 

not need to touch the sick to heal them, as was the case 2,000 years 

ago, I witnessed him healing all humans and conquering all diseases.

While he moved to establish the kingdom, I beheld many dis-

eases of the £esh lurking among humankind; for dramatisation, 

the Almighty God had made them resemble dangerous wild ani-

mals, bears, lions, leopards, tigers, warthogs, porcupines, snakes, 

assorted insects. But by the end of the second emperor’s reign, those 

‘animals’ were wailing inside the bottomless pit Christ had dug for 

them, and Satan had no human £esh to o¥er them. Their distress 

was palpable. Then they suddenly realised a truth: Each one of them 

had edible £esh. As they set about one another, I saw Christ’s face 

break into a smile in paradise, as kingdom citizens praised him to 

high heavens for healing their diseases.

In the middle of the dream, the Almighty God ordered angels 

Michael and Gabriel to organise a fundraising for Christ. I grew 

anxious when I noticed they were starting the drive from nothing. 

I felt frustrated, wondering if they would reach the target in time 

for the establishment of the kingdom. Amidst the fundraiser, Christ 

moved away, intending to attack the beast, the man of sin. I heard 
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the demons around the beast howling like a million hungry dogs, 

and I feared for Christ.

And Father reprimanded Christ, “I sent you back to Earth to 

set up my kingdom and to annihilate poverty and disease from 

among my su¥ering creation. Leave the False Christ alone. After he 

desecrates the targeted USA and global organisations, agreements, 

systems, imperatives, norms, traditions, and mannerisms, he will 

not rule the Western Empire for one more day.”

Even though Christ had been carrying out some elementary 

kingdom activities before A.D. 2020, I was present in the Spirit 

when the Almighty God handed him a £orescent-blue spiritual key 

featuring this inscription—‘THE 1st KAG EMPEROR: A.D. 2020 to 

2060’. He adopted the compound word ‘JesusChrist’ as his written 

signature after receiving this key. Following that event, I was sur-

prised to see some Western Empire subjects ¤nally acknowledge the 

Almighty God; before then, they had irreverently referred to Him 

as ‘nature’ and ‘mother-nature’.

Shortly afterwards, I heard God proclaim, “From today, those 

occupying political o¾ces around the world without being direct or 

indirect appointees of the KAG Emperor will face my wrath.” But 

many leaders did not hear this decree because spiritual illiteracy had 

overtaken them. And Father resorted to shaking their souls. One 

European leader was vibrated so violently that he vomited during 

an ornate worldly state banquet. Even with multitudes demanding 

that Christ appoints rulers for the kingdom states that had arisen, 

the corrupt demagogues resisted the takeover, particularly in regard 

to the collapse of national borders, leading to political upheavals.

But every year the resistance to the Almighty God’s rule per-

sisted, the spiritual in£uence of His saints multiplied, as they came 

of age and increased in number. I watched the opposition recede 

into history books. With steady hands, out-of-this-world wisdom, the 
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unswerving support of the saints and the converts, and the Almighty 

God’s anointment, Christ managed to establish the kingdom. I saw 

multitudes cheering him on everywhere he went; some had tears 

rolling down their cheeks. He dismantled the Western Empire and 

put together an alternative to the Western civilisation—a global, 

love-based kingdom culture.

The entrenchment of the kingdom set the stage for unparalleled 

prosperity around the world. The fall of national borders, on its own, 

led to a tripling of the size of the global economy, despite the chaos the 

beast had brought to international trade by the end of the Second Epoch. 

After the death and unceremonious burial of borders, who was going 

to feed her children—economic sanctions and tari¥ and non-tari¥ 

barriers to trade? Kingdom citizens simply ignored their appeals for 

help, because they were not allied to love. They wilted and wasted away.

“Joseph, you’ll behold the fruits of your hard work during the 

kingdom’s silver jubilee celebrations,” the Almighty God decreed 

towards the end of the dream. But I spiritually wondered if I would 

live long enough to witness those festivities, so He admonished me, 

“Why are you doubting my ability to keep you alive into your late 

seventies? If you’ll not be alive and healthy enough to attend those 

celebrations, the kingdom will not proceed, because I’d have failed 

to keep a promise to my prophet.”

After Christ had governed the kingdom for the decreed forty 

years, the Almighty God invited me to the handover ceremony to 

King David, a handsome, God-fearing man, one generation younger 

than Christ. After I settled down for the ceremony, I noticed Angel 

Michael standing next to me, and he told me, “Joseph, record this 

in your notebook, ‘Right up to the twenty-¤fth, succeeding emper-

ors will be one generation younger than their predecessors.’” King 

David consolidated the gains made during Christ’s reign, and pros-

perity became the norm across the entire Earth.



CHAPTER 6

Global Warming, 
Calamities & 

Demographics

“The spirit-driven beings He has enabled to travel the cosmos, be 

they cosmic angels or those closer to us in spiritual and technological 

development, do not pollute. Were they to visit Earth and set up a 

crude oil re� nery, the project’s greatest budget item would probably 

be entered as ‘zero-pollution assurance’. Nothing would end up 

where they did not � nd it, even if that means returning some of the 

re� nery’s by-products right back into the earth’s bosom.”
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GLOBAL WARMING

In mid-August 2017, the Almighty God led me to study various 

reports on climate change, including those by the United Nations 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). I compre-

hended IPCC’s work with national governments, as they try to 

contain the average global temperature rise to 2 degrees Celsius 

above pre-industrial levels. The panel has termed temperature 

rises beyond this cap as the gateway to catastrophically high global 

temperatures.

Wondering how life would be in the face of the anticipated 

cataclysmic global warming, I supplicated to the Lord, desiring to 

know why the returning saints should put up with a disaster of 

the magnitude prophesied by IPCC. “Why didn’t you send them 

back at another time?” I pressed Him, believing He had a solu-

tion. He edi¤ed me in a vivid dream, “Global warming shouldn’t 

be humankind’s foremost concern; pollution should be.” But I 

was lost until I grasped His conceptualisation of the term pollu-

tion. “You pollute my Earth when you place and leave something 

where you didn’t ¤nd it—when you pervert the natural systems 

into which I’ve ordered things,” He apprised me towards the end 

of the dream.

According to Him, pollution activities go beyond atmospheric 

and geo-pollution, to encompass the following:

 ✦ Abusing illicit and legal drugs.

 ✦ Involving oneself in sexual immorality.

 ✦ Unnaturally modifying His creation.

 ✦ Operating one’s soul on the spirit of Satan, or Free-will, as 

opposed to the Spirit of God.
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To give practical meaning to the Almighty God’s de¤nition of 

pollution—He formed the earth and its atmosphere to incorporate 

carbon dioxide, or CO2, whose aerial concentration He regulates by 

His divine plan. He therefore does not regard atmospheric CO2 as 

pollution. Aerial CO2 would be a pollutant if maintained in higher 

than the natural concentration in an enclosed human habitat, but 

not in open settings.

Neither should it be lost on the reader that the present-day 

crude oil and gas deposits were once vegetable and animal matter 

on the surface of the earth. Our anticipation of a sudden rise in 

atmospheric CO2, due to the use of fossil fuels, is anchored on 

the failure to appreciate that the Almighty God can recreate these 

fossil fuels back into the forests, grasslands, crops, and animals 

they once were. What if this is how He intended to defeat desert-

i¤cation while He powers the engines of His kingdom? Would 

you thwart Him?

Beyond the alarmist talk and outright misinformation about the 

earth’s thermal health, what are the facts? When I posed this ques-

tion to Him, He replied with a graphic vision, “Humankind is like 

a man stuck knee-deep in polluting ¤lth and sinking, as he smokes 

increasingly toxic drugs, barely survives dangerous diseases, and 

endures serious material and spiritual poverty, while he obsesses 

merely on how hot it seems to have become lately.”

“The 11,000-year temperature reconstruction shows the global average 

temperature increasing after the end of the last ice age and levelling 

o¯ between 7550 and 3550 B.C. After that time, global temperatures 

dropped until the Little Ice Age, bottoming out somewhere between 

A.D. 1450 and 1850. Afterwards, temperatures rose again; �rst slowly, 

then very rapidly.” 7
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The Little Ice Age refers to a period roughly between A.D. 1350 

and 1900, when temperatures in the Northern Hemisphere, for 

example, were between 1 and 2 degrees Celsius cooler than at pres-

ent. During this period, access to Greenland was largely cut o¥ by 

ice from A.D. 1410 to the 1720s, canals in Holland routinely froze 

solid, glaciers advanced in the Alps, and sea-ice increased so much 

that no open water was present in any direction around Iceland in 

A.D. 1695.8

Our arbitrary global-warming benchmark—the pre-industrial 

period—falls squarely within the Little Ice Age. With the facts at 

hand, independent-minded people would argue for decidedly higher 

global temperatures than those prevailing during that period.

And what is this earthshaking quarrel some of our scientists 

have with carbon dioxide? It is because CO2 is a greenhouse gas, 

along with water vapour, methane, nitrous oxide, and ozone. 

Greenhouse gases absorb radiation from the sun and emit it within 

the thermal infrared range, thus warming the atmosphere. As the 

global warming din persists, you would never guess this: The green-

house e¥ect is crucial to life on Earth; it is in fact its cornerstone. 

If the earth entirely depended on the sun’s direct heating, it would 

have been a permanent snowball, with an average surface tempera-

ture of minus 18 degrees Celsius.

Water vapour contributes at least 50 percent to the greenhouse 

e¥ect; clouds, 25 percent; and aerial CO2, 20 percent. Though 

atmospheric CO2 levels have risen since the start of the industrial 

revolution, you would apportion this increase exclusively to the use 

of fossil fuels only if you are certain that the natural CO2 cycle—the 

divine exchange between the oceans, the land biomass, the earth’s 

crust, and the atmosphere—has maintained its balance. Notably, 

the Almighty God has caused numerous fossil-fuel-free ‘cata-

strophic’ warming and cooling throughout the earth’s geo-history, 
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leading to mass extinctions and renewals, as He advanced His cre-

ation project.

I faced an angry Almighty God on the night of 5 September 

2017, “Of humankind’s two premier professions, science and 

politics, which one would you expect to shame and defund those 

possessing non-mainstream views? Do you then understand why 

I’ve outlawed politics in my upcoming kingdom? Why would a 

worthy scientist receive public funds to research and document a 

project premised on the untruth that I’m playing no role in climate 

change? Is it because I’ve not altered the earth’s climate to my liking 

in the past?”

And He continued, “Tell humanity that I plotted the earth’s 

climate on a spiritual graph, spanning from the day I placed Adam 

on Earth to A.D. 3027, when I’ll return Earth to dust, as I contend 

with the 25th Emperor’s generation for disobeying kingdom laws. 

You are a warrior race: You ¤ght what you don’t like. But as you 

¤ght climate change, it’s me you’re tussling with. Compared to other 

spirit-driven civilisations around the cosmos, you’re living in a cold 

space-time; it holds back the transformation of your bodies and 

minds. I revealed fossil fuels to break the cold snap you’ve nick-

named the Little Ice Age, but like the Israelites in the desert, you 

desire to return to Egypt.”

My head began to ache because Father’s voice always had a 

background vibration, but I did not interrupt Him, “Who told your 

scientists to aim at 2 degrees Celsius above the Little Ice Age tem-

peratures? Can any one of them change the climate in his village, let 

alone across the entire earth? I gave fossil fuels not only to the land 

of the beast; but also to Kenya, your mother country; to the Middle 

East, the land of my servants; and even to Russia, my policeman. I 

intend to continue redistributing wealth from the Western Empire

heartlands—write in the book that I’ll not be frustrated.”
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Finally I sensed that the vision was about to end, “Tell the sci-

entists I’m not aiming at 2 but 7 degrees Celsius above the Little Ice 

Age temperatures. And I’ll hit the target on my own: I don’t need 

their help. Why didn’t they guess correctly, yet seven has always been 

humanity’s divine number? If they’re genuinely concerned about 

those living in the Sahara Desert, I’m preparing to delete your polit-

ical borders. If their anxiety is about people moving northwards to 

the colder places, shame on them because I own all that land, from 

North Pole to South Pole. Regarding the animal and plant victims 

of the hotter climate, I’ll turn them into crude oil, akin to the fossil 

fuels they’re complaining about.”

He then concluded, “Should any scientists try to foil my sev-

en-degree target, I’ll send a hurricane to scatter their equipment. 

And do you understand why humankind is fretting about the 

climate? It’s because as Second Epoch humans, you live outside. 

Were you to merit it, I’d ask my angels to assist you to put up 

¤ve climate-controlled ‘homes’ around the earth, so you may live 

inside. But as long as you live outside, it’s my duty to manage 

your climate.”

That interaction with the Almighty God left me wondering why 

our scientists do not equally contemplate the possibility of cata-

strophic global cooling. After all, the most-recent o¥-kilter climate 

event was the Little Ice Age; it tapered o¥ only 120 years ago. Should 

we be looking to history even as we try our hands on prophecy? 

What lessons can we learn from the failed doomsday prophecies 

of the past few decades—the untimely exhaustion of fossil fuel 

and metal reserves, truly global famines, a stripped brown Earth, 

a burning equatorial zone, catastrophic pollution, diminished life 

expectancy, the Millennium Bug?

The following quote illustrates how IPCC has trivialised a com-

plicated matter, by presenting the world with an oversimpli¤ed 
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model regarding the relationship between the melting of polar ice 

caps and sea level rises. To them, polar ice sheets are melting at a 

catastrophic rate due to the use of fossil fuels, occasioning unprec-

edented sea level rises.

“A new NASA study says that an increase in Antarctic snow 

accumulation that began 10,000 years ago is currently adding 

enough ice to the continent to outweigh the increased losses from its 

thinning glaciers. The research challenges the conclusions of other 

studies, including the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC) 2013 report, which says that Antarctica is overall losing land 

ice. According to the new analysis of satellite data, the Antarctic ice 

sheet showed a net gain of 112 billion tonnes of ice a year from 1992 to 

2001. That net gain slowed to 82 billion tonnes of ice per year between 

2003 and 2008.” 9

The plain truth is that sea levels have been rising for the 

past 10,000 years. Before they rose considerably, Alaska and 

the Asian continent were connected: People and animals would 

have walked back and forth on dry land. Had our military titans 

Russia and the USA existed then, they would have shared a 

land border.

Further research by NASA shows sea levels rising an average 

of about three and a quarter millimetres annually, before account-

ing for the 2010 and 2011 declines. Given the preceding facts, are 

we experiencing unprecedented sea level rises, occasioned by cata-

strophic global warming, because of the use of fossil fuels? No, we 

are not. Sea level rises have been the norm ever since the Almighty 

God created Adam at the end of the last ice age, well before the 

discovery of fossil fuels in A.D. 1859. Almost by de¤nition, an ice 

age is followed by rising sea levels.
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Why do some of our scientists not face up to the entire truth about 

global warming and sea level rises? Because the main aim of their 

research is to con�rm their paymaster’s truth. Were they to compile 

a report contradicting the Global Liberal Movement’s truth, the pain 

in their pockets would be prompt. They might even be shamed out of 

their professions.

In the next vision, the Almighty God turned His attention to 

the climatic conditions at the rural area where I grew up, in Iyego 

Location, Murang’a County, Kenya, eighty kilometres south of the 

Equator. Iyego Location comprises two ridges, each about twenty-ki-

lometres long, lying between Murang’a town on the lower-altitude 

end and Kangema town on the higher-altitude end.

Compared to the late 1970s and early 1980s, the area’s climate 

has transformed: The vegetation cover has increased several-fold. 

At the higher altitude zones, small-scale farmers must occasionally 

prune trees and banana stumps so that crops such as corn, beans, 

tea, and co¥ee can grow. The formerly barely habitable lower alti-

tude areas are now a bread basket. Some fallowed land parcels are 

closing into small forests after only a few seasons. Timber is readily 

available, and water abounds.

As the Almighty God concluded the vision, carrying out an 

aerial spiritual tour around my village, Angel Michael joined us, 

“Joseph, look carefully at the homes in your view. Why do you think 

banana trees always grow healthiest near the homestead?” But I 

could not think clearly, so he answered the question, “They love 

the wood fuel smoke from the homestead; they’ll do anything to 

get closer to the source.”

I did not apprehend the Almighty God’s point until He spurred 

me to research the phenomenon of greening earth. One study esti-

mated that green vegetation on Earth has increased by 14 percent 
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over the past thirty years, owing to rising atmospheric CO2 levels 

and the modest global warming. I immediately discerned what had 

happened in my village.

In a September 2018 report, the USA’s National Oceanic & 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) noted, “Due to natural vari-

ability, volcanic eruptions, and relatively low solar activity, the rate 

of average global surface warming for the period 1998–2012 was 

lower than it had been for the two or three decades leading up to 

it.” Does IPCC still need further proof that there is more to climate 

change than fossil-fuel-caused atmospheric CO2? Why has such a 

report, contemplated together with the phenomenon of a greening 

earth, not altered IPCC’s headline opinion? It is because IPCC is 

involved in ‘political science’. Rather than change course, they are 

more likely to twist the science behind a greening earth beyond rec-

ognition, evicting the phenomenon from the mainstream media.

While this climate change confusion plays out towards a cre-

scendo, in the environment of spiritual foolishness, engineering is 

coming into view as a means of controlling the earth’s climatic con-

ditions. But this is what the Lord says, “Engineer the climate inside 

your homes and greenhouses to your liking, but trust the outside 

climate to my wise management.” It seems the knowledge His angel 

referred to in the following scripture, as he apprised Prophet Daniel 

about the end of the Second Epoch, included misguided carnal-based 

know-how, as contrasted with Truth-based knowledge.

4 But you, Daniel, close up these words and seal the book until the 

time of the end. Many will dash about, and knowledge will increase.

—Daniel 12 NET

In the ¤nal vision about climate change, the Almighty God 

and His angels were categorical that humans, on their own, cannot 
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change the earth’s climate this way or that way. God is in control 

of Earth’s climate happenings, including their extrasolar causes. 

Besides the climatic conditions in our biosphere, He manages the 

environment across the cosmos, employing means that are beyond 

our comprehension.

Yet should He wish to roast terrestrial life to extinction, He 

is mighty enough to alter the earth’s orbit around the sun so that 

we receive remarkably more intense solar radiation. What holds 

Him back? How can we be sure that we will be safe from a climate 

catastrophe during the remaining 1,000 years? Because He gave us 

an irrevocable climate guarantee in the scripture below.

22 As long as the earth endures, seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, 

summer and winter, day and night will never cease.

—Genesis 8 NIV

In summarising the revelation’s global warming portion, the 

Almighty God would like humankind to stop her irreverence and 

relax. Besides, we cannot alter His divine will. Were the stop-glob-

al-warming crusade to succeed in halting humanity’s contribution 

to the atmospheric CO2 reserve, for example, He could still tap into 

the massive oceanic reserve, as He aims to green the earth and to hit 

His seven-degree target above pre-industrial temperatures.

We saw in Chapter 1 that the ¤rst great ancient civilisations 

started and thrived during the Climatic Optimum, between 5,000 

and 7,000 years ago. Like the arrival of spring, higher global tem-

peratures help plants and animals to regenerate. In a civilisation 

like ours, where we live in a ‘shared nature’, such rejuvenation will 

always result in a larger human population.

For humankind to make up the requisite numbers for His king-

dom, the Almighty God stirred the human mind towards crude oil 
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and assisted us to develop the technology needed to extract, re¤ne, 

and utilise its various products. This led to global temperatures 

beginning to rise at the end of the Little Ice Age. He knew this would 

lead to a population explosion, which is the indirect cause of the 

elevated global temperatures of recent decades.

Expansive irrigation projects, widespread use of fossil fuels, 

our 300 trillion water-vapour-saturated breaths daily—the activi-

ties of a large and thriving population will always cause increased 

atmospheric water vapour and CO2, thus causing global warming. 

Moreover, to feed our ever-rising population, the sizes of our herds 

of domestic animals must keep growing. On their own, our one 

and a half billion cattle produce over 150 billion kilogrammes of 

methane annually. As a greenhouse gas, methane is thirty times 

more potent than CO2.

Decreasing the world population is the surest carnal means of lowering 

the average global temperature. Unfortunately for the stop-global-

warming crusaders, the Ultimate Cause desires a large population.

The Little Ice Age temperatures the Global Liberal Movement 

and the allied media are craving, and forcing the entire world to 

work towards, cannot support a population of eight billion. By this 

revelation, global temperatures during the early part of the Third 

Epoch will continue to be higher than those of the Little Ice Age and 

the gradually warming twentieth century decades that followed. 

Eventually, the Almighty God will celebrate in Heaven when He 

achieves the seventh degree above pre-industrial temperatures.

His saints will have the reward He promised them: a better life 

in every aspect. The dry heat of the Sahara and the frigid cold of the 

poles will play their decreed roles in the earth’s ecosystem, but such 

badlands will not host the saints’ mansions. In a borderless world 
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with fast-merging cultures, non-habitable corners of the globe will 

simply be vacated.

The Almighty God and His angels hope to see the nota-

ble individuals and interest groups that have arisen out of this 

stop-global-warming cause turning their energies to the real prob-

lem: pollution. In contrast to global warming, pollution as He has 

de¤ned it has the potential to bring the earth to its knees, and to 

cause the eventual extinction of terrestrial life.

Believing that we can set and manage global climate, and save some 

randomly selected animals from extinction, is the closest the Western 

Empire has brought humanity to thinking she can play God. Had the 

sub-human creatures before us stopped His carefully executed mass 

extinctions, humankind would not have become a reality.

THE REAL CRISIS: POLLUTION

“You pollute my Earth when you place and leave something where 

you didn’t �nd it—when you pervert the natural systems into which 

I’ve ordered things.”

The starkest di¥erence between pollution on the one hand and global 

warming and cooling is that the earth has been tested against the 

latter throughout its existence, for billions of years, and it is still stand-

ing strong. Pollution, by contrast, is a recent human disease, dating 

back a few thousand years. For practical purposes, the roots of this 

cancer are traceable only to the beginning of the industrial revolution.

Before the Almighty God and His angels favoured humanity with 

this revelation, we would not have known how the more-advanced 

cosmic civilisations live, and how they have cured their pollution 
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diseases. From what I saw as they took me on a spiritual tour around 

the cosmos, pollution sets apart the godly from the cursed, the beings 

He has given up with, those carelessly whiling away their ¤nal cosmic 

years as He prepares to stage apocalypse upon them.

The spirit-driven beings He has enabled to travel the cosmos, 

be they cosmic angels or those closer to us in spiritual and tech-

nological development, do not pollute. Were they to visit Earth and 

set up a crude oil re¤nery, the project’s greatest budget item would 

probably be entered as ‘zero-pollution assurance’. Nothing would 

end up where they did not ¤nd it, even if that means returning 

some of the re¤nery’s by-products right back into the earth’s bosom.

I witnessed at least thirty civilisations, excluding the six par-

adises, where the planets have two natures. Undoubtedly, the 

domesticated nature a¥ords the beings in those advanced civilisa-

tions creature comforts that are beyond human imagination. But 

geo-pollution’s vanquishment appears to be the Almighty God’s 

motivation for setting up these fully autonomous mega-cities: The 

undomesticated nature carries on as though the spirit-driven beings 

were not inhabiting the same planet. The closest dual-nature civili-

sation is at a star complex neighbouring our solar system.

On the contrary, humankind will continue to live in a ‘shared 

nature’ for the next 1,000 years; where as you throw plastic bags 

into rivers entrapping ¤sh larvae, fry, and ¤ngerlings, you inadver-

tently ensnare yourself; where the carnal modi¤cation of a single 

plant reverberates across the Almighty God’s entire creation; and 

where wild £ora and fauna become the unintended victims of our 

farming practices.

Let us analogise the Almighty God’s de¤nition of pollution by 

contemplating the human body’s perfect order. When the littlest 

aspect of this divine system goes out of kilter, we perceive it as spir-

itual or bodily illness. For illustration, food is essential for our lives, 
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but were it to break through the alimentary canal and mix up with 

blood, we would be looking at a medical emergency. Appreciating 

this, no one in their right mind puts poop into their mouth, as it 

does not belong there. Yet we treat our only home like this daily.

Geo-Pollution

Pollution of the land, rivers, lakes, oceans, and the atmosphere is 

of great consequence globally. Surprisingly, it has not attracted as 

much attention as global warming. The Western Empire leadership, 

the preeminent owners of the global agenda, seem to assume that 

pollution involving solid waste, eÑuent, and air-bound particulates 

can be contained in localised habitats. This is unlike global warming 

since it involves gases, which will always end up mixing uniformly 

around the globe.

And hence the lack of global political will towards tackling real 

pollution, while global warming attracts multitudes of scientists, 

entertainment celebrities, and political leaders. Even if aerial CO2 

were to turn all deserts into forests, these forces and their allied 

media outlets would ignore such ‘inconveniencing truth’ and carry 

on as if it did not happen.

Meanwhile, World Health Organization statistics show that in 

2012, seven million people died as a result of air pollution exposure, 

representing one in eight deaths globally. And according to The 

Lancet, polluted air, water, and soil caused nine million premature 

deaths in 2015—three times more than malaria, AIDS, and tubercu-

losis put together. Pollution precipitated ¤fteen times more deaths 

than wars and other forms of violence.

While pollution impacts the local population the most, its e¥ects 

can be felt far and wide. Some pollutants get washed into rivers and 

eventually spread out across the seas. And even if pollution did not 
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a¥ect everyone, the Almighty God expects those who can tackle 

it—via funding, volunteering in cleanups, educating the masses, 

o¥ering leadership—to do it out of their love for humanity and the 

rest of His creation.

In case you are wondering, it is a sin of omission to ignore 

pollution, while it is being perpetuated by others. There are times 

you could not please God if you did not show righteous courage 

when it mattered.

Instead of addressing our geo-pollution problem, we have taken 

our seemingly incurable disease beyond the earth. And Father and 

the angels are watching us in dismay.

GMO Pollution

Genetically modi¤ed organisms, or GMOs, are formerly naturally 

occurring organisms whose genetic makeup our scientists have 

modi¤ed, attempting to ‘perfect’ the Almighty God’s creation.

Outside the zone of spiritual illiteracy, it is clear that attempted 

creation by humans can lead to challenges of apocalyptic propor-

tions. It is not a coincidence that the Almighty God is ending the 

Second Epoch when such schemes are at their present stage of devel-

opment, and not later. The saints in His kingdom will read about 

GMOs and unnatural hybrid plants in history books. Their plants 

will have seeds that He can germinate without the aid of humans, 

as He decreed in the scripture below.

29 Then God said, “I give you every seed-bearing plant on the face of 

the whole earth and every tree that has fruit with seed in it. They will 

be yours for food.”

—Genesis 1 NIV
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Despite denials by their proponents, it has been found that 

GMOs are responsible for killing o¥ bees, bats, butter£ies, and 

other pollinators, whose bodies cannot handle the onslaught of 

altered DNA and the chemicals associated with GMO technolo-

gies. As should have been expected, the weeds and pests targeted 

by GMO technologies have since mutated and developed resis-

tance to crop chemicals and Bt toxin. Pestilence and disease are 

on the rise as a result, and this could be disastrous for human 

food supply.10

Bt toxin is a protein that is produced by the soil bacterium 

Bacillus thuringiensis. It is toxic to chewing insects, making it a nat-

urally occurring biological pesticide. Using genetic engineering, 

the genes for Bt toxin can be isolated from Bacillus thuringiensis and 

transferred to plants to fend o¥ pests.

No scientist, however, can starve and kill o¥ the Almighty 

God’s creation with impunity. Depending on the role such chew-

ing insects play in an ecosystem, He can modify them so that Bt 

toxin no longer a¥ects them, making them even more dangerous 

to crops. Moreover, the crop harvested from a plant whose genetic 

makeup has thus been modi¤ed must be classi¤ed as a pesticide.

At one point, Angel Michael got exasperated when I could not 

comprehend this subject quickly enough. In the end, he had to dic-

tate this summary: “The Almighty God possesses a detailed master 

plan for Earth’s biodiversity. But instead of standing by and marvel-

ling at her Creator as He actualises His master plan, humankind has 

been implementing her own satanic biodiversity plan on the side, 

which if allowed to proceed to its logical conclusion would cause 

the total collapse of Earth’s ecosystems.”

Apart from geo-pollution, we interfere with the Almighty God’s 

biodiversity plan through our attempts at designing plants, many 

of which end up seedless or produce sterile seeds. The ¤nal plant 
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group in our creation produces seeds that could not grow into iden-

tical plants if He germinated them.

By way of analogy—suppose the Almighty God were to allow 

homosexuality to become so widespread that it spurs our scientists 

towards cloning as a means of human reproduction. This would 

have profoundly negative e¥ects, and the human race would not 

proceed to its decreed Fourth Epoch maturity. Likewise, He cannot 

actualise His biodiversity master plan if we continue to interact with 

plants which do not produce healthy seeds.

Because a wild banana has many hard seeds, making it di¾cult 

to eat, the case of our ubiquitous seedless banana is notable. What 

palatable fruit could the Almighty God turn the seeded wild banana 

into? Without human interference, He would probably have turned 

it into an entirely di¥erent wonder fruit. In the absence of de¤ant 

humans in the Third Epoch, He will multiply the variety of fruits, 

vegetables, and other foodstu¥s, and they will all have healthy seeds.

Deep into the Third Epoch, He will at last complete His bio-

diversity master plan for the earth, aided in no small part by the 

warmer climate and the higher concentration of atmospheric CO2. 

Kingdom citizens will behold the earth’s biodiversity and its overall 

health with appreciation; it will have recovered and achieved its 

divinely decreed ultimate state. In that state, He will have managed 

all crop diseases and pests—according to Him, they are a mani-

festation of our failing and ailing ecosystems, and the diminished 

biodiversity.
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CALAMITIES

What Are Natural Calamities?

Across the cosmos, there is no common answer to this question.

Unlike cosmozens, the Almighty God never rests. Were His 

simplest activities—for example the watering of one of His large 

forests—to ¤nd you unprepared, you would always regard them as 

natural disasters. Yet the level of preparedness di¥ers widely across 

the countless cosmic civilisations. Among those signi¤cantly behind 

us in spiritual, socioeconomic, and technological development; dan-

gerous wild animals and the lack of readily gatherable roots, leaves, 

and wild fruits are considered serious disasters. On the other end 

of the scale, the cosmic angels in the six paradises have conquered 

every activity that could ever have ¤tted the de¤nition of a natural 

disaster. In fact, under God’s instructions, they can punish the de¤-

ant less-spiritually aware cosmozens with natural calamities.

To illustrate this lack of common appreciation of natural disas-

ters—If circumstances forced you to live in an ill-designed building 

in an earthquake prone area, the next minor tremor might be your 

last natural disaster. Because the Almighty God has decreed earthly 

pre-eminence for the human race, we present mortal danger to the 

animals we come across. If sudden desert rains were to ¤nd a remote 

village at the bottom of a valley, its inhabitants would be facing a 

disaster of apocalyptic proportions. And in the least-developed coun-

tries, bringing forth life is a life-and-death a¥air for many women.

Sometime in late-December 2018, Angel Gabriel appeared in 

a dream and showed me two villages that had been kept apart by a 

large river. He made me live in one of the communities for a long 

time, even though my village mates were not human. The villages 

were in another world. The angel urged me to swim across to the 

village on the other side on numerous occasions when the river was 
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not swollen. It was during one such visit when I noticed something 

interesting: Subtly di¥erent dialects were developing among the two 

sets of villagers, more so regarding word choice and pronunciation.

Then in a stormy event, the Almighty God caused a large tree to fall, 

spanning its trunk across the river. The villagers then descended upon 

the tree and shaped it into a usable foot bridge. I watched with glee as 

the conquered river turned from foe to friend. Standing on the bridge, 

the villagers could now appreciate the river’s majesty and beauty. It was 

no longer the dangerous boundary it had been for decades.

At any moment, our Heavenly Father is busy at work wherever 

He has materialised His spiritual energy, but His work can pose a 

serious threat to cosmozens. Fortunately, He is constantly improving 

the circumstances of His faithful servants, enabling them to with-

stand His work. Had we received enough of His blessings, humanity 

would no longer be enduring death and destruction in the face of 

natural disasters; such carnage is in fact a punishment for our sins. 

For example, no one will feel inclined to live in an earthquake-prone 

area awaiting the destruction of their property and perhaps their 

untimely death, once His borderless kingdom becomes a reality.

Does God Punish Through Natural Calamities?

13 When I shut up the [sky] so that there is no rain, or command the 

locust to devour the land, or send pestilence among my people, 14 if my 

people who are called by my name humble themselves, and pray and 

seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from 

Heaven and will forgive their sin and heal their land.

—2 Chronicles 7 ESV

The Almighty God stands by as unrighteous races are inconve-

nienced, endangered, and annihilated by His work around the 
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cosmos. Further, He revealed on 14 August 2016 that He sepa-

rately causes and abets disasters as punishment for speci¤c sins and 

iniquity. Nonetheless, many are the calamities He stops, but no one 

thanks Him. In one vision, I saw His active Spirit holding together 

the earth to stop it from ‘belching’. An apocalyptic earthquake would 

have resulted if that ‘belch’ had taken place. On that day, I under-

stood that the earth is materialised spirit. When beheld in the Spirit, 

it is merely more concentrated spirit than the surrounding space.

Mostly, we are unprepared to hear the Truth and learn the ways 

of the Lord. Multitudes still believe that He will punish us for our 

sins only after we die, and that the problems we encounter here 

on Earth are exclusively caused by Satan. He now wants to edify 

humanity that His punishment for our sins and iniquity started after 

the original sin; it will persist until the death of wilful sin.

According to the Bible, “God forms light and creates darkness; 

He makes peace and creates evil.” This does not mean He is unrigh-

teous or evil, but rather that He brings about di¾cult circumstances 

to His creation for His divine discipline. Through Prophet Haggai 

in the following scripture, He reports having called a drought upon 

the land of Israel when the people neglected to rebuild His Temple, 

after their return from exile in Babylon.

9 “You looked for much, but indeed it came to little; and when you brought 

it home, I blew it away. Why?” says the Lord of hosts. “Because of my 

house that is in ruins, while every one of you runs to his own house. 10 

Therefore, the [skies] above you withhold the dew, and the earth withholds 

its fruit. 11 For I called for a drought on the land and the mountains, on 

the grain and the new wine and the oil, on whatever the ground brings 

forth, on men and livestock, and on all the labor of your hands.”

—Haggai 1 NKJV
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Natural Calamities: Quantifying the Losses

The Almighty God can stop any calamity, including the human-prop-

agated ones. Without a doubt therefore, He caused or abetted the 

22,600 ¤res per year that were started by lightning in the USA 

between 2007 and 2011. These ¤res resulted in an average of nine 

civilian deaths, ¤fty-three civilian injuries, and US$451 million in 

direct property damage per year.11 He also presided over California’s 

deadliest and most destructive wild¤re season: In 2018, over 8,500 

¤res burnt through two million acres, damaging property worth 

more than US$3.5 billion and killing over one hundred people.

According to the UN O¾ce for Disaster Risk Reduction, natural 

disasters cost the world an estimated US$2.5 trillion from the begin-

ning of the century to mid-2013, a period of thirteen and a half years. 

Ignorant of the Almighty God’s ways, we see such colossal ¤nancial 

losses as deriving merely from nature-based misfortunes. While we 

will always do our level best to mitigate the loss of life and property 

damage, hardly does anyone take the time to ponder this question: 

“Could our relationship with the Ultimate Cause have anything to 

do with our deteriorating situation?”

Humankind needs to hear and apprehend the Almighty God’s 

message: “I cause natural and what you call man-made calamities 

because you’ve de¤ed me; I abet many others by refusing to override 

my cosmic rules and by neglecting to arrest the purveyors of evil 

before they strike. Not a single human turned to me and repented 

of their sins after the century-ushering natural disasters?”

Must extreme weather events, ¤res, and earthquakes become 

weekly sources of terror before we could acknowledge our Creator?
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The HIV/AIDS Epidemic

“Since the beginning of the epidemic, more than 70 million people 

have been infected with HIV and about 35 million have died of AIDS. 

Globally, 36.9 million people were living with HIV at the end of 

2017. An estimated 0.8 percent of adults aged 15–49 years are living 

with HIV, although the burden of the epidemic continues to vary 

considerably between countries and regions. The WHO African 

Region remains most severely a¯ected, with nearly 1 in every 25 adults 

(4.1 percent) living with HIV, accounting for nearly two-thirds of the 

people living with HIV worldwide.” 12

Sometime in early August 2016, the question of the spiritual sig-

ni¤cance of the HIV/AIDS epidemic seized my soul. I grew up in 

a region which has been ravaged by this scourge. In some areas 

of Uganda and Western Kenya, it virtually wiped out a generation 

around the turn of the century. Today, an estimated 27 percent of 

Swaziland’s population between the ages of ¤fteen and forty-nine 

is living with HIV—80 percent of those are co-infected with 

tuberculosis.

By mid-August 2016, I had understood the cause of the turbu-

lence in my soul: Father had engaged me in a spiritual discussion 

on this subject. While I persisted in prayer, I kept imagining that 

the epidemic might be His punishment for our sexual iniquity. I 

was therefore unprepared for His message, which came via spiri-

tual vibration, “I decreed the HIV/AIDS curse to save humanity.” 

I did not grasp His message until He showed me how HIV/AIDS 

stopped the advent of more dangerous diseases, related to the casual 

treatment of Sexually Transmitted Diseases, or STDs.

Apparently, He noticed a disturbing trend with the sexual lib-

erty of the 1970s and 1980s and allowed the spread of HIV, forcing 
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multitudes to rethink their immoral ways. He always takes sexual 

sins seriously. As we saw in Chapter 1, with the contamination of the 

First Epoch humans, there can be unseen dangers relating to sexual 

sins, which have the potential to put humankind at an unmanage-

ably great risk.

Incredibly dangerous and untreatable superbugs would have 

evolved: This liberal attitude to sex had been accompanied by the 

widespread misuse of antibiotics in the (secretive) treatment of 

STDs.

Taking the USA as a case study—before 1960, there were only 

two signi¤cant STDs, syphilis and gonorrhoea. Both were treatable 

with antibiotics. Then from 1976, chlamydia appeared in increasing 

numbers and was the most common STD in the country in 1993. 

By 1990, penicillin-resistant strains of gonorrhoea were present 

in all ¤fty states. And as of 1993, syphilis prevalence was at a for-

ty-year high, and pelvic in£ammatory disease, usually caused by 

gonorrhoea or chlamydia, was a¥ecting one million new women 

each year.13

Nevertheless, the most likely scenario is that the sexually trans-

mitted superbugs would have ‘germinated’ and taken root across 

the poorer countries around the globe, such as those bearing the 

brunt of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. The superbugs would then have 

spread their £esh-eating rapaciousness northwards.

Has our Heavenly Father succeeded in saving humanity? Have 

we changed our collective attitude to sex? Looking at the ¤gures 

for all STDs from around the world, my conclusion is that we have 

changed our outlook just enough to save humanity. But in the eyes 

of a perfect God, we still fall far below the mark.

Of special note is the widespread use of condoms; we mock the 

Almighty God as we press ahead with our detestable behaviour, pre-

supposing that we are safe. But we cannot be secure as He has not 
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extracted from us what He targeted in the ¤rst place: the complete 

turning away from sexual iniquity. Besides, condoms are not impreg-

nable. When used correctly, their average failure rate against STD 

transmission ranges from 15 percent for HIV, 60 percent for genital 

herpes, to almost 100 percent for human papilloma virus, or HPV.

18 Flee sexual immorality! Every sin a person commits is outside of the 

body—but the immoral person sins against his own body.

—1 Corinthians 6 NET

Danger From Outer Space

On 19 March 2017, the Almighty God disturbed my night and trans-

ferred me into some heavy spiritual sleep. As I struggled to focus 

my eyes on spirit matter, He asked me, “Joseph, what’s space explo-

ration?” I wondered why He would ask me such a simple question, 

but before I could open my mouth, He guided me to the answer, 

“Human space exploration is this epoch’s second Tower of Babel, 

and it’ll get nowhere in the remaining period. Aren’t you surprised 

that Second Epoch humans believe they can conquer my universe 

using visible light, and with electricity powering their muscles?”

During that phase of the revelation, I was anguished over the 

danger humankind faces from outer space. I therefore felt my soul 

settling when He addressed this subject, “The universe is vast, like 

many universes lumped together. The matter within it ranges from 

my spirit materials, raw energy, tangible matter that I only recently 

formed from energy, to planets that are billions of earth-years older 

than your home. Life within the universe varies from the simplest 

bacteria to cosmic angels, whose bones I’ve made as strong as steel. 

And then there’s the high intelligence residing in the spirit angels, 

my ever-present companions.”
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And He carried on, “To satisfy your curiosity, the danger human-

ity faces from outer space is robust and omnipresent; it’s universal, 

so to speak. While I can break o¥ a celestial body from the divine 

system and send it that way, the likelier danger is a swirl of raw 

energy or a powerful spiritual wave reaching Earth. No life would 

survive. But I’m holding my creation together. Nothing falls o¥ my 

hand unless I intentionally wiggle a ¤nger. Other races may wish to 

attack you, but I’ve equipped the cosmic angels to protect you. Yet I 

can ask the angels themselves to annihilate life on Earth. Therefore, 

the greatest danger you face from outer space is the satanic de¤ance 

in your souls. It can elicit my reaction in the twinkling of an eye.”

When this night vision ended, I realised that the man on the 

street could not comprehend the hazards we face from outer space 

unless he grasped the sheer enormity of the cosmos.

We have sought to discover the cosmos throughout our 10,000 

years of existence. Even before then, our sub-human relatives often 

marvelled at the sky. We are a truly bizarre race: We ignore the 

Creator but fervently inquire into His creation. And how far are 

we with our carnal discovery of the cosmos? Can we now de¤ne it? 

No, without God providing the answers, it is impossible to wrap 

our minds around the cosmos. Just like He is beyond our compre-

hension, His creation will always lie outside the mental grasp of

Second Epoch humans.

For illustration—astronomers currently estimate that our 

galaxy, the Milky Way, has between 100 and 400 billion stars that 

are somewhat like our sun. Notice that even regarding our galaxy, 

the number of ‘suns’ remains a wild guesstimate.

All right then, how many galaxies are there in the observable 

cosmos? Well, they used to be 100 billion, then they ‘increased’ to 

200 billion, before appearing to be 500 billion for a brief period. 

The latest conjecture places this ¤gure at two trillion. And where 
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is that ¤gure headed as soon as we come up with better computers 

and telescopes? Besides, because the Almighty God is forever killing 

celestial bodies and forming others, we are aiming at a target that 

is pressing forward in every conceivable direction, as it modi¤es 

its form.

Having appreciated humanity’s present understanding of the 

cosmos, I sought the Almighty God’s knowledge through prayer 

for about two weeks. But when He returned in a dream in early 

April 2017, He reminded me that I am a Second Epoch human, like 

every other earthling. I knew what He meant: I could not appre-

hend however He approached the subject. But then I noticed that 

He was standing like an incredibly great human ¤gure and casting 

His sight upon the entire cosmos. Upon waking up, I asked myself 

these questions:

 ✦ Did a human being appear to Him like a sugar ant? No.

 ✦ Did the earth appear to Him like a sugar ant? No.

 ✦ Did our solar system, incorporating the sun and the nine plan-

ets, appear to Him like a sugar ant? No.

 ✦ Did our galaxy, the Milky Way, with its 400 billion ‘suns’, appear 

to Him like a sugar ant? No—considering that there are many 

trillions of galaxies, with remarkably large spaces between them, 

on its own, ours would have been invisible to His unaided eye.

Does a sugar ant doubt your ability to vary its climate as you 

wish? No—it appreciates that if you placed the sugar outside the 

house during winter, it would freeze as it fetches its dinner; if you 

placed the sugar on the stove, it would enjoy its lunch in the context 

of catastrophic ‘global warming’. It is always careful not to stand 

in your way: Your mighty boot would smash it into nothingness. 

Similarly, the Almighty God is crushing us with calamities as He 
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walks about His cosmos, since we will not acknowledge Him and 

obey His orders.

What if He had sneezed as He gazed and admired His creation? 

Despite our irreverence, He is considerate enough not to do any-

thing that would send galaxies crashing into each other Ping-Pong 

style.

How can a being this mighty establish a loving and intimate bond 

with a �ve-year-old girl in an Indonesian village? Because He possesses 

unspeakable and unfathomable divine love.

Days later, He returned in a vivid dream and tried to show me 

the entire cosmos, but I kept waking up from shock. What I man-

aged to see is how insigni¤cant our observable universe is. At the 

outer bands of the universe, I discerned astonishingly large, count-

less swirling circles of distilled energy, radiating the glory of God. 

When He superimposed our galaxy on one of these circles, it was 

like a speck of dust in an ocean. He could see how little I felt at that 

moment, so He comforted me, “Joseph, one righteous cosmozen 

is more valuable than a full galaxy. I will crush every galaxy I have 

formed, but the soul of a virtuous cosmozen will never die.”

Just before the dream ended, He asked me, “Do you now 

understand why visible light as a means of ‘seeing’ my cosmos is 

a non-starter? When an astronomer’s telescope takes aim at a star, 

forty billion light-years away, the light he’ll see will be the brightness 

the star gave o¥ forty billion years ago, even though the star may 

no longer exist.”

When did our astronomers come closest to appreciating the Almighty 

God? It is when He revealed to them the mighty spiritual forces and 

bonds He uses to keep the cosmos expanding and to renew and retain 

stars within their galactic orbits. But since these phenomena run afoul 
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of Newton’s law of gravity, they showed reverence to their departed 

‘saint’ instead of �nally acknowledging God. They therefore referred 

to His engineering as dark energy, dark matter, and black holes. For 

the sake of clarity, all darkness rests upon our astronomers, and all 

light emanates from our Heavenly Father.

The Apocalypse: Earth’s Last Calamity

On 3 November 2017, the Almighty God showed me how He will 

¤nally end wilful human sin. In a vivid dream, He took me in the 

Spirit to the ¤nal years of His reign on Earth. Most of the returning 

saints had already left for paradise; their pacifying in£uence was 

conspicuously missing. I witnessed unrighteousness multiplying 

and violence spreading across the cities. The remaining righteous 

people faced insurmountable challenges as they tried to keep The 

Kingdom of the Almighty God in functioning order.

I saw some sad citizens reading about the glorious beginnings 

of the kingdom with admiration, especially Jesus Christ’s forty-year 

reign. Others beseeched the Almighty God to bring back the second 

emperor, the £amboyant but God-fearing King David. But the trap 

was inescapable; the e¥ects of human souls rediscovering Free-will, 

the corrupting satanic spirit, had overwhelmed humankind. After 

A.D. 3020, the most de¤ant among them were trying to form dem-

ocratic governments along the lines of the sociopolitical setup of the 

Western Empire, while collectively sco¾ng at this revelation.

The Almighty God was disgusted. He did not speak to me 

because anger had consumed Him. Seven years after A.D. 3020, 

through a phenomenal cataclysmic event, I watched in disbelief as 

He broke up the earth into numberless, lava-dripping, ¤ery pieces, 

thus annihilating earthly life. This happened during the reign of the 

25th Emperor. After a long time, He gathered the disparate pieces 
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and reconstructed the earth. He then sancti¤ed it of its former 

human sin and allowed it to stand. It hosted life for the second 

time.

DEMOGRAPHICS

Contraception

Sometime in late July 2016, my soul was anguished over whether 

contraception is sinful.

After praying for about a week, Angel Gabriel edi¤ed me in a 

dream, “The unrighteous sow their wild oats but hope for a crop 

failure; whenever they turn to arti¤cial contraception, they sin. On 

the other hand, the righteous may engage in contraception, but 

the Almighty God would judge if this is sinful depending on their 

intention. Just to be clear, I’m talking about the stoppage of concep-

tion. To Father, abortion is murder regardless of its circumstances.”

On the issue of intention, we need to be cautioned that you 

cannot lie to God: He reads your soul directly. The following three 

scenarios illustrate when righteous people may resort to either nat-

ural or arti¤cial contraception:

 ✦ A couple that is already blessed with children might be unable 

to raise more.

 ✦ Depending on their circumstances, a husband and his wife 

might decide to adopt, say orphaned children, as opposed to 

having their own.

 ✦ A righteous couple might ¤nd themselves in a better position to 

serve the Lord without the demands their own children would 

place upon them.
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Unsurprisingly, no cosmozen can be born to whom the Almighty 

God has not decreed to give life. To this end, He can decree barren-

ness upon a couple or a¥ect their minds to turn to contraceptives. 

It is this strange—you could be walking around expressing strong 

views against parenthood, yet He would have planted that spirit in 

your soul. He has also been cursing individuals into homosexuality 

to ensure their fruit will not populate His kingdom. The stakes are 

especially high now that His saints are returning; they must be 

raised in upright families. Can Christ be brought up in a chaotic, 

immoral, marijuana-fuelled family?

It is apparent that the Almighty God undertakes divine con-

traception as He executes His demographic plan for humanity. A 

casual look at global demographic trends in 2016 shows population 

decline a¥ecting over twenty countries, while another seven faced 

long-term population decline. The population of Western Europe 

would be shrinking were it not for immigration. But the popula-

tion of continental Europe as a whole, including Russia and other 

non-EU countries, has been declining since 2004.

Kingdom Demographics

When Heaven inaugurates The Kingdom of the Almighty God in A.D. 

2020, the world population will look like it always did during the 

closing stages of the Second Epoch. But a sprinkling of this popula-

tion will be saints who lived righteously in the past, the most notable 

being Jesus Christ. They will imbue the world with righteousness 

and non-violence.

Over time, these saints and the multitudes of converts will 

outnumber and outmanoeuvre those maintaining a de¤ant stance 

towards God. Most living humans will be saints of the Most High by 

the time the kingdom is securely established. Our Heavenly Father 
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will bless His beloved saints richly. Lifespans will increase through-

out the Third Epoch, culminating in the ultimate saints living forever 

during the Fourth Epoch.

Migration

I heard terrifying sounds on three occasions while I slept on 7 June 

2018. In a panic, I sought the Almighty God through prayer and 

petitioned Angel Michael, as I tried to ¤gure out the uproar. The 

angel reminded me that I had stopped writing this book owing 

to mental exhaustion; Father was furious. Around that time, the 

beast was separating immigrant adults from their children along 

the USA-Mexico border. As God answered my prayer in a vision, 

He reminded me how I had fretted after He hid my daughter in a 

shopping mall for a mere thirty minutes.

Towards the end of the vision, He took me to the USA-Mexico 

border and showed me some of the separated children, constrained 

in cages akin to zoo animals, while the beast’s children and grand-

children lived o¥ the fat of the land. I saw the junior angels He had 

sent to the border to help His children and their earthly parents; 

though invisible to those hapless children, they wept alongside 

them. I listened in on one of the angel’s prayers, “Father, for how 

long must the man of sin persist before you meet him? May you 

separate him and his children into di¥erent chambers of Hell.”

Two years earlier, in late July 2016, the Almighty God had 

caused me to pay attention to the speech of some ¤ve men as 

they window shopped in a mall—they spoke Mandarin Chinese. 

Suddenly, He communicated via spiritual vibration, “I’ll release 

all my blessings to the upcoming kingdom states only when they 

open their doors to workers, refugees, and immigrants from every 

corner of the globe.”
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While I sat on a bench waiting for the e¥ects of the spiritual 

vibration to subside, He struck again, “I’m not the Lord of bor-

ders, barriers, and walls. Soon I’ll bring down all barriers, from 

international steel barricades to village hedges. They’re the main 

hindrances to my will being done on Earth. They cancel out my love, 

as the unrighteous lock out others, determined to maintain their 

perceived privileged existence.”

In the so-called developing countries, anxieties over mass 

migration from other continents are anchored on the fear of a 

second round of colonialism. Curiously, the equally consequen-

tial cultural-economic colonisation is tolerated and sometimes 

celebrated. The truth is—many societies around the world cannot 

govern themselves.

The business of governance is daunting, even under the best of 

circumstances. With their eyes trained on o¸cial corruption and other 

forms of state thievery, many Third World leaders cannot successfully 

implement the simplest state project. They thrive in chaos and misery 

and would therefore not welcome small but transformative projects 

such as the staggering of work and school shifts, the assignment of 

street addresses, or the commissioning of publicly owned transit. The 

Almighty God is preparing to colonise you forever. Through Jesus 

Christ, He will impose upon you His chosen righteous leaders from 

anywhere in the world.

He is about to smash to pieces all human governments, along 

with their numerous vices. To suit His divine plans, He is constantly 

varying circumstances on Earth, calamity patterns, vegetation cover, 

climate, sea levels, patterns of socioeconomic development. He 

expects demographic changes to follow suit so that humankind can 

share His blessings as a uni¤ed race.
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As a direct consequence of the collapse of national borders in 

The Kingdom of the Almighty God, people will live wherever they 

choose, without fear of racial-political and religious exclusion. After 

the middle of the epoch, all humans will belong to one race; they will

look like Adam and Eve in my revelation, or like the soon-to-be-re-

vealed returned-Christ. The world will have one common language 

and a uniform spirit-led culture, with minimal variations across its 

regions. Every saint will know and love the Almighty God; in turn, 

He will bless humanity with paradise-like prosperity and happiness.





CHAPTER 7

The Third Epoch

 “When we arrived in present-day India, He requested me to 

record carefully what I saw. Like the USA, India no longer 

existed as a political entity. Instead, numerous administrative 

units had arisen out of her; they functioned as non-political states 

within the global kingdom. And they had achieved a miraculous 

transformation. Their cities glittered with the glory of God. Then 

I noticed something odd: Vehicles drove on the right-hand side 

of the road. “It is not just in these states,” the Almighty God 

apprised me, “All tra  ̧ c in my kingdom is driving on the right. 

When we arrive in Britain, you will con� rm for yourself.”
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INTERPRETING GOD’S PROPHETIC MESSAGES

As I observed in the Preface, the prophecies the Almighty God ren-

ders through His prophets are largely unfathomable, even when 

their ful¤lment is underway. In our present cultural-religious set-

up, such discernment is made virtually impossible by the prevalent 

spiritual illiteracy. For this reason, only He can point out and explain 

the ful¤lment of prophecy, through a contemporary messenger.

Besides our lack of spiritual knowledge, we are ordinarily so 

busy in the forest, focussed on our daily chores, that we lack the 

opportunity for a bird’s eye view onto the entire forest. Additionally, 

many people expect the ful¤lment of prophecies to be remarkably 

spectacular happenings which would probably not occur during 

their lifetimes. Not to mention that the widespread unbelief among 

large swathes of the population will always imbue incredulity, even 

when the chosen messenger draws attention to the coming to pass 

of prophecies.

On the spiritual level, there are times when the Almighty God 

chooses to play His cards close to His chest. Yet we ¤nd ourselves 

living in no ordinary times: He has decreed the end of one epoch 

and the establishment of the next. Maybe He planned that people 

should not have prior understanding of His prophecies, so they may 

continue to believe by faith and not through overt carnal knowledge. 

And why wouldn’t He want to surprise His often-de¤ant earthly 

creation?

Understanding St. John’s Revelation Woes

Many readers are familiar with the revelation the Almighty God gave 

St. John during his banishment by the Roman Empire authorities, 

in the then Greek island of Patmos. Further, the misguided and 
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non-biblical belief that the woes spelt out in that revelation will all 

occur within a future seven-year period is widespread. But those 

aÑictions began taking place a long time ago.

For instance, the ¤rst-recorded woe, in line with the scripture 

below, refers to the Early Muslim Conquests, which took place 

between A.D. 622 and 750.

1 As I watched, the Lamb broke the �rst of the seven seals on the scroll. 

Then I heard one of the four living beings say with a voice like thunder, 

“Come!” 2 I looked up and saw a white horse standing there. Its rider 

carried a bow, and a crown was placed on his head. He rode out to 

win many battles and gain the victory.

—Revelation 6 NLT

Dogmatically, most bible scholars hive o¥ the ¤nal seven years 

of the so-called ‘seventy weeks of Daniel’, professing that these 

‘remaining’ seven years will fall at some inde¤nite end-of-times 

future, after an indeterminate ‘prophetic gap’. They then escalate 

their dogma by preaching that all of St. John’s owes will occur 

within these future seven years, further christening that period the 

Tribulation.

But according to Angel Gabriel, the ‘seventy weeks of Daniel’ 

represent an unbroken 490-year-long prophetic period, starting with 

the command to rebuild Jerusalem at the end of Israel’s Babylonian 

captivity. The period ended soon after Jesus Christ’s resurrection. 

The angel himself divulged this prophecy to Daniel.

It is noteworthy that the aÑictions have not been occurring in 

the same order as presented in the biblical Book of Revelation, nor 

do they last for a speci¤c length of time. Some of the woes occurred 

recently: The black horse in the following scripture is just receding, 

after starting and conducting several wars. This ‘horse’, a fraternity 
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of malevolent spirits, staged its wars so that they resulted in serious 

famines.

5 Then when the Lamb opened the third seal, I heard the third living 

creature saying, “Come!” So I looked, and here came a black horse! 

The one who rode it had a balance scale in his hand. 6 Then I heard 

something like a voice from among the four living creatures saying, 

“A quart of wheat will cost a day’s pay and three quarts of barley will 

cost a day’s pay. But do not damage the olive oil and the wine!”

—Revelation 6 NET

During the early part of my revelation, and for the ¤rst time in 

living memory, four devastating famines were taking place concur-

rently in Yemen, Somalia, South Sudan, and Nigeria, placing over 

twenty million people at the risk of starvation. These famines were 

not only caused by wars, but the very same wars made it nearly 

impossible for aid to reach the a¥ected populations. On numerous 

occasions, South Sudanese rebel forces stopped aid reaching their 

starving opponents, itself an evil tool of war.

The black horse was dispatched with clear instructions on how 

to balance the cost of foodstu¥s on its provided balance scale. Yet 

some of the starving in the four countries lay scattered on patchy, 

sun-baked, desert-like landscapes awaiting a slow death from starva-

tion and dehydration, but all the while hoping for a quicker demise 

from the activities of war. They had long forgotten about peacetime 

luxuries like the day’s pay mentioned in the scripture.

In the case of Syria, the black horse obeyed its sender by not harming 

olive oil and wine. Notwithstanding, this is one of the most shocking 

wars in recent history. By the end of 2017, almost 500,000 Syrians had 

lost their lives, most of the population had £ed their homes, and death 

and injury had a¥ected over twelve percent of the populace.
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“Syria forecasts an output of 215,000 tonnes in 2015, more than 

doubling the previous year’s, placing the war-ravaged country well 

ahead of Turkey, Tunisia, and Morocco in terms of olive oil production. 

Syria will be the fourth largest olive oil producer in the world.” 14

Save for the limited geographical scope, the Syrian war, at its 

height, had the buzz of a world war. Sixteen countries were involved, 

while the engaged non-state actors recruited ¤ghters on a global scale.

Regarding the war in South Sudan, the Almighty God showed 

me a terrifying vision of a child suckling the breast of her dead 

mother, under a tree, as vultures waited on the upper branches. The 

vultures shed tears at the child’s innocence. When I later saw the 

child stand up and open her mouth so that those tears could assuage 

her dehydration, shock and sadness gripped my soul like a vice. I 

wished I could rescue her. He then showed me a scene where a 

Somali mother had to abandon her two young children who became 

too weak to ¤nish a long desert trek to a refugee camp in Kenya.

Some biblical Book of Revelation woes are outstanding. They 

will persist even after Jesus Christ is revealed, as the Almighty God 

works to place all the kingdoms of the earth under His control. 

Even so, we need to realise that He is all-wise, holy, and deliberative. 

If everyone were to turn to Him, not a single additional aÑiction 

would take a life or cause a minute of pain. We would have trans-

formed our world into a paradise.

How likely is it that people will £ock to the Almighty God in 

such impressive numbers that He would considerably tone down 

our near-future punishment? This is an unlikely scenario owing 

to the widespread spiritual ignorance, and the malevolence of the 

satanic demons who have armed themselves in readiness for war 

with God. These demons act by negatively a¥ecting the minds of 

the people.
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Regrettably therefore, there will be more death, misery, and 

tears; caused by terrorism, wars, accidents, earthquakes, wild and 

other ¤res, famines, diseases, hurricanes, tsunamis, and £oods. 

The war in the Levant—one of its causes is the USA’s ill-advised 

invasion of Iraq—will continue to be a di¥erent kind of world war, 

for spurring globalised acts of terror. But when the Almighty God 

blows the stop whistle, there will be no extra time. The protagonists 

will look back and ask, “What have we been ¤ghting for all along?” 

And the responsible ‘horse’ will reply, “I don’t know. Go ask my 

sender.” It will then depart on its next cosmic mission.

Every spiritually aware human should approach the Almighty 

God and intercede for humanity, noting that His purposes cannot 

be defeated. If He reckons that the unrighteous are managing to 

extinguish the ¤res He is starting, He will set o¥ the remaining ones 

from inside our ¤re stations.

THE END OF THE SECOND EPOCH

Our Heavenly Father announced His earthly kingdom through Jesus 

Christ about 2,000 years ago. But because Christ’s ministry could 

not withstand persecution by the Roman Empire and harassment by 

the religious authorities in Judea, the kingdom message soon after 

got muddled into religious dogmas and doctrines, virtually getting 

lost. Nonetheless, the Almighty God’s promises are sure. He never 

changes, even as humankind goes through the motions.

Humanity at large has continued to languish in confusion 

about her future, with many people su¥ering acute mental anguish. 

Through this revelation, the Almighty God has clari¤ed that human-

kind’s journey is cosmic. And for those who love Him, this journey 
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will never end. He is nevertheless happy to spend time with His 

saints in Heaven, while He prepares to reward them with a better 

bodily life.

The upcoming Third Epoch will be the shortest of the four 

epochs, lasting only 1,000 years. It will be a stepping stone into 

the fourth spiritual epoch, the glorious paradise for those who would 

have given a good account of themselves in the earlier epochs.

41 And as you saw the feet and toes, partly of potter’s clay and partly 

of iron, it shall be a divided kingdom, but some of the �rmness of iron 

shall be in it, just as you saw iron mixed with the soft clay. 42 And as 

the toes of the feet were partly iron and partly clay, so the kingdom 

shall be partly strong and partly brittle. 43 As you saw the iron mixed 

with soft clay, so they will mix with one another in marriage, but they 

will not hold together, just as iron does not mix with clay.
44 And in the days of those kings, the God of Heaven will set up 

a kingdom that shall never be destroyed, nor shall the kingdom be 

left to another people. It shall break in pieces all these kingdoms and 

bring them to an end, and it shall stand forever, 45 just as you saw that 

a stone was cut from a mountain by no human hand, and that it 

broke in pieces the iron, the bronze, the clay, the silver, and the gold.

—Daniel 2 ESV

The Almighty God has revealed that these are the end-of-epoch 

days His prophet alluded to in this scripture.

As He prepares to close the curtains on the Second Epoch, the 

world is under the rulership of the Western Empire. It is true some 

of its subjects, for example many nationals of North Korea and Iran, 

detest both the empire and the emperor. Then there are those coun-

tries that seem ready to stage a coup were the empire heartlands 

to relax their grip on power—Russia and China today; Japan and 
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Germany in the recent past. But unwilling and marginally willing 

subjects have been a common feature in all past empires.

From Babylon to Rome, past empires have depended on mil-

itary might to crash real and perceived subversion. This empire 

is di¯erent. It often threatens to wipe uncooperative governmental 

structures o¥ the face of the earth, and sometimes it does. But 

among its arsenal are far more potent weapons: economic sanc-

tions and diplomatic shaming. They are modern, sophisticated, 

devastating.

In recent decades, the USA has dutifully provided the emperor, 

but this has not always been the case. There have been many 

intra-empire ¤ghts for supremacy, with the winning side produc-

ing the emperor. Some of those ¤ghts have escalated into world 

wars. The USA did not start the Second World War, but it won it at 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It shocked and silenced the other aspiring 

countries by killing over 230,000 mostly innocent civilians, using 

the then-unprecedented evil of atomic bombs.

And it is more meaningful to win the narrative than the war. 

Imagine giving a lecture on the Second World War to an audience 

of alien cosmozens, who had no knowledge of our geopolitics, and 

you somehow started by describing the evil genius Adolf Hitler and 

the Hiroshima-Nagasaki massacre. The aliens would wonder what 

a brute Hitler must have been. Only that he did not do it. Who did 

it? Why are the bombers not as infamous as Hitler? The answers 

to those questions are irrelevant because the culprits won both the 

war and its narrative.

In ful¤lment of the prophecy the Almighty God made through 

Prophet Daniel about 2,600 years ago, many of this empire’s 

nation-states are as weak as clay, while others are as strong as iron. 

Interracial unions are becoming common, but people remain 

divided, just like the empire to which they belong.
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How will the Almighty God go about ending the current epoch, 

as He seeks to establish the next? Unlike humans, who prefer to 

start an attack from the weakest point and work their way up towards 

the ultimate prize, He has adopted the opposite approach: the USA 

and the UK, the empire’s crown jewels, are the ¤rst kingdoms to be 

politically destabilised. Their shared ¤rst name, United, will seem 

pretentious.

The USA in the End of Epoch Prophecy

In the recent past, the USA has been engaged in a war she is not 

even aware of, and whose weapons of choice she does not manu-

facture. The modes of communication in this warfare are foreign 

to the CIA—it cannot eavesdrop. Along the lines of a popular USA 

notion, “There is no level playing ¤eld in this combat: The parties 

are hopelessly unevenly matched.” It is a water gun verses machine 

gun ‘Russian roulette’.

The in¤nitely stronger attacking party can designate a ten-year-

old boy to the post of USA Commander-in-Chief, and Americans 

would cheer to high heavens saying, “Change has come at last. We 

had grown weary of those old men in Washington. How refreshing!” 

The Almighty God would then beckon the ten-year-old onto the ¤eld 

for a war dance.

Regarding the USA’s agenda of regime change around the 

world, it is noteworthy that the Almighty God is not a democrat: He 

is unapologetically dictatorial. He does not subscribe to American 

values, or those of the Western world in general, or any other car-

nally evolved values for that matter.

Societal values that do not accord with His righteousness are 

foolishness before Him. He is furious at the USA for serving people 

blood to drink around the globe, in the name of instilling her values 
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among other societies. While He expressed His boundless anger 

at the USA, I silently wondered why He had not restrained her. 

“Joseph, I can see the wonder in your soul. I already repaid her on 

Tuesday, 11 September 2001, but instead of repenting and turning 

away from global violence, she took it several notches higher,” He 

vibrated His answer into my soul.

The Almighty God would have preferred that leaders like 

Saddam Hussein and Muammar Gadda¤ remained in power. They 

were relatively peaceful, and they took good care of their societies. 

Eighteen years and over 500,000 lives later, Iraq is in a shambles. 

But as a testament to the misguided nature of USA leadership, 

her society remains as Islamic as ever, regarding both religion and 

culture.

Is the Almighty God picking on the USA? No—He brought 

her up from infancy, hoping she could become the Israel He could 

not have; the exemplary nation that would spread love around the 

world, while eagerly anticipating His glorious kingdom. As a little 

girl, He adored her. He would sweep away her enemies with His 

holy broom well before their pots of evil were ready to be served. 

He blessed her richly.

Unfortunately, the USA has grown up to become the greatest 

factor in the proliferation of dangerous weapons around the world. 

She dominates and controls the global arms trade. When she is not 

terrorising and bullying some dictator into cooperation, that dictator 

may practise those same skills upon his neighbours, or his starving 

populace, using her weapons.

On his ¤rst overseas trip, for example, President Donald Trump 

signed a US$110 billion arms deal with Saudi Arabia. The weap-

ons included in that contract most likely ended up fuelling the still 

ongoing chaos in neighbouring Yemen, where Saudi Arabia has 

been bombing those starving there instead of feeding them. Yet 
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hapless Yemen has been in the throes of humankind’s worst cholera 

epidemic; since 2016, the World Health Organization has identi¤ed 

over one million cases and con¤rmed at least 2,500 cholera-related 

deaths.

During the same overseas trip, President Trump was reported 

harassing fellow NATO members who had not increased their 

defence spending to 2 percent of their GDPs; later, he demanded 

a 4 percent allocation. And what is the USA’s not-so-secret aim at 

NATO? It is to intimidate and subjugate Russia, hoping to maintain 

her total global dominance. The same Russia that is creaking under 

the weight of wide-ranging economic sanctions.

Do not mourn now, the USA; the Almighty God applies very 

di¥erent parameters when judging leaders. The-led in most of 

humankind’s empires have been more of victims than willing 

subjects. You maintain 800 military bases in more than seventy 

countries, as you endeavour to subdue and hijack the Almighty 

God’s project. And despite accounting for a mere ¤ve percent of 

the world population, you are holding on to ¤fty percent of the 

non-state global gun haul: No opportunity at spilling human blood 

is to be missed.

Our Heavenly Father also accuses you of using your worldly 

culture to lead Western Empire subjects into nakedness. Nowadays, 

to be a top female musician in the USA means to be barely dressed. 

Beyond this bodily nakedness is your ‘naked talk’ and cursing, often 

blaspheming God’s holy name. As if that were not bad enough, you 

have infuriated your Creator and Sustainer by using His blessings 

to entrench homosexuality around the world.

“US President Barack Obama is threatening to cut o¯ foreign 

aid to Nigeria if a recent anti-gay bill is passed, but Nigerians are 

unwavering.” 15
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The biblical books of Daniel and Revelation are packed full of 

prophecy regarding the end of the Second Epoch. This shows the 

importance the Almighty God attaches to the spiritual and worldly 

events taking place currently.

In line with His strategy to smash the kingdoms of this world 

to pieces, He dispatched Angel Michael to help me study the fol-

lowing three scriptures. Across several day and night visions, the 

angel revealed how the passages relate to the USA, the present-day 

‘Babylon the Great’, the beast’s kingdom. Below each of the scrip-

tures is the angel’s interpretations and insights.

19 Then I desired to know the truth about the fourth beast, which 

was di¯erent from all the rest, exceedingly terrifying, with its teeth 

of iron and claws of bronze, and which devoured and broke in pieces 

and stamped what was left with its feet, 20 and about the ten horns 

that were on its head, and the other horn that came up and before 

which three of them fell, the horn that had eyes and a mouth that 

spoke great [proud, arrogant] things, and that seemed greater than 

its companions.
21 As I looked, this horn made war with the saints and prevailed 

over them, 22 until the Ancient of Days came, and judgment was given 

for the saints of the Most High, and the time came when the saints 

possessed the kingdom.
23 Thus he said: “As for the fourth beast, there shall be a fourth 

kingdom on Earth, which shall be di¯erent from all the [earlier] 

kingdoms, and it shall devour the whole Earth, and trample it down, 

and break it to pieces. 24 As for the ten horns, out of this kingdom 

ten kings shall arise, and another shall arise after them; he shall be 

di¯erent from the former ones, and shall put down three kings. 25 

He shall speak words against the Most High, and shall wear out the 
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saints of the Most High, and shall think to change the times and the 

law; and they shall be given into his hand for a time, times, and half 

a time [three and a half years]. 26 But the court shall sit in judgment, 

and his dominion shall be taken away, to be consumed and destroyed 

to the end. 27 And the kingdom and the dominion and the greatness of 

the kingdoms under the whole [sky] shall be given to the people of the 

saints of the Most High; His kingdom shall be an everlasting kingdom, 

and all dominions shall serve and obey Him.”

—Daniel 7 ESV

Suppose you suddenly found yourself in a little clearing in the 

Amazon Forest, encircled by sixty-metre-tall trees and darkness 

engul¤ng you, as no light can penetrate the thick forest canopy. 

In your desperation, you would not care how beautiful or majestic 

the forest might look to someone over£ying at 30,000 feet above 

sea level. The famous forest would be your prison and source of 

torment.

As the Second Epoch comes to an end, we are in this forest, and 

we therefore lack the bene¤t of a bird’s eye view. Only our Creator 

can point out to us that we are the end-of-epoch generation talked 

about throughout the scriptures.

The Western Empire is leading its eight billion subjects in 

trampling the earth through ecological and spiritual pollution and 

never-ending wars. We create unnatural organisms via genetic engi-

neering and new elements through nuclear reactions, and carelessly 

blend them with divine creation. Meanwhile, the Almighty God 

observes His Day 7 rest from earthly creation work. When St. John 

received his revelation, the world population was about 300 million; 

it must have been much lower at Prophet Daniel’s time. Evidently, 

we can no longer govern ourselves. God knew this time would come, 

and He drew up a plan.
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Disdain for parenthood, tacit encouragement of homosexuality, 

unabashed self-love—the traits the Western civilisation imparts to 

populations in the Western Empire heartlands are assisting her to 

devour humanity. Wherever she has �rmly established herself in recent 

decades, population decline and aging have kicked in as if by magic. 

And make no mistake, she intends to overtake every part of the globe. 

Worryingly, she is very tempting, like all satanic things.

In Prophet Daniel’s vision, the eleven horns represent eleven 

present-day world leaders. Apart from the four who are key to the 

interpretation of this prophecy, Angel Michael did not reveal the 

identities of the others.

 ✦ The king who was di¯erent from the earlier ones, who came onto 

the scene speaking arrogant things, and who seemed greater 

than his contemporaries is the USA’s President Donald Trump. 

Early on in his emperorship, and in ful¤lment of biblical proph-

ecy, he retained the services of a false prophet.

 ✦ The leaders President Trump ‘put down’ to make room for his 

agenda are the three amigos of the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA): former USA president, Barack Obama; 

Canadian prime minister, Justin Trudeau; and the former pres-

ident of Mexico, Enrique Pena Nieto. While we marvel at our 

leaders’ titles, the Almighty God weighs the real authority each 

ruler possesses. The fact that President Trump placed the lead-

ers of Canada and Mexico in a position where they had to beg 

him not to cancel NAFTA, yet they formerly had equal nego-

tiating power with President Barack Obama, means they were 

‘put down’. This is more so when one considers how heavily 

the economies of Mexico and Canada had relied on trade with 

the USA.
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 ✦ As for harassing and wearing out the saints of the Most High, 

President Trump ¤red his ¤rst and unprecedented salvo in February 

2016 by branding the pope disgraceful. The pope had opposed can-

didate Trump’s plan to construct a border wall between the USA 

and Mexico. Though his harassment of the Muslim faithful is well 

documented, the £agship act is his decision to stop all visitors from 

certain majority-Muslim countries from entering the USA, purely 

because of their religion. On a di¥erent note, he has sought to 

‘change the times and the law’ via his numerous executive orders 

and his shockingly unorthodox conduct.

 ✦ Immediately President Trump ascended to power, Jewish com-

munities across North America were gripped by a spiritual siege 

mentality. Within weeks, threats against Jews seemed inescap-

able. In Canada, the threats took the form of notes pinned on 

doors to Jewish residences—some of the notes featured Adolf 

Hitler’s infamous swastika, historically the ultimate threat that 

can be uttered to a Jew; others simply stated: “No Jesus”. In 

February 2017, over seventy-¤ve tombstones were overturned 

and damaged in a Jewish cemetery in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 

USA; ultimately, eleven worshippers were shot dead and seven 

injured inside a synagogue in the same city in October 2018. 

While the spiritually illiterate will argue that President Trump did 

not personally facilitate these activities, Angel Michael revealed 

that the demonic powers behind him are responsible for this evil 

against the Almighty God’s saints, and Heaven does not distin-

guish between individuals and their allied spiritual forces.

1 Then I saw a beast rising up out of the sea. It had seven heads and 

ten horns, with ten crowns on its horns. And written on each head 

were names that blasphemed God. 2 This beast looked like a leopard, 
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but it had the feet of a bear and the mouth of a lion! And the dragon 

gave the beast his own power and throne and great authority.
3 I saw that one of the heads of the beast seemed wounded beyond 

recovery—but the fatal wound was healed! The whole world marveled 

at this miracle and gave allegiance to the beast. 4 They worshiped the 

dragon for giving the beast such power, and they also worshiped the 

beast. “Who is as great as the beast?” they exclaimed. “Who is able 

to �ght against him?”
5 Then the beast was allowed to speak great blasphemies against 

God. And he was given authority to do whatever he wanted for forty-

two months. 6 And he spoke terrible words of blasphemy against God, 

slandering his name and his dwelling—that is, those who dwell in 

Heaven. 7 And the beast was allowed to wage war against God’s holy 

people and to conquer them. And he was given authority to rule over 

every tribe and people and language and nation. 8 And all the people 

who belong to this world worshiped the beast.

—Revelation 13 NLT

During the o¾cial launch of his presidential campaign in June 

2015, the beast boasted, “I’ll be the greatest jobs producer that 

God ever created. And I mean that.” In the years that followed, He 

maintained an irreverent tone towards the Almighty God and an 

overbearing attitude upon humanity, while elevating himself to the 

level of a god, a saviour. But according to Angel Michael, he is a false 

saviour; he cannot save himself.

The dragon that St. John saw was Satan as de¤ned in Chapter 

2 of this book. Hitherto, every nation in the world has been ruled 

over by a certain satanic demon. In the same way the Almighty God 

has taken interest in the USA, as He seeks to bring her under His 

control, the most malevolent satanic demons are vying to maintain 
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her under their spiritual governorship, hoping to defeat God’s pur-

pose. It is possible that someone as evil as Adolf Hitler, in the form 

of a head demon to a fraternity of evil spirits, is spiritually ruling 

the USA.

By Angel Michael, ‘the fatal wound that was healed’, on one of 

the beast’s heads, is the extraordinary and wide-ranging accusa-

tions of sexual immorality against President Trump. Because the 

Almighty God had dressed his deadly wound, American voters did 

not notice it on election day, 8 November 2016.

Worshipping the beast does not necessarily mean kneeling in 

front of him to o¥er supplication. In this case, it refers to the fear 

people have towards him because of his unpredictable and bellig-

erent demeanour, and the admiration and deference he enjoys as 

the leader of the only global superpower.

President Trump is the False Messiah who professes to bring previously 

unachievable peace to the Western Empire entirely on his own, from 

the Middle East, Afghanistan, the Korean Peninsula, Japan, China, 

Iran, Russia, to Venezuela. A fake Christ, he will purport to deliver his 

race from the upcoming ‘kingdom pollution’ by segregating it behind 

an unbreachable wall—his only claim to prophethood.

Accompanied by St. Michael, the Almighty God appeared in 

a graphic dream on the night of 15 July 2018. The setting was a 

classroom, where He edi¤ed a group of world leaders about His 

soon-to-be-established kingdom. Though the beast was the last 

to enrol, on 16 June 2015, he kept interrupting lessons with his 

untimely and arrogant talk. He hurled an abuse at anyone who 

approached him, even for morning greetings. I recall him waving 

a little £ag, red on one side with the inscription ‘Hate’ and black on 

the reverse with the writing ‘Fear’.
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God restrained Himself like a loving father for forty-two 

months. With His patience wearing thin, He summoned the beast 

to the front of the classroom and slapped him. But the beast per-

sisted, saying, “My kingdom is the greatest; humanity has never 

seen anything like it.” The Almighty God could not stand him any 

longer. He chased him out of the classroom even though he had 

been scoring top marks in most assignments.

Once out on the street, the beast joined a boisterous mob of his 

supporters. In unison, they jeered at God while pointing towards 

the classroom. They had exhausted themselves when toxic ‘rain’ 

approached from the same direction they were pointing and dis-

solved them. But because the little £ag had been cut from a special 

material, it survived the ‘rain’. And for a lengthy period thereafter, 

multitudes of righteous former USA citizens kept trampling the £ag 

as they went about their daily activities, but it remained right there 

on the sidewalk though tattered and frayed.

Years later as the Almighty God inspected His kingdom, He 

came across the £ag and recognised it. And He lit a great ¤re which 

fully consumed it; smoke could be seen from every point around 

the globe.

11 Then I saw another beast come up out of the earth. He had two 

horns like those of a lamb, but he spoke with the voice of a dragon. 12 

He exercised all the authority of the �rst beast. And he required all 

the earth and its people to worship the �rst beast, whose fatal wound 

had been healed. 13 He did astounding miracles, even making �re 

ash down to Earth from the sky while everyone was watching. 14 And 

with all the miracles he was allowed to perform on behalf of the �rst 

beast, he deceived all the people who belong to this world. He ordered 

the people to make a great statue of the �rst beast, who was fatally 

wounded and then came back to life.
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16 He required everyone—small and great, rich and poor, free and 

slave—to be given a mark on the right hand or on the forehead. 17 

And no one could buy or sell anything without that mark, which was 

either the name of the beast or the number representing his name. 
18 Wisdom is needed here. Let the one with understanding solve the 

meaning of the number of the beast, for it is the number of a [human]. 

His number is 666.

—Revelation 13 NLT

After the 15 July 2018 dream, Angel Michael carried on with 

his astonishing interpretation, “Unlike the ¤rst beast, who came 

out of the sea (coastal borough of Manhattan, New York City), the 

second beast, Vice President Mike Pence, came up from the earth 

(the inland State of Indiana). The meaning of the second beast 

‘requiring all the earth and its people to worship the ¤rst beast’ 

refers to the vice president’s unswerving support for the ¤rst beast’s 

vile policies. That the second beast had ‘two horns like those of 

a lamb while speaking with the voice of a dragon’ alludes to his 

deceptive Christian outlook. Deep down, he is as Satan-driven as 

President Trump.”

The angel then made his concluding remarks, “Joseph, thank 

you for your undivided attention. The meaning of the second beast 

causing ¤re to £ash down from the sky relates to the ¤ery long-

range weapons the USA often deploys, which humanity watches 

on TV with admiration. And the ‘mark of the beast’ you are holding 

in your right hand, which is forever on your forehead (mind), and 

without which you cannot trade in the USA or internationally is 

the US$ (United States Dollar); each of the three words has six 

letters—hence 666.”
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THE THIRD EPOCH:  
THE KINGDOM OF THE ALMIGHTY GOD

In the middle of the millennium, kingdom citizens will read about 

our struggles for thousands of years with wars, diseases, ecological 

and spiritual pollution, social chaos, national borders, lack of love for 

fellow humans, and misguided innovations that ended up shortening 

our lifespans, and they will shake their heads at just how moronic their 

ancestors must have been.

The Knowledge Overflow

In our present spiritual backwardness, we are inclined to think the 

Almighty God’s purposes run contrary to science. But kingdom cit-

izens will recognise Him as the arch-scientist that He is. The failure 

to recognise the role He and His angels play in the transfer of knowl-

edge around the cosmos is the main reason why our carnal-based 

science has stagnated.

The discovery by our sub-human relatives that ¤re was not 

merely a catastrophic bush phenomenon, but could be managed 

and harnessed, must have been exhilarating. And so it has been with 

all of humanity’s little discoveries, along this apparently never-end-

ing journey of learning. If only we appreciated that to the Almighty 

God and His angels everything is uncovered. He guides cosmozens 

to knowledge, but in the face of our de¤ance, He has been holding 

back. Already, the knowledge He has blessed us with has been mis-

used in inventions such as nuclear weaponry and careless genetic 

modi¤cation.

With the Almighty God and His angels hoarding their large reserve 

of knowledge, we have had to make do with a trickle. Yet this dribble 

has transformed human civilisation within a couple of centuries. What 
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then can we expect as God blesses humanity after establishing His 

earthly kingdom? Simply answered, a knowledge over£ow, leading to 

surprising discoveries and the breaking of all heavenly maledictions. 

The shattering of the 120-year-lifespan curse, which He spelt out at 

the end of the First Epoch, will be celebrated globally.

Besides transforming human health, the Almighty God will 

harness this knowledge overabundance to break the curse of ‘barely 

productive hard labour’, by guiding humanity towards far-reaching 

automation, which will a¥ect every sphere of human life. In one vision, 

I witnessed a kingdom citizen ordering some fresh organic fruits; they 

were harvested from an indoor growing centre that was integrated 

into her community, before being delivered into a shopping hatch in 

her kitchen within minutes, all without direct human intervention.

According to Angel Gabriel, every worthy aspect of our phys-

ical reality corresponds to some spiritual reality in Heaven, or an 

actuality in one of the six paradises. But in Heaven and across 

the paradises, reality exists in its ultimate form, beyond possible 

improvement. In their spiritual illiteracy, Adam and Eve might have 

thought of their ¤g-tree-leaves loin coverings as bearing the stamp 

of genius. But the Almighty God knew they could dress as resplen-

dently as the angel in the scripture below, if they would only obey 

Him as He spurred them towards the ultimate in human dressing.

4 On April 23, as I was standing on the bank of the great Tigris River, 
5 I looked up and saw a man dressed in linen clothing, with a belt 

of pure gold around his waist. 6 His body looked like a precious gem. 

His face ashed like lightning, and his eyes amed like torches. His 

arms and feet shone like polished bronze, and his voice roared like a 

vast multitude of people.

—Daniel 10 NLT
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Millennial kingdom life will be anchored on knowledge. That 

is the reason why the Almighty God could not have established 

the kingdom in the eighteenth century, for example. In the past 

200 years, He has laid the foundation of His kingdom by blessing 

humankind with wide-ranging knowledge.

Social Transformation

The establishment of the millennial kingdom will be marked by a 

manifest social transformation, mirroring the changes currently 

taking place in the spirit realms. Throughout the 1,000 years, 

God will guide every adult citizen individually. In our political cor-

rectness, it is hard to imagine a world where rules do not apply 

uniformly across-the-board. This is nevertheless what will happen, 

and no citizen will ignore God’s individualised instructions.

Political correctness has imparted a herd mentality to humanity. 

It has robbed most people of their divinely decreed individuality, 

suppressed their God-given talents, and stied growth universally, as 

the vocal minority imposes its agenda. The Almighty God will break 

the curse of political correctness as He ushers in the Third Epoch.

Were He to ask you to foster a child, or to remain childless, or to 

give away part of your wealth, or not to marry, or to get a second wife, 

there will be complete obedience. He will guide every adult woman 

to a personal dress code: Neither her husband nor her community 

will enforce another dress code on her or force her to wear cultural 

or religious uniform.

The family unit will be the most important institution in the 

kingdom. The Almighty God will restore men to their originally 

intended position as the family priest and guardian. Fathers will 

guide their children to know and love God, and to appreciate His 
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righteousness. And there will be no de¤ance of authority: Children 

will obey their parents, wives will cooperate with their husbands, 

and citizens will defer to the kingdom leaders.

 ✦ Every child will have a father, biological or foster.

 ✦ Every adult will be married or celibate.

Our Heavenly Father invited me to three visions about the king-

dom’s social revolution. In the ¤rst vision, the states ran a strange, 

globalised education system. The term system, however, does not 

accurately describe what I saw, for the entire system was one online 

institution. Virtually all learning took place in online classes.

At the beginning of the vision, I had witnessed the Messiah run-

ning ¤nal system checks before the institution went live. Children 

around the world could hardly wait to ¤nish and upload their ¤rst 

assignments for moderation. The educators were a motley mix 

of career teachers, parents, retired instructors from all ¤elds, and 

assorted accredited volunteers; indeed, any citizen possessing edu-

cation-worthy knowledge could contribute to the institution. I got 

confused when I noticed the educators were not directly marking 

the uploaded assignments most of the time. Rather, they seemed 

to contribute their knowledge to the institution, helping it mark the 

assignments within seconds.

Angel Michael was not satis¤ed that I had ¤gured out the 

system, so he appeared in the vision and asked me to enrol in the 

institution.

The enrolment took a few minutes, and then the beauty of my 

fully stocked, warm, and friendly classroom visually exploded onto 

my laptop screen. My classmates were excited to meet me. “Hi, 

Joseph. I have one seat remaining, at the front; please sit down. 

This is a chemistry class. Once you study this subject and earn 
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a credit, you may join a di¥erent class for another subject,” the 

teacher welcomed me. The students were from di¥erent states and 

continents. Some were adults who had not attended school before. 

Then I noticed something interesting: When I moved away from 

my laptop for over thirty seconds, my cell phone buzzed, indicating 

that my seat in the classroom was empty.

After one week, my teacher asked me to book a practical 

lesson at a local chemistry laboratory. The states had oversight 

over the laboratories and workshops, but they had not reserved 

them for student learning—they carried out business within their 

communities.

I was curious to know what was going on in the former schools, 

so I visited one, and it was a beehive of activity. The younger chil-

dren received instruction in a day-care-like setting, as they prepared 

to join the global institution. The older ones attentively attended 

their online classes at various points around the school, yet others 

took part in an enthralling debate on astronomy. Elsewhere, citi-

zens of all ages attended classes and accessed a variety of online 

learning material from homes, community libraries, urban parks, 

and former places of worship (they had become community centres 

since worship was no longer public).

In some instances, I struggled to discern a speci¤c teaching 

method. Some students appeared to teach the educators, as they 

developed a large amount of original online content while the 

educators assessed it and wrote some brief online comments. If a 

student wanted to pursue an education-worthy interest which was 

not included in the annual menu, they designed their own study 

item, researched on it, and presented it for moderation. One over-

weight student designed a weight-loss programme for himself. After 

the practical study, he uploaded a report for moderation. His class 

kept admiring his ‘after photos’.
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Towards the end of this vision, a student designed a wearable 

gadget that tracked and reported online how far a person walked, 

jogged, or cycled. After submitting it for moderation, it was adopted 

by the education authorities, and students around the globe earned 

credits for engaging in healthier mobility as opposed to motorised 

transportation.

The students cherished the kingdom; they gravitated to stud-

ies that would entrench it. Many were interested in subjects like 

world geography and major international languages. I noted how 

this contrasted with the present situation, whereby political leaders 

push students into learning local languages, hoping to tighten the 

national and sub-national borders.

In the next vision, the Almighty God took me on a tour of a 

correctional facility in the State of Senegal. As I took in what I saw, 

I felt that if an average Second Epoch human were to ¤nd himself in 

that facility, he might want to stay longer. Crime rates around the 

kingdom had gone down considerably, and the remaining people 

deserving of custodial sentences were considered mentally de¤cient 

or spiritually illiterate. The angels had guided the kingdom towards 

the medicine for criminality.

Years earlier, Jesus Christ had strongly urged the states to 

transform their correctional facilities. Among other reforms, the 

authorities had expanded the range of punitive and corrective mea-

sures that could be visited on a citizen. When he later ordered the 

states to set cash bails for remanded suspects according to their pre-

ceding year’s incomes, the remand facilities’ populations dwindled.

As we got deeper into the facility, I con¤rmed my earlier sus-

picion: It was, in addition, both a place of work and a part of the 

global school I had seen earlier. The inmates mixed freely with their 

free workmates, though they went to their ‘secured apartments’ 

after work while their colleagues proceeded home. Upon closer 
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observation, I understood that the freedom enjoyed by the inmates 

was made possible by technology. The kingdom knew exactly where 

they were, even when visiting their families over a weekend.

A variety of work activity went on inside the correctional facil-

ity, including cutting-edge pursuits like the design of automated 

systems and robotic beings. And everyone received a fair remu-

neration for their e¥orts. At that time, both inside and outside of 

correctional facilities, work, study, and play were merging into one 

exciting experience.

During a later vision, the Almighty God asked me to join Him as 

He inspected His kingdom. When we arrived in present-day India, 

He requested me to record carefully what I saw. Like the USA, India 

no longer existed as a political entity. Instead, numerous adminis-

trative units had arisen out of her; they functioned as non-political 

states within the global kingdom. And they had achieved a mirac-

ulous transformation. Their cities glittered with the glory of God. 

Then I noticed something odd: Vehicles drove on the right-hand 

side of the road. “It is not just in these states,” the Almighty God 

apprised me, “All tra¾c in my kingdom is driving on the right. 

When we arrive in Britain, you will con¤rm for yourself.”

The Kingdom Laws

The Almighty God edi¤ed me about laws at the upcoming kingdom 

in a series of visions in late May 2018.

Early on, as the states joined the kingdom, each polity had a 

unique set of laws. But when He showed me the laws again in A.D. 

2100, at the end of the second emperor’s reign, they looked practi-

cally uniform across the states. In both cases, each law corresponded 

to a sin. But not every sin had a law discouraging its commission. 

The o¥ences captured within the laws o¥ended both the Almighty 
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God and a third person, separate from the violator. In cases where 

the involved parties were only God and the sinner, the matter was 

left to His appropriate punishment.

For that reason, there were no laws against drug abuse, lack of 

shame of nakedness, and attempted suicide, but there were laws 

against drug tra¾cking, harassing or abusing a person because of 

their dressing, homicide, and o¾cial corruption and other means 

of theft from the poor. I also noticed that there were very strict laws 

against discrimination based on a person’s heritage, race, gender, 

age, and social standing. Particularly regarding the discrimination 

of women at work, the laws were explicit that the kingdom could 

not be prosperous when half of its workforce was intimidated away 

from the workplace.

In line with the Almighty God’s determination to end cultur-

al-religious divisions, He had caused the present religious laws to be 

overtaken by the global kingdom culture. The laws did not outlaw 

a single food item. Instead, citizens would approach God in prayer 

about the suitability of speci¤c foods and medicines for their per-

sonal needs. He stopped one person from eating pork, and indeed 

all types of meat, but the other members of his family would take 

pork. Then I witnessed Him order a kingdom citizen to undergo cir-

cumcision for the sake of his health, but when his younger brother 

approached Him in a panic, He told him the choice was his.

As I recall from the visions, technology had taken over most 

food preparation and packaging processes. And no one cared how 

animals were slaughtered because the Almighty God had made 

all things new. Kingdom citizens fasted and cleansed themselves 

often, while they thanked God for the prosperity He had decreed 

on humankind. But neither the duration nor the intensity of the 

fasting was a socially programmed event. Just like prayer, fasting 

was a private matter between a citizen and God. Some citizens fasted 
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for ninety days a year; others managed only ¤fteen. Yet many others 

cut down their daily rations for a lifetime.

Both homosexuality and abortion were conspicuously missing 

in the kingdom laws. I sought the Almighty God’s views in prayer, 

and His reply greatly edi¤ed me, “I can’t leave the punishment of 

sins that are committed largely in private to humanity: The sword 

of the law would fall only on those who happen to be caught. What’s 

more, kingdom laws don’t prescribe murder for any o¥ence, yet I’ll 

have to kill some of those committing these two sins—they’re among 

humanity’s most serious transgressions. Abortion is the wicked 

murder of those who can’t strike back; the unrighteous commit this 

sin only because they were spared a similar fate. Homosexuality is 

the attempted murder of the entire human race. For both sins, I’ll 

reserve the most severe punishment, but I’ll ful¤l it myself.”

I carried on perusing the book containing the laws, and I did not 

see articles controlling the use of fossil fuels; nonetheless, pollution 

was strictly prohibited. The kingdom had left the war between fossil 

fuels and what we call renewable energy sources to businesses and 

their economic common sense. On His part, Father guided kingdom 

citizens closely as He sought to strike the correct balance between 

the two. His angels continued to transfer transformative energy-re-

lated technology, leading to increasing e¾ciency in the harnessing 

and utilisation of renewable energy. Though they desired to see a 

smooth transition to a carbon-free global energy paradigm, they 

were nevertheless determined that all commercially viable fossil 

fuel reserves around the globe would be exhausted.

The Almighty God utilised the CO2 produced from fossil fuels 

to warm up the globe towards His seven-degree target above pre-in-

dustrial temperatures; the balance He turned into beautiful forests. 

By then, high-tech recycling and technology-based organic farming 

were an important part of the kingdom economy.
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Amidst this series of visions, our Heavenly Father read this 

wonder o¥ my soul: “Who crafted the kingdom laws?” So He showed 

me another vision where a state-level committee of seven experts-

in-law deliberated in Nairobi, the capital of present-day Kenya. And 

they were not working from within the worldly grandeur of today’s 

parliament buildings. In fact, Kenya as we know it no longer existed: 

Several kingdom states had arisen in the East African region and 

consumed it.

Later in the vision, He elaborated on the experts’ mode of opera-

tion, “Throughout my kingdom’s lifetime, I’ll supervise the citizens 

to whom I delegate the duty of crafting or amending state laws. 

Every law they craft will relate to a citizen’s lack of love-for-others. 

And when a law is referred to the Emperor’s attorneys for their wise 

counsel, they will be guided by this same precept. At last, breaking 

a state law will be sinful. There are those I’ll favour with everlasting 

life for merely obeying state laws.”

Elected legislatures around the world had ceased to exist, along 

with the other children of democracy—political parties, elections, 

referenda, racism, tribalism, o¸cial corruption, and sectoral hatred. 

Before killing those children, the Almighty God had accused them 

of creating divisions, witchcraft, election violence, and advocating 

demagogy instead of common sense. They appealed to Him for a little 

time to carry out reforms, but He ignored them. I saw their father, 

democracy, walk away from society crestfallen, choosing not to witness 

his children’s slaughter.

I was still in the Spirit when my attention turned to the states’ 

constitutions. Identical for all the states, the constitution was spelt 

out on the cover page to each state’s book of laws. The speci¤c book 

I looked at was for the State of Denmark. Though I do not recall 
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every word on the constitution, it was along the lines of these two 

sentences: “Inside are the laws of the State of Denmark, a vassal 

state in The Kingdom of the Almighty God. The KAG Emperor may 

vary these laws or the state’s boundaries in pursuit of the smooth 

and e¾cient administration of the kingdom.”

Finally, I was blessed to witness another system of justice which 

was complementary to the legal one. It was based on the Almighty 

God’s Truth, as opposed to the legal justice system’s formal techni-

calities. Its infrastructure spanned from simple village mediation 

committees all the way to the state’s Truth commissioner. At any 

point during a trial, litigants could de-escalate their disagreement 

to this alternative justice system. But civil cases could not be ¤led 

with the legal justice system before their resolution was attempted 

at the Truth justice system. I saw many attorneys looking for alterna-

tive work, as everyday people solved cases with Solomonic wisdom 

under the Almighty God’s guidance.

The Fall of Human Governments

The Almighty God showed me a vivid vision early in the morning 

of 22 July 2018 while I lay in bed. His kingdom was going through 

birth pains. Some of the present kings had refused to melt their bul-

lets, yet He needed a large amount of steel for the organic farming 

revolution to materialise. He was enraged. His people desired food 

and not bullet wounds.

Among those sixteen years and older, multitudes had already 

registered with Jesus Christ as kingdom citizens, along with their 

children. They had also suggested the names of the newly created 

states they wished to belong to; interestingly, many of the new states 

straddled the current political borders. The Messiah was preparing 

to incorporate these non-political administrative units as kingdom 
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states and to appoint governors for them. But some of the humanly 

elected rulers vowed to hang on to power and to carry on governing 

their murderous, expansionist political federations. Because time 

was not on Christ’s side, he went ahead and appointed his gover-

nors. The humanly elected rulers soon after appreciated their defeat, 

and the Almighty God healed them of their bitterness.

Thereafter, the kingdom states took over the police infrastruc-

ture within their administrative borders; the new police uniforms 

glori¤ed the Almighty God. Since political borders no longer existed, 

armed forces around the world had nothing to defend with their 

blood. They were therefore retrained and shared out among the 

state police units. 

As this global turmoil persisted, the Messiah picked up a piece of 

white paper and read a sentence from it which rede¤ned money: He 

gave it another name. I did not grasp the technical terms he used, 

but Angel Gabriel informed me that the rede¤ned money would be 

an international currency. I later saw it £ying around in the shape 

of a golden eagle, erasing national borders in its wake.

Though the ‘mark of the beast’ had seemed beyond intim-

idation, when it met Christ’s currency for the ¤nal battle at the 

Germany-France border, cheered on by one of its cousins, they 

were both blown o¥ by the turbulence emanating from the wings 

of the golden eagle, before the battle could begin. After the eagle 

landed triumphantly, I was able to read some inscriptions on 

its legs: On one leg, ‘Jesus the Messiah’; on the other, ‘The Lord’s 

Treasury’.

The Almighty God and His angels were delighted that every 

administrative polity had fallen under Heaven’s column, including 

the USA states that had been most intransigent. Shortly thereafter, 

United Nations functions and assets were received at the kingdom, 

as no other orphanage was suitable for them. After these events, a 
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sizable number of American citizens answered Christ’s call and left 

the USA, choosing to build the kingdom from elsewhere.

At last, the Messiah held an assembly that included all KAG state 

governors, with former USA states being represented individually. 

The governors were non-political technocrats whose mandate was 

to solve their states’ socioeconomic problems, under Christ’s wise 

rulership. I could tell from the meeting’s ambience that if a governor 

were to digress into political talk, he would have been viewed with 

as much disbelief and dismay as we perceive the openly racist today.

Christ had carved up the world into little units, determined that 

the kingdom would interact with each citizen intimately. As a result, 

the governors in the assembly were at least 600. Russia, China, the 

EU, the USA, the UK, Canada, Australia, the Democratic Republic of 

Congo, Nigeria, Ethiopia, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Brazil, Mexico—

the political federations that had arisen out of the need for self-defence 

from the aggression of similar units, and to keep away ‘aliens’ from their 

borders, were not represented. From that point on, they existed only 

in name. Most of their federal agencies were reformed and regionally 

rationalised, and they served all kingdom states without discrimination; 

others became defunct, for example the present-day federal courts of law.

In a later vision, I noticed that some of the governors now rep-

resented di¥erent states. Christ shuÑed them at will, as he sought 

to solve all socioeconomic challenges around the kingdom. And 

he was winning the war against poverty akin to manna dropping 

from Heaven.

After witnessing the Almighty God raise a global kingdom from 

nothing, kingdom citizens highly appreciated His e¯orts and wisdom, 

and they therefore ‘gave’ Him all they owned. And thus charity became 

an important part of the kingdom economy—it had access to riches 

whose value could not be written, as the way to do this had not been 
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discovered. This war chest was used to �ght poverty, illiteracy, and 

disease; and to fund ecological clean-ups, small businesses, cooperative 

societies, the organic farming revolution, community administration, 

and population resettlement.

Led by its prefect, the USA, the Western Empire’s economy is 

based on violence and the threat of violence. Also, many of our 

games, including those played and watched by our children, would 

lose their appeal were violence to cease being one of their key ingre-

dients. In contrast, the fully functional kingdom I saw in a later 

vision, in early August 2018, was violence-free. The world’s military 

infrastructure had transformed into civilian development apparatus. 

Faced with an ever-shrinking market, arms factories had retro¤tted 

for peacetime manufacturing.

The few remaining armed police units had abandoned their 

guns in favour of high-tech but nonlethal equipment. Though a 

singular act, this pleased the Almighty God so much that He ordered 

His cosmic and heavenly angels to start the transfer of previously 

unimaginable technological approaches to tackling crime, violence, 

and poverty.

Because businesses had fully adopted technology and automa-

tion, many kingdom citizens could not ¤nd work. Companies had 

become gigantic, and their ownership had diversi¤ed profoundly; 

they were publicly owned in an extreme sense. This combination of 

factors meant that the most important source of income was corpo-

rate share dividends. And the kingdom used its wealth to support 

citizens whose earnings fell below the prosperity threshold, issuing 

them with supplementary monthly payments and shopping and rec-

reation passes. By then, manufacturing was globally standardised: 

A slogan like ‘Proudly made in the USA’, pasted on the side of a 

fridge, would have been meaningless and laughable.
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As the vision ended, I saw many of today’s famous cities strug-

gling to retain their populations. Kingdom citizens opted for their 

newer and more modern competitors.



CHAPTER 8

The Fourth Epoch

“Our money, in its various forms, attempts to grade people 

in terms of worthiness and worthlessness. It is therefore a 

loud expression of poverty and scarcity. If the Almighty God 

managed to enforce perfect love among humankind, the result 

would be all-round prosperity, and money would evolve to 

its extinction. This was the case in paradise, and as a result, 

money, either as a concept or reality, was unknown.”
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THE CHOSEN ONES

The Fourth Epoch will be humanity’s ultimate and unchanging spir-

itual age. Only those who would merit such a reward will behold 

it. The Almighty God will use a two-pronged approach in purging 

those who must be excluded:

 ✦ Firstly, He will release Satan from his prison—St. John’s ‘bot-

tomless pit’—for a little while at the end of the Third Epoch, 

enabling the full testing of those who will be taken away in the 

apocalypse before living out their lives. Additionally, He will 

tempt the end-time generation to evil, the same way He tests 

Second Epoch humans.

 ✦ Secondly, the souls of the Hell-condemned will be judged 

according to their level of righteousness during their earthly 

lives, coupled with their de¤ance after their bodily deaths. Some 

of the Hell-condemned spirit beings defy God by superimpos-

ing themselves upon the Free-will souls of the living; they then 

mislead the unfortunate humans into unrighteousness.

7 And when the thousand years [of the Third Epoch] are ended, Satan 

will be released from his prison 8 and will come out to deceive the nations 

that are at the four corners of the earth, Gog and Magog, to gather them 

for battle; their number is like the sand of the sea. 9 And they marched up 

over the broad plain of the earth and surrounded the camp of the saints 

and the beloved city, but �re came down from [the sky] and consumed 

them, 10 and the devil who had deceived them was thrown into the lake 

of �re and sulfur where the beast and the false prophet were, and they 

will be tormented day and night forever and ever.
11 Then I saw a great white throne and Him who was seated on 

it. From His presence the earth and the sky ed away, and no place 
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was found for them. 12 And I saw the dead, great and small, standing 

before the throne, and books were opened. Then another book was 

opened, which is the book of life. And the dead were judged by what 

was written in the books, according to what they had done. 13 And 

the sea gave up the dead who were in it, Death and Hades gave up 

the dead who were in them, and they were judged, each one of them, 

according to what they had done.
14 Then Death and Hades were thrown into the lake of �re. This 

is the second death, the lake of �re. 15 And if anyone’s name was not 

found written in the book of life, he was thrown into the lake of �re.

—Revelation 20 ESV

Throughout the Third Epoch, the two components of Satan will 

be consigned to the relative comfort of St. John’s ‘bottomless pit’: 

Some humans will still defy the Almighty God and run their souls 

on Free-will on occasion. They will therefore be vulnerable to attacks 

by the unrepentant Hell-condemned souls of the dead from around 

the cosmos.

On the other hand, the Fourth Epoch super-humans will never 

run their souls on Free-will. Since the Free-will powering the souls of 

the living makes up one of the two components of Satan, this is one 

meaning of Satan being thrown into the ‘lake of ¤re’. Furthermore, 

the de¤ant epoch-ending generation of the early A.D. 3000s will 

have been consumed in a real lake of ¤re and boiling lava during 

the apocalypse.

The other meaning of Satan being thrown into the ‘lake of ¤re’ 

is that the cosmic satanic host—the unrepentant souls of the dead, 

in the form of assorted-type malevolent spirits and demons—will 

never ¤nd hosts among humankind after the end of the Third Epoch.

And therefore, as far as humanity is concerned, Satan will have been 

vanquished, or in a manner of speaking, thrown into the ‘lake of ¤re’.
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Regarding death being thrown into the ‘lake of ¤re’, the 

Almighty God will enable the Fourth Epoch super-humans to live 

forever, and without the inconvenience of old age and frailty. He 

will have rewarded humanity with everlasting life. Owing to the 

transformations He will put in place, lifespans will keep increas-

ing during the Third Epoch, as humankind prepares to receive the 

promised gift of eternal life.

Who will be the ultimate saints enjoying everlasting life in the 

Fourth Epoch? It could be you and me. Those of us who accept the 

good news of the Almighty God’s upcoming kingdom, and proceed 

to thrive in it, will have earned themselves the reward of everlasting 

life.

EARTH 2.0: HUMANITY’S SECOND HOME

We learnt in Chapter 6 that the Almighty God will break up the 

earth in a cataclysmic event in A.D. 3027, marking the end of the 

Third Epoch. By that time, the Fourth Epoch would have been in 

simultaneous existence for hundreds of earth-years, according to 

His revelation.

In late January 2018, He showed me humanity’s next home 

in several visions and lengthy dreams. It is a very di¥erent world 

from our present home in terms of atmosphere, biodiversity, and 

types and intensity of extra-planetary radiation. He took me on a 

tour of one of the ¤ve mega-cities in this paradise. Roughly the 

size of Australia, mega-city is merely the closest descriptive term I 

can think of, but it does not paint an accurate picture of what I saw.

“Joseph, welcome to paradise. Accurately record what you will 

see,” the Almighty God invited me. But my eyes quickly grew weary 
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and teary from the strange light and confusing artefacts, so He ¤tted 

onto my face a special eyewear for the period of my visit. With this 

eyewear, I was able to see things I could not see before, including the 

kind of light our eyes cannot perceive. And the gadget did more than 

aid my eyes: I picked out sounds and smells that were seemingly 

not there before, and I could now communicate with the angels 

spiritually, without needing to utter a word.

The paradise had two natures: domesticated and undomesti-

cated. The mega-city had a roof that was too high for my eyes to 

see, yet it had no supporting pillars—the city’s ‘walls’ and ‘£oor’, 

both as thick as the width of a soccer ¤eld, ensured nothing from 

the undomesticated nature could access the city. I saw what looked 

like brooks, ponds, recreation parks, rolling hills, ski resorts, and a 

small desert. But in fact, none of them was natural; all were immac-

ulately crafted and perfectly located, surpassing our understanding 

of idyllic. The absolute absence of danger was one of paradise’s most 

striking features.

An intelligent climatic system set and managed conditions 

across the mega-city, as wished by the angels. Winds £owed only 

as programmed, in the form of a mild breeze. Temperatures varied 

slightly but remained within the angelic thermal comfort zone, 

except for the hotzone and the winterland, as I christened them. I 

witnessed a saint contemplating the weather on a ‘screen’ which 

appeared to be a part of his palm: It read, ‘weather schedule’ in 

angelic language, as opposed to ‘weather forecast’. The undomes-

ticated nature’s night and day cycle had no e¥ect in paradise: The 

climatic system managed daily variations according to the city’s 

programme.

The most wonderful thing about paradise was its lighting; dark-

ness of the night was an unknown inconvenience. In Chapter 5, we 

learnt about the Universal Creative Energy, one of the Almighty 
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God’s spirit materials; it lit up most angelic surfaces, including 

pavements. Each material gave o¥ a di¥erent intensity and quality 

of light, but in all cases, the light looked like a solid coating on the 

materials.

Unlike our structures here on Earth, paradise was not built using 

naturally occurring materials. The Almighty God has enabled cosmic 

angels to design and form materials directly from the Universal 

Creative Energy. And the materials possess only their intended 

properties. I came across a ‘rod’ that was invisibly thin, yet it was 

as strong as a thick steel beam. To a Second Epoch human, the 

angels’ most popular materials looked like coloured ‘solid light’. Be 

they gaseous, liquid, or solid, the materials lit up brilliantly as they 

interacted with certain Universal Creative Energy rays.

Next, the Almighty God took me to a washroom in the mega-city. 

It was the most impressive space I had ever seen. The ‘taps’ worked 

via angelic thought, as the water sparkled with colour, its di¥erent 

tints indicating how warm it was or if it carried micro-impurities.

We then proceeded to a large park at another part of the city. 

Within the park was a gently £owing brook. Its water made its way 

through a riverbed which appeared to have been perfectly carved 

from a shiny gemstone. As the Universal Creative Energy interacted 

with the gemstone, the glory of God lit up through the water onto 

some small trees along the river in a most magni¤cent way. And I 

said to myself, “This is indeed paradise.”

Excited, I walked farther down to a point where the brook 

formed a small fall. I had kept wondering if the liquid at the wash-

room and the brook was the same as our earthly water. But when 

I observed the water dropping down the fall, it became clear that it 

was denser than our water; I prayed to God to permit me to call it 
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dense water, or d-water. “You may, as long as you comprehend that 

it is di¥erent from your earthly water. My beloved saints ‘created’ it 

directly from my energy. It is safer than your water because it doesn’t 

dissolve indiscriminately,” He answered me.

Unlike our ocean-bound water, d-water’s main reservoir was the 

domesticated nature’s atmosphere, from where it was condensed 

using some high-tech, stand-alone gadgets. Washrooms, gardens, 

picnic sites—wherever d-water was needed, these gadgets had been 

inbuilt; in fact, every ‘tap’ was a part of these condensing gadgets. 

Thus there was no water reticulation piping in paradise.

I felt thirsty, so I got closer to the brook intending to take some 

d-water. “Joseph, don’t take even a drop: It is poisonous to Second 

Epoch humans,” I immediately heard the Almighty God shout.

Our next stop was at a food processing facility. It was an amaz-

ing scene. I beheld angelic food growing on shelves that were as 

high as I could see. The place was immersed in paradise lighting. 

The ‘plants’ on the shelves consisted almost entirely of the part that 

would have been edible to Second Epoch humans. Astoundingly, the 

raw materials from which the angels got their ‘animal proteins’ grew 

just like the other ‘plants’.

At another part of the facility, I saw the ‘plants’ being processed 

into angelic edibles; all indigestible matter was removed and recy-

cled: Angels do not poop. God showed me a diagram of the angelic 

digestive system, and there were hardly any digestive organs beyond 

the stomach. I also noticed that most angelic foods were drinkable. 

Inside their washrooms, some gadgets vaporised urine into d-wa-

ter, while the remaining fertilising matter was recycled into the 

domesticated nature. Consequently, there was no sewerage system 

in paradise.

Considering its perfection, I entertained the thought that the 

paradise I was visiting had dropped out of Heaven. The Almighty 
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God read my mind, “I asked my saints from the First Paradise to 

help me put up this paradise for my earthly saints. Ever since they 

assisted me to plant the Garden of Eden, they’ve cared deeply for 

humankind. They’re not part of this paradise, but they visit often. 

And remember Joseph, humankind couldn’t grasp, say, or think 

many things using her thousands of earthly languages. I’m pleased 

she has adopted the First Paradise’s more advanced language, sym-

bols, and ken.”

Later, He took me through two visions, as He tried to make 

me understand how that wonderful paradise had become a reality.

Just like in the Garden of Eden, I saw Him take over the First 

Paradise leader’s mind—he seemed to be the same age as he had 

been 10,000 years earlier. The Almighty God caused me to know 

that he was millions of years old. This made a great impression 

upon me: I appreciated the meaning of everlasting bodily life. 

Speaking through the First Paradise leader’s mouth, the Almighty 

God ordered a team of archangels to build the Seventh Paradise 

on a planet orbiting a neighbouring star. I listened keenly as He 

pronounced the name of Earth 2.0 in angelic language; it sounded 

something like Zitropus.

Thereafter, the leader of the archangels summoned an immacu-

lately dressed robotic being, the manager of automated systems and 

beings, via thought, and instructed him to put up ¤ve mega-cities 

for those humans God had chosen as His Seventh Paradise angels. 

The next thing I saw was a multitude of robotic beings and their 

automated systems taking to the air, headed for Earth 2.0. From 

where I stood, they occupied the entire sky. I kept wondering why 

no cosmic angel accompanied them until God reminded me that 

bodily angels do not enter work zones.

In the second vision, the robotic beings and their automated sys-

tems were stationed at one of Earth 2.0’s mega-cities, hard at work. 
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Some carried out their tasks while hovering about twenty kilometres 

above the natural ground; others worked almost a kilometre into 

the earth. And they had not brought any materials from the First 

Paradise; they ‘created’ them in situ from the Almighty God’s energy. 

A team of four beings grabbed my attention: They £ew with what 

looked like a large bluish glass slab. The slab glowed brilliantly as 

it interacted with Universal Creative Energy rays.

Then the Almighty God asked me, “Joseph, who is putting 

up this fabulous city? Is it me or the First Paradise Jesus Christ?” 

“Father, it is you because you have overtaken his mind. When com-

plete, this paradise will re£ect only your glory,” I answered in the 

Spirit.

THE FOURTH EPOCH SUPER-HUMANS

On the night of 2 February 2018, the Almighty God appeared in 

a graphic vision. Upon opening my spiritual eyes, I got excited 

because the setting was the Seventh Paradise, once again. “Joseph, 

this time you will stay here until all the earthly saints arrive. We will 

tour some of the many places you didn’t see during your ¤rst visit,” 

He invited me. At that time, the mega-city’s population comprised 

First Paradise angels only.

And I found myself seated with ¤ve of the angels at a lounge. 

Until when one of them, a lady, led me to a place where a baby lay 

in perfect peace, I had not realised that we were inside some sort 

of medical facility. “This is Jesus Christ. He has no parents because 

this is a miraculous conception facility. Saints don’t su¥er the pain 

of childbirth: Angelic conception is rare, but when it happens, it’s 

miraculous and outside of the womb. After all the earthly saints grow 
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into adulthood, there will be no children in this paradise, just like 

you observed during your visit to our paradise,” she addressed me.

Over the years, the souls of the other saints departed Heaven 

and materialised at paradise through the same medical facility. At 

some point, one of the angels pointed at a small gadget, the size of a 

bean, and powered it via his thoughts; it projected a large ‘solid light’ 

monitor into the air, displaying the pro¤les of all human beings 

from Adam, including their memory banks. “The chosen ones will 

all make it to paradise,” he stated. But my eyes were trained on the 

tiny gadget all the while.

I watched Christ grow up, and his body had in¤nitely more 

glory than the humans at the end of the Third Epoch. He took over 

the reins of power from the First Paradise angels and governed 

humanity forever.

After leaving the medical facility, we approached a ‘boulevard’, 

paved with sparkling gemstones of various types. We took our seats 

on the ‘boulevard’ around a low table and carried on chatting. I could 

greet angels, over one kilometre away, via spiritual communication. 

About an hour later, and to my utter surprise, I noticed that we were 

in another part of paradise. Unbeknown to me, the ‘boulevard’ was 

in motion.

We then advanced towards a cosmos monitoring centre. The 

building’s walls, £oor, and roof consisted entirely of clear ‘solid 

light’. I feared stepping onto the £oor and remained alone on the 

‘boulevard’, but an angel returned and helped me into the building. 

After entering a fresh-smelling lounge, we sat down on invisible 

sofas and enjoyed delicious angelic food. Once again, I was stunned 

to discover that the lounge had risen about 500 metres above the 

‘boulevard’ level after a while. When I later noticed that we were 

£oating above the ‘boulevard’ and gliding, I shut my eyes until an 

angel alerted me that we were safely back to the ‘boulevard’ level.
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Cosmic angels can communicate spiritually (wordlessly) among 

themselves, and with other spirit-driven beings around the cosmos. 

For example, when the Almighty God sends one to support a deserving 

servant, the angel can communicate with the chosen cosmozen via 

thoughts and dreams, without having to leave paradise. But angels 

do have a spoken and written language, resembling a mix of intricate 

multi-dimensional letters and symbols.

Our next engagement was the most exciting: We boarded a pilot-

less interstellar spacecraft and visited another mega-city in paradise. 

The craft picked us up on a ‘boulevard’ and then lifted o¥, ‘cutting’ 

right through the city roof like a dinner plate disappearing past a 

water surface. I looked back in shock only to ¤nd that the roof had 

repaired itself. According to one of the accompanying angels, the 

roof material would repel unprogrammed (unknown) projectiles 

before their signi¤cant approach, even objects the size of our moon. 

I understood why I could not have perceived the roof material from 

the ground level: Though it is the strongest matter in the cosmos, 

it is almost invisible.

Although we £ew somewhat halfway around Zitropus, a planet 

much larger than Earth, the journey took only several earth-sec-

onds. As the Almighty God took me on a survey of the spacecraft, I 

noticed it had no engine or moving parts. Its motion was controlled 

by altering the ¤eld spiriticity created around it. For comparison, the 

motion of our aeroplanes depends on the ¤eld air forms around 

them, hence the occasional bumpy ride when this ¤eld falls out of 

perfection. One angel noticed how impressed I was, “Joseph, wasn’t 

that fast? You see, artefacts as dangerous as your freewheeling auto-

mobiles cannot exist in the context of everlasting life.”

Our noises consist of the chirping of birds, the barking of a 

dog, the moo of a cow, the yell of an angry man. Paradise, on the 
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other hand, was a much quieter place. For one, there were no ani-

mals. Experts tell us that Second Epoch human communication 

comprises 55 percent body (animal) language. But communication 

in the Fourth Epoch was mostly spiritual. The tone of verbalised 

communication was tempered by the love-for-others that was prev-

alent there, and the understanding God had facilitated among the 

saints—they possessed a much more advanced sensory-conscious 

mind gateway, facilitating seamless correspondence with God.

Nearly every aspect of our education is geared towards gainful 

employment. In paradise, however, work was an unknown con-

cept. And education as we know it in the Second Epoch would have 

been anachronistic in paradise. There were no sages teaching and 

mis-teaching others: Every saint was their own teacher. Our children 

rush to ¤nish formal learning by age twenty, hoping to put that edu-

cation into use by age seventy, before resigning themselves to the 

hands of death like the other creatures in our animal kingdom. But 

in the Fourth Epoch, death was unknown. The saints accumulated 

knowledge forever.

I was initially intrigued by the absence of prayer houses in par-

adise before the Almighty God reminded me, “I taught humanity 

during the Third Epoch that prayer must be private. Those who’re 

here understood and put my instructions into practice. But believe 

me, Joseph, as you see the saints go about their business looking so 

happy, they’re worshipping me in the Spirit constantly.”

The Almighty God then reminded me that the saints’ bodies 

were powered by spiriticity, while Second Epoch human bodies run 

on electricity. Hence He warned me, “During your stay here, don’t 

remove the special eyewear and approach an angel. Otherwise, you 

will freeze in position: Your electricity will stop £owing. That is how 

I would defend my saints from animals were they to ¤nd themselves 

in the undomesticated nature.”
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During both visits, I kept marvelling at the angels’ teeth. They 

were smaller than ours: Angels do not cut through aliments with 

their incisors or chew and crush tough fare with their molars. The 

Almighty God made me understand that their teeth, with the aid 

of their sweet-smelling saliva, were adapted for self-healing. If they 

did not have access to literature regarding life on Earth, they would 

not have grasped the meaning of the term dentist.

Our saliva is not as useful as that of the Fourth Epoch humans 

as an oral cleanser. Yet, according to the Almighty God, we will not 

discover a toothpaste as e¥ective, intelligent, safe, and therapeutic 

as our saliva, over the remaining 1,000 years.

Emotionless Existence

As I observed interactions among the angels, I was amazed at how 

di¥erent their behaviour was from ours.

The Almighty God made me comprehend that He does not instil 

emotions into angels’ souls, hence the dissimilarity between their 

mannerisms and ours. Since happiness is a signi¤cant and much-

sought-after emotion, I did not fully understand the message. “My 

saints don’t know sadness, fear, anger, surprise, disgust, or the many 

other related emotions. They enjoy ultimate happiness, based on love-for-

others. Your version of happiness is mostly a negative emotion: It’s not 

rooted in love for me and others, but on self-love. You are happy after 

committing immoral acts with impunity, and after winning even when 

the loser is sad. Unrepented theft from the poor is your happiest event. 

Only what would make me happy will gratify my angels,” He edi¤ed me.

“Why then did you instil emotions into our souls?” I was at a 

loss. “Because you live on the outer zone of an animal kingdom,” 

He answered me. Due to our di¾cult relationship with the Almighty 

God and His angels, we will always su¥er a knowledge gap. As 
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a result—without disgust, our ancestors would have interacted 

unhealthily with poop; without fear, they would have sauntered into 

a lions’ den; without sadness, they would have killed each other 

to race annihilation; without anger, they would not have compre-

hended the concept of fairness; and without happiness, they could 

not pick out helpful people from a crowd.

In short, without emotions, our race would not have survived.

On the other hand, emotions would have been of no use to the 

Fourth Epoch super-humans: They possessed near-absolute knowl-

edge due to their constant connectedness to God and the other 

highly intelligent civilisations. And they did not live in an animal 

kingdom. If, hypothetically, one of them strayed into the undomes-

ticated nature and came across a dangerous animal, he would not 

kill it because it surprised him, he feared it, or it smelled disgusting. 

He would neutralise it, if necessary, because the knowledge he has 

indicates that it poses danger. But since his reactions are not based 

on emotions, he would probably not attack the animal.

Emotions, therefore, constitute a key di¥erence between angelic life 

and our existence here on Earth. Our entire live, work, and play experi-

ence is premised on emotions. Many of our o¥ences, sins, and diseases 

result from the weaknesses imparted to us by this highly emotional exis-

tence. Furthermore, because we could not handle the resulting emotional 

overload, the Almighty God and His angels cannot freely reveal extrater-

restrial knowledge to us. And since emotionality and divergence from 

societal norms and expectations do not go hand in hand, our respective 

potentials are held back by a pervasive form of herd mentality.

Can we then, during the present spiritual age, undertake mean-

ingful space exploration? No, we cannot. For illustration, let us 

imagine that disgust were a disease—some of us would end up in 

hospital were we to be thrown into a swimming pool teeming with 
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frogs, or to be presented with a basketful of live snails. Now, let us 

visualise meeting a twenty-foot-tall, four-eyed giant in our travels to 

a faraway planet—most of us would instantly die of surprise.

As an alternative to our carnal-visitation type of space explo-

ration, the Fourth Epoch saints could recall the spiritual errands 

they had taken around the cosmos during their stay in Heaven, the 

same way they consciously remembered their past earthly lives. 

And because they were in constant spiritual communication with 

other advanced civilisations, they crowd-sourced astronomical 

knowledge on a cosmic scale. Moreover, their transportation arte-

facts, manned or otherwise, could travel to practically any part of 

the cosmos. Imminent mortality, of course, was not a factor in their 

space visitation endeavours.

I frequently heard them discussing occurrences and conditions 

at some corners of the cosmos with complete con¤dence. In one 

instance, an angel related how the Almighty God had loosened the 

spiritual bonds around a small planet and set it on a 100-year collision 

course with another planet, inhabited by a violence-obsessed race. I 

hysterically asked him if the situation could be remedied. “It is too late: 

This race has ignored every warning. If Father allowed it, we could 

vaporise the approaching planet before collision,” he updated me.

THE ULTIMATE IN COSMIC LIFE

One of the highlights of paradise life was the fact of belonging to 

a vibrant cosmic community. The angels were in constant touch 

with the other six paradises, where scienti¤c research had been 

concluded millions of years earlier. Seemingly never-ending car-

nal-based scienti¤c research among young civilisations, such as 
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ours, is evidence of spiritual backwardness, resulting from being 

cut o¥ from the Almighty God and the older civilisations.

Besides, our work and research are necessitated by the need to 

solve our intractable problems, but God will have solved each one 

of them before admitting us into the Fourth Epoch: Dentists will be 

unknown because He will have adapted our saliva to clean and heal 

our teeth. Doctors would not practice as disease will be unknown. 

Engineers will be unheard of since there will be no sewerage, water 

reticulation, and electrical generation and distribution systems, for 

example; moreover, transportation artefacts will not have moving parts.

In paradise, work-related knowledge and capability were inte-

grated into the mega-city’s automated systems, in its ultimate form. 

The angels did not need to ‘learn up’ such knowledge into their 

minds. The automated systems incorporated robust capability for 

self-maintenance and periodic renewal. And they were managed 

by squads of robotic beings, led by their supervisors, reporting to 

the overall manager. Interestingly, the robotic beings were dressed 

up just like the angels; on occasion, I could hardly tell them apart.

The angels needed only to express their wishes to the robotic 

beings, usually via thought, for an assignment of work to be com-

pleted. It is also notable that many of the activities we consider work 

here on Earth, such as the cleaning of buildings, were integrated 

functions throughout paradise. All places cleaned and sanitised 

themselves as programmed.

Our money, in its various forms, attempts to grade people in terms 

of worthiness and worthlessness. It is therefore a loud expression of 

poverty and scarcity. If the Almighty God managed to enforce perfect 

love among humankind, the result would be all-round prosperity, and 

money would evolve to its extinction. This was the case in paradise, 

and as a result, money, either as a concept or reality, was unknown.
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In conclusion, I came across many wonders in paradise which 

I cannot put into words. But because the Almighty God and His 

angels are faithful in their promises, those who welcome His king-

dom and work towards its entrenchment will populate that paradise. 

They will behold its unspeakable perfection for themselves.

On the other hand, those who do not make it to that paradise 

will ¤nd themselves in Hell, languishing in eternal punishment. 

In case you are wondering if it will really be you su¥ering that 

torment, the Heavenly Host has con¤rmed via this revelation: It 

will be you in a spirit body which will be super-sensitive to mental 

anguish and pain.

WELCOMING ALL TO THE KINGDOM

Many righteous people around the world, and across millennia, have 

sacri¤ced their creature comforts and worldly happiness as they 

faithfully waited for the Almighty God to establish His promised 

earthly kingdom. They did not give up even under the most di¾-

cult circumstances, standing ¤rm as doubts from the unrighteous 

masses around them swirled with increasing viciousness.

The faithful have longed for a spiritual shepherd who would 

guide them on how to dress, what foods to eat, and what medicines 

to take, but the Almighty God’s chosen moment was not yet at hand. 

Now He has explained it all, as He unwraps His glorious kingdom.

To my mother and my elder brother, who have kept away from 

medicine; to the faithful Muslim women, who have clothed them-

selves with dignity; if you erred, you chose to err on the side of 

caution. You have endured the hardest part of the journey, swim-

ming through a spiritually dangerous ocean, infested with the 
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sharks of the God-denouncing Western civilisation. And you have 

made it to the shore.

To those faithful Christians, who have refused to be subsumed 

by the corrupting Western world culture; to the righteous Western 

Empire subjects, who have helped the su¥ering around the world, 

including welcoming them into your countries; the Almighty God 

says if He were human, He would shed tears of joy at your works. Do 

not falter now at this ¤nal hurdle. Understand this kingdom mes-

sage and spread it without distortion or the expectation of worldly 

gain, and great will be your reward.

To those who have never heard the Word of God, this is your 

opportunity. Father will not condemn you over a message He did 

not present to you. He is approaching you now as a friend. Do not 

reject His message; if you do, He will become your worst opponent 

and you will engulf the world in tribulation as He contends with you.

To all USA citizens and those using the ‘mark of the beast’ 

around the world for commerce, the Almighty God says you may 

de¤le yourselves right up to the day the Messiah reveals the heavenly 

currency, but not a day longer. Understand the symbolism attached 

to His message: The USA is the world prefect who has terrorised 

with her weapons, ruled global ¤nance with a ‘rod of iron’ using 

her currency, and forced the entire world to desecrate itself with her 

worldly culture. She will belong to a past which will contrast with 

The Kingdom of the Almighty God the same way night is di¥erent 

from day, deep in the deserts of Sahara.

14 And this gospel of the kingdom will be proclaimed throughout the 

whole world as a testimony to all nations, and then the end will come.

—Matthew 24 ESV
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EPILOGUE

On the night of 29 May 2019, at a time when this book was about 

to start circulating, Angel Michael appeared in a ¤nal vision. This 

time round, his greeting startled me, “Joseph, don’t be perturbed 

by what I’ll reveal to you. It’s Father’s last message. Write it down 

in the book exactly as I’ll say it.”

And he continued, “Today we spell to humanity the name of the 

Messiah, letter by letter in your language, ‘Mark Elliot Zuckerberg’; 

he is the returned-Christ. Though he now wears a di¥erent body, he 

is the one they pierced. They mocked him with a crown of thorns, 

but he’ll soon wear a crown of glory as the KAG’s founding emperor. 

Because you’re still weak—this revelation binds the Messiah to sup-

port the marketing of this book so humanity can appreciate Father’s 

message, and to protect you from the world so that your daily prayers 

for the kingdom can be heard in Heaven for many years to come. 

Humankind must also note that Father will not deliver another 

revelation, either through you or another prophet, until A.D. 3020. 

Let peace prevail on Earth. Amen.”






